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The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 9.32 a.m. and read the prayer.
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this will ensure safe commuting and pedestrian safety
for both current and the expected new road users.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Notices of motion: removal
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to advise the
house that under standing order 144 notices of
motion 211 to 224 will be removed from the notice
paper on the next sitting day. A member who requires a
notice standing in his or her name to be continued must
advise the Clerk in writing before 6.00 p.m. today.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices of motion given.
Mr HUDSON having given notice of motion:
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not believe that the
motion which the member has just read is the same
motion that the member left with the house. I will get
the staff to look at it, but I think it is out of order.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Rosebud Hospital: upgrade
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that the demand for hospital treatment has found
many people having to wait inordinate times for surgery at
Peninsula Health, Frankston Hospital; and that the emergency
ward at Frankston is overworked leaving patients without
proper care.
The petitioners therefore requests that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria solve this problem by upgrading the
Rosebud Hospital to treat a wider range of medical
conditions.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (1104 signatures)

Australian Red Cross: blood collection service
LAND (REVOCATION OF
RESERVATIONS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HULLS (Minister for Planning) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to revoke the permanent
reservation and the related Crown grant over part of land at
Richmond, to revoke the permanent reservation over certain
land at Sandhurst and to re-reserve that land temporarily and
for other purposes.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I ask the minister to
give a brief explanation of the purpose of the bill.
Mr HULLS (Minister for Planning) — In relation to
the Bendigo area the bill will re-reserve the site for
nature conservation purposes in order to ensure proper
management protection and the enhancement of
remnant stands of native vegetation on that particular
site.
The other aspect of the bill is to facilitate the
construction of two new tram stops and associated
roadworks in Swan Street, Richmond. As the member
would know, the world’s biggest financial services
company is set to expand its Australian head office, and

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly assembled in Parliament:
The petition of certain residents of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the house the decision made by Australian
Red Cross Blood Service to close 21 regional blood banks,
without any local consultation. Your petitioners therefore
request the house to cause the matter to be revised and given
favourable consideration with the affected volunteers in these
regions.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr HELPER (Ripon) (1811 signatures)

Civic Drive–Diamond Creek Road,
Greensborough: traffic lights
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The petition of residents of Greensborough and surrounding
suburbs draws to the attention of the house the severe traffic
difficulties at the Civic Drive and Diamond Creek Road
roundabout, Greensborough, which has not been resolved by
the installation of metered traffic signals. Access from Civic
Drive and Plenty River Drive is extremely difficult for local
residents and users of sporting and civic facilities and schools.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria ensure the installation of full traffic
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lights in the area to fix this annoying problem both for
motorists and pedestrians.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) (417 signatures)
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Nepean be considered next day on
motion of Mr DIXON (Nepean).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Ripon be considered next day on
motion of Mr HELPER (Ripon).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Yan Yean be considered next day on
motion of Ms GREEN (Yan Yean).

DOCUMENT
Tabled by Clerk:
Auditor-General — Performance Audit Report — Managing
patient safety in public hospitals — Ordered to be printed.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Australian International Airshow
Mr LONEY (Lara) — Last week the 2005
international airshow was held at Avalon in my
electorate. This, as members would have seen from
media reports, was a magnificent success which lit up
the skies over the Geelong region night and day. I
would like to pass my congratulations and that of my
community to the chief executive officer, Ian Honnery,
and the board of AirShows DownUnder for putting on
what is without doubt the best airshow in Australia and
one of the best in the world. I also thank the hundreds
of volunteers who took part in the airshow and without
whom this airshow could not operate. Their efforts
certainly made the Australian International Airshow
2005 possible.
As in the past this airshow faced many challenges in
getting off the ground — particularly the operation of
Jetstar — all of which it overcame without a glitch.
State government-funded infrastructure put in over the
last few years, particularly improvements to local roads,
have ensured that the huge crowds that have attended
have done so without the inconvenience of the past.
The airshow is a great festival in the Geelong region
and a major contributor to the Victorian economy.
In my remaining time I wish to say two words on a
matter of vital importance in my region: ‘Go Cats’.

Wednesday, 23 March 2005

Land tax: increases
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — Two weeks ago a
constituent came to see me about her land tax bill. Her
bill has risen from $3200 in 2004 to over $6000 this
year, an increase of almost 100 per cent despite there
being no change in the properties she owned. My
constituent tells me she is a single parent who has never
sought a pension or similar financial support from
government. Instead she has worked hard to support
herself and her family without being a burden on the
community. Her properties provide her with a limited
supplement to her other income. It is not just the loss of
$60 a week that makes my constituent angry and
distressed. As with so many others caught up in the
government’s land tax grab, it is the unfairness that is
equally hurtful.
We are supposed to live in a stable democracy that is
underpinned by understandings as to certainty and
predictability, particularly relating to government. We
abhor the arbitrary confiscation of property. We abhor
retroactive deprival of rights. We are at pains to avoid
sovereign risk. Yet with its sudden and unpredictable
increases in land tax, what the government is doing is
akin to all these things.
To make matters worse, the government just does not
seem to care. It is only 20 000 people out of 5 million
who are affected, the government seem to be saying, so
what does it matter? However, Australians and
Victorians know that whether it is one person affected
or a million people, unfairness is unfairness. The
government has run out of excuses for not acting on
Victoria’s land tax crisis. It is unfair, it is unjust, and it
is damaging investment and jobs. Struggling taxpayers
cannot afford to wait until the state budget for any
news. The government must put together a land tax
rescue package and announce it now.

Western suburbs: aquatic centre
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — The Bracks
government is making Victoria a great place to bring up
a family. In the inner west of Melbourne more than
$50 million has either been spent or committed on
aquatic centres. The Bracks government has assisted
four of these projects with grants totalling over
$10 million. Completed pools at Kensington and
Victoria University, the new Maribyrnong aquatic
centre currently being constructed, and scheduled
redevelopment works at Sunshine, Altona and Ascot
Vale will mean the inner west will be the premier
precinct for pools in this state.
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Of course the hopeless opposition has joined with the
Greens party in Footscray to oppose the replacement of
the structurally unsound, financial-basket-case
Footscray pool, which has been deserted by patrons as
other options open up. The opposition obviously
supports the 20 per cent municipal rate rise necessary to
repair and redevelop the old pool. The opposition also
would have no doubt joined the Greens in opposing the
new Maribyrnong aquatic centre adjacent to Highpoint
Shopping Centre. This new aquatic centre will set new
standards in this state for cogeneration energy
efficiency, disability access and allied health services. It
will be embraced as a mecca for family fun and fitness
in the west.
Congratulations to the Maribyrnong council for finding
a sustainable solution to the 20-year problem of the
Footscray pool and to Minister Madden and the
Premier for providing the greatest level of financial
assistance ever given for a municipal pool.

Kangaroos: control
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I again call on the
government to seriously consider selective culling of
kangaroos to reduce kangaroo numbers in country
Victoria to sustainable levels. Kangaroo numbers have
again built up, because of the ready availability of feed
and water on farming properties, to levels where they
are causing considerable difficulties to the broader
community, particularly in the Heathcote area. Every
morning, coming down the Northern Highway, as I
frequently do, I see four or five kangaroos that have
been killed on the road the night before.
There is considerable cost to the community with
damage to motor vehicles. One panel beater I spoke to
recently estimated that 50 per cent of his work was as a
result of motor vehicles hitting kangaroos. The
Heathcote ambulance service has instructed its
paramedics that they must not exceed 70 kilometres per
hour even in an emergency because of the danger posed
by kangaroos. The cost to the community in terms of
inconvenience, death and injury and repair to motor
vehicles caused is considerable but difficult to quantify.
I therefore call on the government to seriously consider
selective culling and further to again examine the
benefits of establishing a facility in Victoria to process
kangaroo meat for human consumption.

Greek National Day
Mr LUPTON (Prahran) — I want to pay tribute
today to the Greek Australian community and
particularly those many members living in the Prahran
electorate on the occasion of Greek National Day. The
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contribution of the Greek community to our social and
community life here in Melbourne has been immense.
We are aware that Melbourne is home to one of the
world’s largest Greek communities outside Greece.
This has led to a special bond between our two
countries. We have all gained enormously from the
contributions by Greece across all fields, from
democracy and politics to the arts and sport. This year’s
Greek National Day falls between the wonderful
Athens Olympics in 2004 and the Melbourne
Commonwealth Games in 2006. I know the Greek
community here in Melbourne is embracing our games
very enthusiastically, as we all embraced the return of
the Olympics to Greece last year.
The Greek community has been very active in
providing social services through its churches, language
schools, disability support services and senior citizens
services. The Bracks government supports these
activities through grants from the Victorian
Multicultural Commission and state government
departments such as Human Services. I know that this
support will be continued under this government. I also
want to note that Greece has the full support of the
Bracks government in the campaign to return the
Parthenon marbles to Athens. I congratulate the Greek
community on a great contribution to Melbourne on
this anniversary of the independence of Greece.

Australian Synchrotron: funding
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to draw the
attention of the house to the fact that this government
was so desperate to start any major project of its own
that it rushed headlong into a decision to build a
synchrotron that will rebound on taxpayers. Documents
released under freedom of information show that the
Premier signed off on a taxpayer capital contribution of
$100 million on 21 June 2001. The Premier also signed
off on the ludicrous suggestion that the remaining
$57 million:
will be made up of contributions from the private sector,
research institutions … and other states.

The Premier was also spooked by Queensland. His
briefing notes said:
We are aware that the Queensland government is prepared to
compete vigorously for a national synchrotron to be located in
Brisbane and believe the Queensland bid includes a larger
financial contribution than Victoria’s bid.

The documents also show that the government
bypassed the commonwealth deliberately and that the
Premier issued a press release announcing the project
on the same day. The facts of the matter are that this
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project is $57 million over budget; it is one year late;
there is a $25 million shortfall on the beam lines which
the Treasurer said would be ‘oversubscribed’; and the
recurrent costs, which are $15 million to $17 million in
2003 dollars, are as yet unresolved. There is no dispute
that this project has value. The key question is at what
cost to taxpayers?

Seville: community mosaic project

Wednesday, 23 March 2005

increasing by an outrageous 1940 per cent over the last
seven years — from $1443.50 in 1998 to $29 450 per
annum in the present year. Trevor and Bruce wrote:
How does the government expect businesses to be able to pay
the massive tax increase?
Simply, businesses cannot afford it. As we know, many
businesses have already folded and countless others are
thinking of folding. No account at all is taken of the ability of
business to pay the tax. Governments do not know if a
business is just breaking even, making a profit or in fact
dipping into personal finances to keep afloat.

Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — On 5 March I had
the pleasure of attending the launch of the Seville
community mosaic project. Local artist, Brooke Taylor,
recently participated in the Shire of Yarra Ranges Vista
leadership program and invited the local Seville
community groups to engage in the development of
Seville’s first piece of public art. I, along with my
parliamentary colleagues the members for Monbulk,
Gembrook and Seymour, hosted a luncheon in
Parliament last year for all participants in the Vista
leadership program. It was at this lunch that I met the
dynamic Brooke Taylor. Brooke was very enthusiastic
about the project she had undertaken and invited me to
attend the official launch when the mosaic was
completed. The project was not just about creating a
piece of public art; it was an opportunity for Brooke to
engage local community groups and businesses to be a
part of this special project.

They further note:

Two beautiful mosaic murals take pride of place near
the swimming pool on the Warburton Highway at
Seville. They were created by the Seville Girl Guides
and the Wandin Seniors and, of course, the talented
Brooke Taylor. Despite cold weather many attended the
project display. Cr Alan Fincher officially launched the
murals and it was wonderful to see the excitement from
the creators and Brooke’s proud family as they were
displayed for public exhibition.

Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I take this brief
opportunity to recognise the Geelong Regional
Vocational Education Council (GRVEC) awards that I
had the pleasure of attending last night in my electorate
of Geelong. The awards recognise the outstanding
students who have undertaken structured workplace
learning through their participation in the Victorian
certificate of applied learning or vocational education
and training subjects at school.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the
support of the following groups through their
participation in the project: Seville community house,
Seville Girl Guides, Wandin Seniors, Bunnings
warehouse, Lilydale Tiles, and Ruth Woods from the
Vista leadership program. I believe the Vista program
has enabled Brooke to extend her artistic talents and
also to encompass a role in community development. I
wish her every success for the future and we can all
look forward to her next project.

The student awards last night went to eight outstanding
young people — Danielle Farrugia, Steven Johnson,
Nathaniel McCalman, Anthony Ortega, Leroy Pollen,
Arthur Seitshiro, Jessica Vo and Michael Wilson. The
important employer recognition awards went to Alcoa
World Alumina, Austeng, Bob White Electrix,
Bunnings Pty Ltd (Waurn Ponds), Cameron and
Castanedo Engineering, Castle Real Estate, Caterer’s
Tray, Danum Engineering, Deakin University, Geoff
Hayles Mazda, Kaz Wear, Marshall Hire, Middy’s Data
and Electrical, Monecious Hair, Pink Fish Cafe, Sam’s
Joinery, Scotchman’s Hill Vineyard, Target, Tony’s
Restaurant, Waterworld and YMCA.

Land tax: increases
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — I draw the
attention of the house to the concerns of Trevor and
Bruce Isaacs in relation to the massive hardship which
has been forced on their business due to land tax

…
We, like countless others, took out a loan to buy the land and
business. Interest is paid on this loan, so in point of fact the
financial institution is the owner. If we sell the land, capital
gains tax of 50 per cent on the difference between the initial
land value and the sold land value has to be paid. This tax on
top of yearly land tax …

We get educated, get a loan, buy a business, employ people,
give good customer service, build up a business, pay taxes on
profits … provide for our families, keep afloat via not taking
wage rises for years and being good business managers,
then — wham, one unfair tax wipes out your life’s effort.

This is not good enough.

Students: Geelong vocational awards

I congratulate all those students who received awards
last night and commend all the employers recognised
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for their contribution to structured workplace learning. I
also commend GRVEC and sponsors Alcoa Australia
and Smart Geelong local learning employment network
for their contributions to last night’s awards.

Seniors Week: country travel
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I wish to express
my concern about the lack of public transport for senior
citizens living in north-eastern Victoria to access trains
travelling to and from Melbourne during Seniors Week.
Bookings on trains travelling from Wangaratta to
Melbourne and return on selected days during Seniors
Week opened at the railway station on 8 February, but
within 2 hours all available seating had been booked. I
was inundated with calls at my electorate office at
Wangaratta from irate senior citizens not being able to
access train services to Melbourne and return. My
inquiries revealed that no additional carriages were
available and coaches would not be provided to assist in
meeting the demand for seating on the trains.
Whilst Seniors Week has been a great success story
since its inception over 10 years ago, the functions and
activities being provided by the state government, with
support from municipalities and service clubs across
Victoria, the public transport issue for country senior
citizens is a difficult one and must be addressed.
Country senior citizens are justifiably angry that they
cannot access travel to and from Melbourne to attend
excellent activities in Melbourne. This situation must be
reviewed and alternatives considered so that senior
citizens can utilise the public transport system, perhaps
with two free tickets to be used on specific days over,
say, a six-month period. That would address the issue
facing senior citizens who cannot access the public
transport system during Seniors Week.

Australian Red Cross: blood collection service
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — I rise to confirm to the
house that the communities of Ararat, Stawell and
Maryborough are dismayed at the decision of the
Australian Red Cross Blood Service to withdraw
services from those towns amongst 15 towns across
regional Victoria.
The communities of those towns signed a petition with
some 1811 signatures, which I had the privilege of
tabling today. In an unprecedented step the mayors of
the municipalities of the Rural City of Ararat, the
Central Goldfields Shire Council and the Shire of
Northern Grampians co-signed with myself a letter
addressed to the board of the Australian Red Cross to
indicate our dismay at the Australian Red Cross Blood
Service’s decision.
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Of grave concern to these mayors and myself is that the
name of the Australian Red Cross, which stands for
empathy, service and a great community engagement,
will be tarnished by this decision of the Australian Red
Cross Blood Service, a subsidiary of the Australian Red
Cross. I urge the Australian Red Cross Blood Service to
heed the call of 1811 citizens of Ararat, together with
the calls of the three mayors and myself, to reverse this
decision and provide at least mobile blood donor
services.

Australian Labor Party: branch stacking
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I condemn the Victorian
branch of the Australian Labor Party for allowing
members of this house and the Legislative Council to
drag the ALP through the mud because of its endemic
branch stacking, abuse of the system and exploitation of
our ethnic communities. When a former Labor Premier,
Joan Kirner, is crying out about branch stacking and
seeking a full inquiry, you know the Left is being done
by the Right. What a farce! From the Premier down
most of the ALP members here are reliant on members
who can stack branches. We have the daddy of them all
in our mate the member for Keilor, George Seitz, who
has been doing it for so long that he thinks it is right —
or is it Left? Of course, we also have the member for
Clayton and the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services — and I fondly remember my good mate
Eddie Micallef.
The Labor Star — sorry, the Age — has you all
pegged. It must be that there are a few left-wing pinko
journalists — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Through the Chair!
Mr SMITH — It must be that there are a few
left-wing journalists who cannot get their numbers
right — they probably should see George.
I personally find it great that the Labor Party — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member should
refer to members by their correct titles, not by their first
names.
Mr SMITH — That has taken up most of my time.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SMITH — No, I could not be bothered now.

Parliament: information technology forum
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — I would like to advise
members and parliamentary staff that in the next sitting
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week, during lunchtime on Wednesday, 20 April, an
information technology forum will be held in the
Legislative Council Committee Room. The forum will
be held to discuss upcoming IT developments and
planned upgrades. In particular, it will run through
future priorities, the archiving of our mail files and the
new version of Lotus Notes and there will be a
demonstration from various suppliers of possible new
parliamentary notebooks. Most importantly it will give
an update on BlackBerries — members should be
aware that the code division multiple access, or CDMA,
version is now available.
On another IT matter, a report in yesterday’s online
version of the Age states:
Thousands of Australians have let a US market researcher
monitor their banking activities on the Net. In return for free
virus protection or accelerated Internet access, internet users
installed Marketscore software on their PCs, allowing
ComScore Networks to intercept and monitor inline activities,
including transactions made during supposedly secure
sessions.

This shows that there is a lack of public awareness
about the dangers of Spyware, which in my view is a
greater threat than viruses. Spyware is not just Adware
but contains key loggers which can steal your password
while you are doing Internet banking and Trojans
which can hijack your computer for denial of service
attacks or emailing spam.

Land tax: increases
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The land tax issue
is not confined to the Melbourne metropolitan area; it is
hitting small business in country Victoria very hard.
Two cases represent the countless numbers of people
who have complained to my office about being sent a
bill for land tax for the first time with no warning at all,
and those who have paid land tax in the past but are
faced with an enormous increase that they cannot pass
on to their customers.
An example of the latter is Mr Clinton Williams, who
runs a building and investment company. This year his
land tax bill is six times what it was last year. Because
of the competitive nature of the business that he is in he
cannot pass on these massive increases to his
customers.
The other case concerns Mr Bill Tool. He runs a small
business and has four properties. He will be subject to a
135 per cent increase in land tax. Last year his group of
four properties cost him $13 500 in land tax, and this
has increased to $27 000 this year. He is being forced to
close one of his businesses.
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This massive increase in land tax is not only unfair but
also totally inequitable. The government must go back
to the practice that used to apply in Victoria of
periodically revising the land tax scale to take genuine
account of the movement — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.

Sumnation World Cultural Festival
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — Last Sunday I,
along with local parliamentary colleagues and City of
Greater Dandenong councillors, had the great pleasure
of attending the 10th Sumnation World Cultural
Festival at Sandown Park in my electorate.
The festival, organised and coordinated by the
Springvale neighbourhood house, was all about coming
together to celebrate the wonderfully diverse
community that is our local area. The festival offered a
fantastic low-cost family day with lots of free activities
and plenty of multicultural food stalls; and 40 cultural
groups performed throughout the day. Importantly,
also, there were a number of free activities for children.
It was a real family day.
The festival featured two stages of non-stop cultural
activity presentations: the world cultural stage, where I
was pleased to act as a master of ceremonies; and the
rhythms of the world stage, which showcased many
local cultural acts. Performers from over 40 countries or
communities, including South Africa, Afghanistan,
Polynesia, Cambodia, Ireland, Vietnam, Sri Lanka,
Macedonia, Spain, El Salvador, the Netherlands and
China, to name but a few, performed in a great
celebration of our cultural diversity.
I acknowledge Ms Jaya Manchikanti from the
Springvale neighbourhood house; Ms Christine
MacDowell, the immediate past coordinator of the
Springvale neighbourhood house, for all her work over
the years; Ms Gaye Guest, stalls and volunteer
coordinator; and Heather Duggan, festival coordinator.
To all involved I say well done on 10 wonderful years
of celebrating our cultural diversity. It is so important to
the breeding of tolerance and harmony in our local
community. Well done to all involved!

St Albans: Good Friday pageant
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) — I rise to invite all members
in this house to attend next Good Friday’s pageant in
St Albans, which is organised by the St Albans Good
Friday Association. The pageant involves some
300 people providing a re-enactment of and ceremony
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to mark Good Friday, and the story of the passion of
Jesus Christ.
I congratulate the association, now in existence for
some 21 years, which has grown from year to year in
strength and which trains young people. All the people
involved in the big procession are amateurs. A lot of
actors are involved, costumes are made and people
behind the scenes work hard. It is the best amateur
production in the western suburbs.
The pageant is accessible to the public and is free of
charge. I urge members who have not seen it to go
along, or send their staff along, to witness some
multicultural activity that is taking place across the
different ethnic communities in my electorate. The
performances offer a wonderful feast of Good Friday
that will take us a long way in the future to learn about
community — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.

Badger Creek Primary School: welfare
program
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I rise to advise the
house of a Bracks government election commitment
that is now making a difference. I was recently invited
to a meeting with the principal of Badger Creek
Primary School, Garry Embry, and the new student
welfare officer and the school’s chaplain, who runs the
school’s chaplaincy program.
The school was pleased to receive funding which will
ensure it can run sustainable programs to address the
needs of disadvantaged students at the school. It was
great to see that the school had a well thought-through
local plan, which it planned to use to improve student
outcomes. Currently it aims to reduce the incidence of
student absences and to increase school engagement by
students and their families.
The school has a team approach to student welfare. The
chaplain takes on work with individuals and families,
and the student welfare officer oversees programs
throughout the classrooms and the school community
and brings the wider community into the school to see
what they are doing. The principal and vice-principal
supported those with other strategies and by facilitating
policy development and the delivery of services by the
agencies and workers who come to the school. Badger
Creek Primary School should be commended for the
work it is doing in ensuring that its students get the best
start through a supportive primary school environment
that works with other agencies and individuals such as
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child and mental health services, outreach workers,
speech therapists and the many others who come in to
work with students in schools.

McKinnon Primary School: 75th anniversary
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — For the past 75 years
McKinnon Primary School has provided quality
education to children in the local area. McKinnon
Primary School was marked for closure by the Kennett
government in 1995 but was saved by parents who
fought to keep it open. Closure would have been a
short-sighted decision. In 1999 there were
approximately 190 students; however, in five years this
has grown rapidly to a total of 512. This is directly
attributable to the many young families who are now
moving into the area and to the work of the principal,
teachers and school council in developing a vibrant
school community where the focus is on the individual
learning needs of each child.
McKinnon Primary School is now so popular that a
neighbourhood zone has been placed around it. The
school has received widespread recognition for its You
Can Do It program, its antibullying policy and its work
on core values. The school’s five values are respect,
caring, trust, sharing and friendship, and each year the
students discuss these core values over the course of a
fortnight. These values are a central part of everyday
school life. The students work from these values to
design different displays and fun activities which
demonstrate why the values are so important. The
schools You Can Do It program instils confidence in
the children and makes sure that they are not afraid to
strive to reach their full potential, even if they make
mistakes along the way.
I want to congratulate the parents, staff and students on
the 75th anniversary of their school and for the work
they have done to make their school the envy of others.

Westpark Primary School: World Day for
Water
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — Communities
across Victoria have embraced the Bracks Labor
government’s vitally important Securing Our Water
Future program, and there could be no better example
of how communities have changed their water use
patterns than the actions of residents and businesses
across the Hastings electorate. Yesterday morning I had
the great pleasure of launching the World Day for
Water activities undertaken by the community at
Westpark Primary School in Hastings. Under the
stewardship of principal Brian Forward and two very
dedicated teachers, Julie Moncrieff and Sheryl
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Forrester, and through working with the school council
under the leadership of president Simone Mitchell, the
school has rallied and secured the involvement of
organisations such as the Dolphin Research Institute,
water-wise officers, local government, Western Port
Secondary College, corporations, Bunnings
warehouses, South East Water and Esso.
I had the opportunity to secure the donation of several
hundred water bottles from South East Water to be
distributed to every West Park student, and I
congratulate this authority for its excellent community
and schools water conservation awareness programs.
I want to congratulate Bunnings on its most generous
donation of a water tank for the school’s use, along
with its staff’s time, and thank it for the equipment to
set up some very educational and entertaining water
conservation activities for students from both Westpark
and the surrounding schools. I also want to congratulate
Esso on its most generous donation of funds to support
the many activities organised for the students, who
learnt the benefits of utilising recycled water, how to
reduce wastewater ending up in our waterways and on
our beaches and, most importantly, how to respect and
use water wisely. This school will continue in
collaboration with the community to look at ways in
which it can use water wisely, and I congratulate the
school for doing a great job in securing our water
future.

State Revenue Office: Ballarat
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — Earlier this
month, along with the Treasurer, I had the pleasure of
visiting the State Revenue Office in Ballarat to join in
the third birthday celebrations for the centre and to
mark this very successful government project. In doing
so we celebrated the decision of the Bracks government
to relocate 40 per cent of the SRO’s activities to a new
purpose-built facility located in the Ballarat Technology
Park. The decision was announced in June 2001, and
the new site opened only nine months later. Of course
this relocation has been welcomed by the Ballarat
regional community, as not only has it brought about
the employment of 200 skilled workers and provided
the economic benefits following on from that, but it
also has linked with University of Ballarat in
developing co-beneficial work, which helps to benefit
IT capabilities in the region. I note that at the
celebrations we were also advised that this move has
been very beneficial to the productivity outcomes of the
SRO, as employees’ morale is high due to the
functionality —
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired. The time for
making members statements has concluded.

MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Government: financial management
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Speaker
has accepted the following matter of public importance
submitted by the member for Burwood:
That this house congratulates the Bracks government for its
commitment to service and infrastructure delivery in a
financially sound and responsible manner and calls on the
government to reject any alternative policies which
short-change Victorians, would damage business confidence,
result in cuts to public and essential services, threaten the jobs
of hardworking Victorians or jeopardise the state’s strong
fiscal and economic position.

Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I rise to
congratulate the Bracks government for its financially
sound and responsible management and its
development of a range of services and infrastructure in
a fiscally responsible manner. The Bracks government
is one which considers all Victorians and delivers for all
Victorians. It makes Victoria a great place for
everybody — a great place for families and a great
place to bring up their children. We have run this state
in a totally responsible manner, listening and acting for
people, and indeed we have run this state in a way
which shows that we are strong fiscal managers. This is
in great contrast to some of the alternatives being
suggested around the place, particularly by the Liberal
Party in its alternative policies that would take services
from Victorians, damage businesses and commerce,
introduce cuts to public services and jeopardise the
strong financial position of Victoria — all in a totally
irresponsible manner.
Victoria’s economy is well run. The government runs it
on a sound financial basis while delivering all the
services that Victorians need. I direct the attention of
members of the house to the proof of this, contained in
yesterday’s release of the midyear financial report. The
report shows that the economy is continuing to be well
run. The Bracks government’s running of the economy
gets a rolled-gold AAA tick, and we continue to have
AAA ratings from Standard and Poor’s and from the
other rating agencies. The highlights in the report
include a solid surplus on a standardised basis for the
half year of $813 million, or on the government
financial services standardised basis of $629 million,
and on track for an estimated $665 million surplus for
the full year, which is largely what we predicted in the
revised estimates late last year.
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As can be seen on page 10, we also have an expected
government financial services cash surplus of around
$199 million for the full year. This underlines once
again strong financial management and good control of
the economy. We can add this to a record of
infrastructure spending in the state in the first half of
this year of $991 million, which is equivalent to the
total expenditure in each year of the last four years of
the previous Kennett government. Net debt is now
down to $1.053 million, reduced by over half a billion
dollars, so we have a good economic position. We
continue to have strong financial management and we
are maintaining our usual prudent economic and
financial management, and we will continue on this
path. We will continue with our proud record of good
fiscal management and having a surplus on the
operating account. We will continue with our policy of
low debt and maximum expenditure on services such as
education, health and infrastructure. We wish to
combine both strong fiscal management and the
delivery of good services here in Victoria.
Prudence and responsibility are the hallmarks of this
government. This is being achieved, and we need to
continue to be prudent. We are looking at a period
where, according to recent figures, economic growth
figures are slowing down. The Australian dollar is
strong, which makes it harder for our exports. Interest
rates are rising through the Reserve Bank, and the
federal government is not helping. It has promised all
sorts of things in spite of the broken promises of the
Liberal Prime Minister.
This is a massive contrast to the incompetent and
irresponsible approach and alternatives of the Liberal
Party and its leader. We have the member for
Malvern — ‘Rip It Up Robbie’ — and the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition — Phil the Hun.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Burwood will refer to other members of the house
by their correct titles!
Mr STENSHOLT — Thank you, Deputy Speaker.
The hordes are trying to be at the gates. The economic
vandals in the Liberal Party are alive and well. What is
the essence of the opposition’s approach, and what will
be its impact? It would tear up a signed contract on the
biggest road project in Australia. It was due to our
prudent fiscal management that we made this very clear
decision some two years ago when, having looked at
the available future finances and the information
available at the time, we realised that we had to make
this decision.
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We made the decision and we apologised to the people
of Victoria for making one decision rather than having
many hundreds of cuts. Interestingly the federal
government is supporting these types of roads in New
South Wales. Even the Leader of The Nationals
advocated that the main highway between Sydney and
Brisbane be financed in that way.
The Liberal Party wishes to rip up a signed contract for the
biggest road project in Australia, the Mitcham–Frankston
project. At what cost?
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Doncaster!
Mr STENSHOLT — PricewaterhouseCoopers,
which is one of our leading accounting firms, has
produced an analysis and suggested that it would cost
$7 billion. What would this do to the Victorian
economy and its prudent management? What would it
do to the service and delivery of infrastructure
development in Victoria? I will tell members what it
will do and where the priorities of Liberal Party might
be.
Typically it would pillage the country to pay the bills of
the few. It is well recognised by the Leader of The
Nationals, and I am sure my colleague the Minister for
Agriculture will talk about this. It will increase
Victorian state debt; it will not just double it, but
increase it sevenfold. It would blow out debt in a
massive way. Based on the current estimates of budget
surpluses, the opposition would wipe them out. The
potential of a one-off payment would put the budget
into the red to the tune of billions of dollars. Clearly the
opposition is not fit to govern. It is not ready to run our
great state of Victoria. It would be fiscally
irresponsible. It would run down our services and
deplete our infrastructure.
What does it say about the opposition’s priorities? Let
us look at a few of those. What would it do to
education? If the opposition has to fund this $7 billion,
it would mean that nearly 3000 teachers would have to
be sacked. Opposition members are very adept at that.
They have done it before, and they are looking to do it
again. They would have to close over 200 primary
schools or 50 secondary schools, and they have done
that before as well. In those figures I am only talking
about what the annual cost might be — $270 million if
the $7 billion were estimated over the whole contract
period. What would be the effect in other areas? What
would happen to hospitals? It would have a massive
impact on all of Victoria’s health services. It would
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mean fewer hospitals, fewer clinics, fewer nurses and
fewer patients treated. There would be chaos in the
system.
On top of that we have a federal Liberal government
which is very much hand in glove with the state Liberal
Party. It has already denied $360 million worth of
funding to Victoria, based on a sensible estimate of the
cost increases in the health sector. That is $360 million
going forward. The Liberal Party might say that it has
given real increases, but the same people have
recognised the cost increases in the health sector by
providing for increases to the private health funds,
which have increased over the last four years by 33 per
cent, whereas the funding for public hospitals has
increased by 17 per cent. In Victoria that is a gap of
close to $600 million. This has to be looked at very
carefully in terms of prudent economic financial
management.
The Liberal Party would place a further impost of
$7 billion while tipping their hats to the federal Liberal
Party, saying, ‘You can take $360 million off us. You
can take a further $200 million a year off us in terms of
competition payments’. It would probably let the
federal Treasurer walk all over it in terms of fiscal
equalisation matters and what is expected to be spent
under the GST. Fortunately I am sure our Treasurer is
fighting the good fight in Canberra today.
What would the Liberal Party’s policy do for police and
police stations? We all know it is good at promising,
but not at delivering. It cannot deliver. When in
government it promised an extra 1000 police but took
500 away. If the $7 billion were applied to community
safety, it would mean that police numbers would have
to be slashed by 3000 and fifty 24-hour police stations
would have to be closed. This is all on the basis of the
$7 billion cut extrapolated as a payment stream over
35 years, starting with $270 million in the first year, as I
have already mentioned. A faster payment stream
would mean an even greater impact on services and the
financial bottom line.
One can imagine what this will do to business
confidence. It has been well documented in the papers.
Tearing up a major contract worth billions of dollars is
pretty fundamental. The Australian Industry Group
director, Tim Piper said, ‘We would not want
taxpayers, including business, to pay excessive costs to
renegotiate that contract’. Ron Walker said, ‘You are
ringing the wrong guy; I am not going to get involved.
Can I pass?’. Of course he wants to pass. He passed on
a pretty stupid policy.
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The Royal Automobile Club of Victoria’s policy
manager, Ken Ogden, said that the organisation would
wait to see a specific proposal. He thinks it is great; we
are going to have better roads in Victoria. The Public
Transport Users Association said, ‘We would be
against any government using taxpayer’s money to buy
out the tolls’. Now we hear that the Leader of The
Nationals is against it. There is not even a coalition of
financial ineptitude and mismanagement. We have seen
changing positions from the Leader of the Liberal
Party — backflips, lies and errors. We know that even
his own members of Parliament are not too keen on
backing him, making mealy-mouthed statements. There
was a list of what they had said in one of the
newspapers. They were very meek and mild in saying,
‘I back the party room’s position’. That is hardly a
thrilling and strong endorsement of their policies and
their own leadership.
We would see again what happened under Premier
Kennett. We would see cuts all over the place. The
Liberal Party would not govern for Victoria. We would
see fiscal vandalism and a lack of financial credibility.
Indeed, the Liberal Party is not fit for government. That
contrasts with the record of the Bracks government. We
have sound financial management in Victoria. We are
making Victoria the place to be, the place to be for
families; the place to bring up our children. We see the
continuing provision and improvement of basic services
in Victoria. We have good schools, better literacy and
numeracy, good teachers and better hospitals with more
patients treated. We have more nurses, more clinics and
more community health centres.
What else have we got? We have more police, a better
targeting of crime, the lowest crime rate in Victoria and
60 new police stations. We have a better environment
for business, $2 billion worth of cuts in taxes so far
over the period of the Bracks Labor government, and
great support for innovation and growing the Victorian
economy. We have more infrastructure, the biggest
spend ever of $10 billion over the next four years,
which is twice the spending of the previous
government. We are restoring train services and
rebuilding the Melbourne Cricket Ground. We have
more buses, new hospitals, new and refurbished
schools, and new police stations. We are delivering
within a financially responsible framework for all
Victorians. We are ensuring that there are good services
and improved infrastructure here in Victoria. We are
governing for all Victorians, and we are making
Victoria the place to be in a financially and fiscally
responsible manner.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — This matter of public
importance put forward by the Bracks government
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congratulates the government on its financial
management and its spending on services and
infrastructure. What nonsense! Today the Treasurer is
in Canberra, so we have not the organ grinder leading
the debate but the monkey. In a Legislative Assembly
with a Labor majority formed by Labor robots
programmed to obey the faction bosses — —

speech, but he is a part of a government that only
yesterday sent a legal letter threatening Victorians in
the City of Rochester and preventing them from
debating the quality of the medical services in their city.
If a government were confident in the robustness and
the quality of the services it had delivered, it would not
need lawyers to silence its critics.

Mr Stensholt — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I would prefer it if that comment were
withdrawn.

I travel around visiting the schools of the state.
Increasingly we see primary schools having to deal
with kids starting school with no literacy and no
numeracy skills. The numbers not going to kindergarten
are on the increase. Schools are having to deal with kids
out of control. There is an unacceptably high number of
young people leaving school functionally innumerate
and illiterate, and there are many researchers who have
made that finding. Parents are taking their children out
of the state system: the percentage of children in state
schools has fallen every year that this government has
been in power. People are looking at the quality of the
schools. At Caulfield Junior College the toilets are in
such bad repair that the children would rather go home
than go to the toilet at school. I will later go through
some of the capital needs of the schools.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! It has been
the practice of the house when a withdrawal is
requested that it is made. The Chair has also been of the
opinion over many years that the chamber is a place for
robust debate and that requests for withdrawals over
trivial matters do not aid debate. However, a request
has been made.
Mr PERTON — Deputy Speaker, in deference to
your ruling and the fact that he is a trivial man in a
trivial party, I withdraw the reference to his being a
monkey rather than — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! That probably
does not assist! The member for Doncaster, on the bill.
Mr PERTON — In a Legislative Assembly with a
Labor majority formed by Labor robots programmed to
obey their factional bosses and coached to applaud on
cue, there is no doubt that this matter of public
importance will be supported, but like the long diatribes
of their ideological fellows, Stalin, Mao and Castro,
government members’ contributions to this debate will
have nothing to do with the truth of the matter.
Sloganeering rather than fact characterised the speech
by the member for Burwood.
What is the truth? Australia is a great place to live, and
Victoria is a land of plenty when looked at through the
eyes of most of the world’s people. The Economist
magazine is amongst many which have declared that
Melbourne is the best city on earth. We should have a
state government doing much better than it is. As I
travel around the state and travel around my electorate,
the people know that the Victorian government should
be doing better. We see it in the hospitals, with the
closure of maternity wards in Seymour and
Williamstown and the operating theatre in Rochester.
Do these Victorians see better services in the way this
matter of public importance states?
Mr Cameron interjected.
Mr PERTON — Clearly not. The Minister for
Agriculture, who is at the table, interjects during my

This fall in the number of children in the state system is
not a case of uninformed decisions. Barry Jones, the
former president of the Labor Party and chairman of the
government schools innovation commission, said
recently:
I am constantly surprised by the number of senior teachers in
the state system who have opted out of the state system for
their own progeny.

Hospital lists are getting longer, and emergency care in
hospitals is becoming ever more unsatisfactory. I have
had people coming through the doors of my electorate
office in increasing numbers — including old people
unable to get health care and dental care, and a young
man with serious physical and mental incapacities and
ageing and semi-infirm parents who have been waiting
two years on the high-priority list for residential care.
During the last five years Victorians have suffered from
bad state government policies and from cheap and
trivial government. Decisions have been dictated by the
desire to catch today’s or tomorrow’s headlines. The
short term is everything, the long term has disappeared.
There has been enormous expenditure on public
relations consultants, journalists and media operators to
gain publicity, and government gimmicks have become
the order of the day.
What strikes me about this debate is that in a time of
low inflation Victorian government spending has had a
very high rate of inflation. The Labor government is
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spending over $9 billion more than was spent under the
Liberal government in 1988–99, which is a 50 per cent
increase in just over five years. Do we feel 50 per cent
better? Are our schools 50 per cent better? Is the health
service 50 per cent better? As we drive along the roads
do we see state infrastructure so much better? We do
not. Have we seen a growth and refurbishment of our
public infrastructure that reflects that growth in
expenditure? The short answer is no, because the
increased spending has been achieved at an incredible
increase in the state tax burden on ordinary Victorians.
The government is spending more, but this is at the
expense of the choices available to ordinary Victorians.
Tax revenue is now the highest in Victoria’s history.
The average Victorian household is paying an average
of $2200 more in taxes than it was when the Liberal
Party was in government. Has any Victorian family
been asked whether they want to spend an extra $2000
on the Premier and his cronies and the waste of public
resources in this sector? No, they have not been asked
and they certainly do not find this choice palatable.
The stamp duty on a typical Melbourne house is now
87 per cent higher than it was in September 1999. Are
there any additional services from the government to
make it worth while for people to spend that much
money on the purchase of a new home for their
family — or in the case of an older couple or an
individual, selling down their premises so they can
move into a unit? It is an astronomical burden on
ordinary people.
Land tax is out of control. As we know last week the
Whitehorse Inn closed — its land tax bill had grown to
$40 000 compared with $1400 in 1998 — and 17
people will lose their job as a result. Things will get
worse. Even yesterday the Real Estate Institute of
Victoria and the Municipal Group of Valuers warned
that further changes to the state government’s definition
of site value will lead to even higher land tax bills.
Under the proposed laws valuers will include the added
value of any development permits in the unimproved
land valuation. This change will increase the value of
land for rating purposes by at least 15 per cent.
With all this spending why have basic services for
Victorian communities, including the most vulnerable
in our community, been deteriorating? The short
answer is that a lot of money has been wasted or
misspent. Last year the Bracks government budgeted to
spend $26 billion but ended up spending
$27.3 billion — $1 billion more. Let us look at the
waste in major projects, and I will just cover a few of
these, given the time. The Spencer Street station
refurbishment was originally expected to cost $1.02
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billion but has come in at a revised cost of
$1.762 billion. The regional fast rail project was
originally budgeted at $80 million and is now budgeted
at $750 million. Would anyone in the public gallery or
among the public expect a project estimated at
$80 million to blow out to $750 million!
The Federation Square project has blown out from
$110 million to $481 million. The work on Geelong
Road has blown out from $240 million to $404 million.
The health minister, who is in the chamber, will be
interested to know that the rebuilding of the Austin
Hospital has blown out from $155 million, as set out in
the 1999 Labor Party health policy, to $376 million.
The Royal Women’s Hospital has blown out from
$37 million, the figure indicated in the 1999 Labor
Party health policy, to $250 million. The channel
deepening project has blown out from $400 million to
$545 million. Extra V/Line trains were estimated to
cost $55 million in 2001, but they are now expected to
cost $180 million. The list goes on, and as we add them
up it comes to $3.18 billion wasted on mismanagement
of major projects. With $3.18 billion we could have
built 238 police stations, 13 hospitals at $250 million
each, and 625 secondary schools.
I have in my hand a pile of letters from school
communities asking what has happened to their capital
upgrades. I refer to the Antonio Park Primary School,
whose community talks about the delays in capital
works funding for that school being unacceptable to
parents, staff and students, who must put up with
learning in an environment that resembles a
construction site, with toilets that have been earmarked
for demolition because of their dilapidated and
unhygienic state and with working in outdated
classrooms.
I refer to Yackandandah Primary School, which I have
visited. It is in a dilapidated state but has been ignored
by the government. I quote from one of the parents of
the children at Koonung Secondary College, who
states:
Its need for capital works allocation are clearly apparent — a
school of 40 years of age with outdated, decrepit buildings
and an overabundance of portables/relocatable building stock.

The school council of Dandenong High School went
beyond its own needs to complain about the lack of
transparency in the decision-making processes of the
government in the provision of capital to schools.
We continue to have no transparency in capital
allocations and a state administration whose
management of major projects has blown out and whose
own budget management has blown out. In 2001 the
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government had a $561 million blow-out; in 2001–02 it
was $213 million; in 2002–03 it had reached
$163 million; and it was $945 million in 2003–04. This
matter of public importance congratulates the
government for its commitment to service and
infrastructure delivery in a financially sound and
responsible manner. It is nonsense, and the man who put
it forward knows it is nonsense.
This nonsense was described very well by an editorial
in the Australian Financial Review last year, and I
quote:
For a state administration whose crowning achievement has
been to have an economic miracle turn sour on its watch,
Victoria’s Bracks government shows no signs of learning
from its mistakes.

We have the lowest literacy and numeracy levels in
mainland Australia, and if ever there were an
indictment of a government, it is in allowing schools to
run down literacy and numeracy rates. It is a disgrace.
Violence is out of control in many Victorian schools.
Parents and grandparents know there is lousy
maintenance in most Victorian state schools, because
they have not been given enough money by the
government and because of injustices in the allocation
of capital upgrades. The greatest shame of all is that
schools are not being allocated enough money to clean
their premises. The government supported a 30 per cent
increase in the salaries of cleaners, but it has refused to
allocate the funds to schools. Schools from Mill Park to
areas across country Victoria are entering into new
cleaning contracts that provide for less cleaning.
This is a government that is about mismanagement. It is
a worthy successor to its predecessors, the Cain-Kirner
governments, which brought this state to its knees. It is
lucky: we are in a prosperous position, because the
federal government has delivered great prosperity for
the country. Other states have used that money well, but
this government has been negligent.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — I
support the matter of public importance put forward by
the honourable member for Burwood. I have to say, and
I think the whole community would have to say, that
what we have seen in terms of fiscal arrangements in
Victoria has been outstanding. The Premier and the
Treasurer, who have overseen those settings, are to be
congratulated. That has meant that Victoria is in the
position where the Bracks government can go about
making the state a great place to bring up families.
Ultimately that is what interests us as a government —
we want a good society. That means we have had
improvements in services, and it means we have had
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improvements in infrastructure. You only need to look
at infrastructure investment and make the comparisons.
The government invests in a great many projects at the
community level, including projects around schools,
hospitals and police stations, and across the board. In
the forward estimates for the next four years you can
see an infrastructure spend of $10 billion. That is two
and a half times what the Kennett government spent in
its last four years in office. It spent $2.5 billion a year
on average in those last four years; this year the
government is spending $2.6 billion a year on
infrastructure. That is as much as was spent in the last
three years of the former government. When it comes to
infrastructure it is a matter of chalk and cheese.
Because of its strong financial management this
government has been able to achieve a great deal more
in infrastructure and maintenance than anyone has seen
in recent years.
The strong financial setting that we have overseen has
meant that we have been able to deliver good services.
It has meant that we have been able to see more nurses
employed, an extra 5000 staff in the health sector; and
also 5000 extra people in the education sector. From
my own electorate I know that means more nurses,
more staff to assist, and that means better services for
people, which is particularly important as we have an
ageing society. The Liberal Party tells us it has a plan, a
plan to rip up a contract: the Mitcham–Frankston
project contract. That is going to cost Victorians
$7 billion. We have heard a lot of rhetoric from the
Liberals: they will reveal what they are going to do,
they will tell us, and lo and behold — —
Mr Mulder — Don’t tell lies!
Mr CAMERON — Lo and behold — —
Mr Mulder — Don’t lie!
Ms Pike (to Mr Mulder) — No-one believes you.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! To date this
debate has been conducted with very little interjection.
The Speaker made clear yesterday the standard of
behaviour expected of the house. I will not hesitate to
continue in the manner the Speaker outlined.
Mr CAMERON — Lo and behold, what have we
seen today? We have not had the Leader of the
Opposition come in; we have not had the shadow
Treasurer come in and defend the Liberals’ plan. They
have run away from it. There is a $7 billion black hole
that they want to create. Seven billion dollars is a
number you can simply wave about in the air, but it has
an impact. If we are going to take $7 billion out of
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Victoria, that is on average $80 million per electorate.
Members of The Nationals have distanced themselves
from their so-called Liberal friends, declaring that they
do not support the Liberal plan. But, of course, when it
comes to the crunch at election time The Nationals will
support the election of the Liberal Party.
Mr Mulder interjected.
Mr CAMERON — The shadow Minister for
Transport lives in hope. He confirms that The Nationals
will support the Liberal Party with its $7 billion
black-hole plan.
At the end of the Kennett era country Victoria had the
worst unemployment of all the states. We have seen a
dramatic turnaround as we have reinvested in country
Victoria and made it part of the state. As a government
we are very proud that we govern for all of the state. I
know what occurred in my own electorate with the loss
of schools, and the attempt at the time to close the
Dunolly and Maldon hospitals. That was what the
Liberals were about. They were about closure. That is
why we saw population drift away from country
Victoria. We have been able to turn that around. In
relation to the Dunolly hospital, which is now in the
electorate of the member for Ripon, the Liberal Party’s
plan was to close it. We have redeveloped it. Maldon
was next on the hospital hit list, and we have been able
to redevelop it.
As you look across country Victoria you see this theme.
You see the theme in schools. You see the extensions
and new building works, in contrast to the ‘close, close,
close’ policy of the Liberal Party. We know that is what
the Liberals are prepared to do. They did it during those
seven years, and they are prepared to do it again
because they have to take $80 million out of each
electorate to meet their $7 billion black-hole plan. I
challenge the member for Polwarth to set out what the
$80 million is to come out of Polwarth. What schools
are to close? What hospitals? What infrastructure is not
to occur?
I also challenge the honourable member for South-West
Coast and ask: what is the $80 million to come out of
South-West Coast? We have seen over
1000 paramedics and technical staff put into the system.
Which ambulance stations does he want to close in his
electorate? Which schools? What roads does he not
want to see built?
I ask the Honourables John Vogels and David Koch in
another place: what do they want to see closed down in
the seat of Lowan to make an $80 million saving? I
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suspect it is the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline, without any
doubt.
I ask the honourable member for Gippsland South, who
will support the Liberals in the coming election: what is
the $80 million he believes a Liberal Premier should
take out of Gippsland South?
I ask the Honourable Philip Davis in another place:
what is the $80 million that should come out of the seat
of Morwell? What is the $80 million that should come
out of the seat of Narracan? The honourable member
for Narracan and his community in partnership with the
government are achieving great things. Which of those
things does he want to turn around and which of those
things does he want to turn back?
I ask the Honourable Graeme Stoney in another place:
what is the $80 million he wants to see taken out of the
seat of Seymour when such good work is occurring in
that seat?
I ask the Honourable Wendy Lovell in another place:
what is the $80 million to be taken out of the seat of
Benalla? I challenge her to set it out. What is the
$80 million in Benalla that she wants to take away to
make up for the $7 billion black hole? What is the
$80 million to come out of the seat of Shepparton?
What is the $80 million that she could nominate in the
seat of Murray Valley to contribute to the Liberal
Party’s $7 billion black hole?
I ask the honourable member for Rodney, who will
support the Liberals at the election: what is the
$80 million he believes should come out so that they
can make up the $7 billion black hole?
I ask the honourable member for Benambra: what is the
$80 million he wants to see come out of his electorate
to make up for the $7 billion black hole? I challenge
him to come out and tell the people of Benambra what
he wants to see closed and what good things he wants
to see stopped. I want him to nominate $80 million of
activity that he wants to see wiped off.
The Bracks government is doing a great job. No-one
can afford to risk government under a Liberal-Nationals
coalition.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — That was
an interesting contribution by the Minister for
Agriculture, who as usual is ducking the issue. Let us
talk about the issue. The issue here is particularly in
relation to infrastructure delivery by the government. It
is on that particular aspect of this matter that I want to
focus — the question of the delivery of infrastructure,
or, more particularly, failure of the government to
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deliver on it in more than five years of being the
government of this state. I challenge members who are
present and the two ministers at the table to name five
major projects that have been completed by Labor in
the five years plus that it has actually been in
government. Name five that have actually been
completed.
Ms Pike — I could tell you about 15.
Mr RYAN — I have one taker, Deputy Speaker.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I advise the
Leader of The Nationals that the debate will be
conducted through the Chair. I also ask the Minister for
Health not to attempt to conduct debate across the table.
Mr RYAN — The answer to the rhetorical question
is that the government has not got any major projects.
There are projects delivered through health budgets and
different line-item budgets, yes, but this government
has delivered no major projects. It is a complete fiction.
The one it likes to talk about as much as it can — and it
has again been done by the Minister for Agriculture —
is the Mitcham–Frankston tollway, so let us talk about
that for a moment. This road that is being built has a
different scope from the one that was ever intended. Of
course it was originally intended to be a freeway.
The Minister for Transport signed a document with the
federal government indicating that the state government
of Victoria was going to build this road as a freeway. In
the lead-up to the last election the Premier of Victoria
arranged for a letter to be delivered to the letterboxes of
all the people along the Scoresby corridor, and in it he
made a number of promises. It is instructive to read out
part of the letter that the Premier signed. It said,
amongst other things:
And Labor will build the Scoresby freeway on time and on
budget.
These are not just election-time promises. They are my firm
commitments to you and your family and they will be
honoured.

That is what the Premier wrote to the people along the
Scoresby corridor. What happened subsequently? As
we know, in April 2003 the Premier broke the promise
he had made to the people in that corridor and to the
people of Victoria. He announced that no longer would
the road be built as a freeway, that it was going to be
built as a tollway. I might say he compounded the sin
by justifying breaking the promise through the assertion
that this was having to be done because of a $1 billion
shortfall in having to plug the gap in transport funding
that was supposed to have been left by the former
government. The justification for doing it was that an
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extra $1 billion had to be found supposedly to plug that
hole in the transport system.
We all know the lie in relation to that as well. Within
one year the Treasurer of the state came in here and
announced $1 billion worth of cuts to land tax —
within a year! And this was after having said 12 months
before that the government had to build the freeway as
a tollway and that it was having to put $1 billion in to
plug a supposed gap over the lack of transport funding.
Within a year it was in here saying it was going to put
$1 billion into land tax cuts.
The fact of the matter is the government lied to the
people in the Scoresby corridor and it continues to do
so to this very day. The government is further
compounding it by its criticism of the recent
commentary by the Deputy Prime Minister,
Mr Anderson, in relation to the prospective use of
tollways in some New South Wales initiatives. The
difference is that Mr Anderson is talking about perhaps
using a mix of funding bases for the purposes of
building new roads in New South Wales.
Why should he not do so, because he is telling people
before the event that prospectively that mix of funding
could include tollways? This is not a debate about
whether we should or should not have tollways. I think
everybody in this house accepts that, to some degree or
other, tollways are completely acceptable. I was part of
the former government that enabled the construction of
CityLink to occur, with its use of tollways. The current
government is now going to use a tollway for the
construction of the Mitcham–Frankston road.
This issue is about the government of Victoria breaking
its word to the people along the Scoresby corridor,
lying to them before the last election was held and then
continuing to lie to them by trying to make this
discussion something about whether this road should be
tolled or not tolled. That is not the issue at all. The issue
is that the government lied to the people of Victoria
before the last election, and it is something that I know
several members of this house are very concerned
about.
What do the members for Kilsyth, Mitcham,
Bayswater, Forest Hill, Mount Waverley, Ferntree
Gully, Mulgrave, Dandenong, Narre Warren South,
Lyndhurst, Carrum and Cranbourne all have in
common, Acting Speaker? They all hold Labor seats
along the Scoresby corridor. Easter, with its Last
Supper, is now upon us, but instead of the original cast
we have these 12 out there who know they are facing
the inevitability of the kickback that is going to come to
them when people along that corridor get the chance to
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vote on 25 November 2006, because people will not
forget the fact that they were lied to by this government,
and I am very confident that they are going to reflect
their anger at what was done to them when it comes
time to go to the ballot box. That is one issue of
infrastructure I want to get straight for the sake of the
public and for those who are present here today and are
listening to this debate.
The other issue I want to talk about is the fast rail
project — or the slightly faster rail project, perhaps I
should call it, or maybe the very slow rail project! This
is a project that the government dreamt up when in
opposition. It said it was going to spend $80 million on
that project. What has happened since is instructive. As
we now know, it is going to cost not $80 million but
$750 million, and the price is rising. The project is also
behind time. Had the government got it right, this thing
was supposed to be running now. If it were not on the
track now, its operation was supposed to have been
imminent.
The project is also over budget. As I said, it was
originally going to cost $80 million, and then it was
going to be an $810 million project comprising
$550 million of public funds and $260 million of
private funds. We protested to the government literally
for years that it would never get the money out of the
private sector — the private sector was never going to
put up the dough — but the government persisted in it.
Then of course it could not get the private money and
was back to $550 million worth of public funds. Then it
went back to $750 million, which is the amount that is
being published at the present, but, as we know, it is
growing. It is an absolute fiasco.
It is instructive to have a look at a report which The
Nationals commissioned back in November 2001. At
page 8 of that report it tells the story as to why this was
always going to be impossible to build in the way the
government was selling it to the people of Victoria. It
was impossible because the travel times the focus
groups were telling the government they thought should
be achievable by fast trains were: 55 minutes express to
Ballarat, 60 minutes express to Bendigo, 60 minutes
express from Traralgon through to Dandenong and then
into Melbourne, and 45 minutes from Geelong. For that
to happen the trains would need to travel at
225 kilometres per hour — and I emphasise these are
the government’s own figures — and the total cost on
the government’s own figures would have been
$1.75 billion. That is what it was going to cost to build
a true fast train. It was always a fiction.
In the summary to the report which was provided to
The Nationals — and it appears at page 38 of that
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document — there is a series of conclusions. I have
marked half a dozen of them, but time is against
reading them all out. However, the conclusions then
were that this would never work. It was never, ever
going to happen, it was just an impossibility on the part
of the government. It was going to be pouring money
into something that simply could not be delivered as a
true fast train. I emphasise that this happened in
November 2001 — almost four years ago.
This matter of public importance before the house is a
commentary and a testament to the fact that the Labor
Party cannot manage money — it has never been able
to and still cannot. Here it is with a budget of
$30 billion or thereabouts against the $20 billion that
was available to government five years ago — and still
it struggles to make the books balance. We still have
these terrible positions in relation to land tax and the
difficulties that country Victorians in particular are
facing as a result of that and other issues. The fact is
this matter is a commentary upon this government — a
commentary upon its incapacity to govern properly.
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — It gives me great
pleasure to rise this morning and speak on this matter of
public importance in regard to the delivery of
infrastructure by the Bracks government and the need
to act in a financially responsible way in this state. To
illustrate that point I would like to comment on a
number of points made by the Leader of The Nationals.
On the one hand he is critical of the government for its
infrastructure investment and having imposed tolls on
the Mitcham–Frankston project, but in the same breath
he acknowledges that the government has cut $1 billion
from land tax in this state.
Mr Ryan interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The Leader of The Nationals has had his turn.
Ms DUNCAN — I am not sure he can have it both
ways. We have heard lots of people speaking on the
land tax issue and about what an impost it is — any tax
is an impost — but this government has already
dramatically reduced the land tax take in this state. As
the Leader of The Nationals said, those changes have
cost the state $1 billion in reduced revenue.
The other point I would like to make, as the Leader of
The Nationals hurriedly leaves the chamber, concerns
his criticism of the rail upgrade. We have heard a lot of
criticism of the state government in regard to the
upgrading of the rail lines in country Victoria. I would
like to ask The Nationals — there is one member still
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here — and the Leader of The Nationals what aspect of
that project they consider to be unnecessary.

have never done anything for country Victoria — but I
find it particularly galling coming from The Nationals.

There are three major aspects to the project: re-laying
all of the tracks which are more than 100 years old;
upgrading signals which are more than 100 years old;
and putting on extra trains which are faster than the old
trains on that service. What aspect of this project do
The Nationals say is not necessary? Is it saying that
because the trains run at 160 kilometres an hour, not at
300 kilometres an hour as they might in European
countries, it is not necessary to put on extra trains? I
would ask The Nationals what aspect of this project
they say is unnecessary. These are the people who are
supposed to represent country Victoria.

The main purpose of the matter of public importance
concerns the Liberal Party’s promise to buy out the
contract for construction of the Mitcham–Frankston
tollway. It has been glossed over in all this debate, but I
would like to make the point about why that decision
was made. Members in the chamber will recall that our
rail system was sold off by the previous government.
We know it probably got quite good prices for a lot of
these assets it sold off. I believe, I understand and I am
informed that the former government got a good price
for selling off our electricity, our gas and our public
transport. The problem is that the running of the rail in
particular was never going to be sustainable in the long
term.

These are train lines which are more than 100 years old,
which have been fixed up in a piecemeal fashion, bit by
bit over 100 years. There has never been major work
done to these tracks. The people who are working on
these tracks — —
Mr Walsh interjected.
Ms DUNCAN — Now the message is changing.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member for Swan Hill! The honourable member
for Macedon is to speak through the Chair and not to
invite interjections.
Ms DUNCAN — In regard to applauding the state
government on its investment in infrastructure, which is
the point of the matter of public importance, this is a
project which is quite dear to my heart as it runs
through my electorate. There is a lot of confusion about
this project. I understand the opposition’s position — it
really does not particularly like country Victoria.
However, I am surprised — stunned! — by The
Nationals’ criticisms of this project. They never quite
say what is wrong with the project, just that the train
should be faster, it should have been done more
quickly, it should not have cost this much and we
should not be spending this sort of money.
Like a lot of these projects, what will be completed
with this project is far in advance of what was
originally planned. We are putting in even better
signalling than was first envisaged. That is about
looking at the project and looking at the best way to
complete it. I am proud that this government is
prepared to take advice and to say that if there is a
better way of doing this, we will invest in that better
way. I am gobsmacked that The Nationals should
criticise us for that. As I said, you would expect it of the
Liberal Party — they do not like country Victoria, they

Of course, that was not the government’s concern — it
was interested simply in getting a good price for it and
leaving the operation of it to someone else, in selling it
off to the private sector and letting it worry about it.
The private sector worried about it as problems became
apparent a number of years after the sale. There were
flawed contracts which we then had to fix up. When we
refer to the black hole, to the flawed contracts, that is
what it is about. Let us just gloss over it, National
Express got up and walked away. What was the state
government to do about that?
We know that running the public transport system in
this state is paramount. It was not an easy decision to
toll the Mitcham–Frankston road, and it was not a
decision which was taken lightly, but it demonstrates
this government’s commitment to managing the state in
a financially responsible way, to maintaining budget
surpluses by continuing to be economically responsible.
We know this Mitcham–Frankston project is a critical
piece of infrastructure for this state and for Melbourne.
It is galling to sit here and listen to this opposition
which years ago proposed to toll the Calder Freeway.
The former government put tolls on a pre-existing road.
Not only did it apply tolls to what we had already paid
for, but it closed roads and diverted traffic, making it
very difficult to avoid those tolls. As it was said by the
Leader of The Nationals, this is a very impressive
project which is beyond what was originally envisaged
but all of it is completely necessary. It is a good sound
investment for this state. I do not think anyone on the
opposition side is saying that any part of this project is
unnecessary.
We have a promise the opposition knows it will never
be able to keep because it knows it will cost $7 billion
to buy out this contract. It would be economic
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vandalism. What aspects of the state budget, what
projects would the opposition cut in order to finance
this promise, which we know is completely reckless?
Whenever the Leader of the Opposition is questioned in
any serious way on this, he ducks and weaves because
he understands that he does not actually have an answer
for it. This is a project which not that long ago he
described as a white elephant.
If members ever want to see a politician on the ropes,
they might like to read transcripts where the Leader of
the Opposition was reminded that he had called this
project a white elephant; it is a very amusing read for
anybody who cares to look at some of the things the
Leader of the Opposition has contradicted himself on in
order to get back this quite ridiculous commitment. The
Nationals have sat quietly by on this and will not
support the Liberal Party in its promise to buy out this
contract.
What do we know about some of the things the
opposition would need to do? If we needed to be
reminded about what the last Liberal government in this
state did, needing to cut $7 billion from the state budget
will remind us that when they were last in office they
cut 70 000 public sector staff from the state budget.
They are now describing them as cardigans but these
cardigans are the teachers, the school support staff,
nurses, hospital workers, police and justice workers
who deliver services to this state,
This government has employed an additional
25 000 people across the public sector in an effort to
rebuild government services, with improvements in
health and education, community safety and social
services, including: 5200 nurses; more than 4000 other
hospital staff; and 1000 extra staff in the natural
resources and environment area of the Department of
Sustainability and Environment. These are people who
are protecting us from bushfires and with the additional
rangers, professional foresters, scientists, technical staff
and workers are helping our farmers. These are all
people whom the Liberal opposition describes as
cardigans.
I am proud to be part of the government that has
reinvested in Victoria, where we had seven years of
absolute cuts to infrastructure spending. The Liberal
opposition’s idea of a major project is some great
yellow thing that sits at the end of the freeway. My idea
of a major project is upgrading and rebuilding hospitals,
schools, nursing homes — some of the things that this
government continues to do.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I rise to join the
debate on this matter of public importance put before
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the Parliament by the member for Burwood. What an
atrocious stunt this is today! Most members would be
aware of what is taking place today — the Premier is
going to turn a sod of dirt in relation to the construction
of the deceptive Scoresby tollway. I suggest that the
Premier will turn just a sod today and that he should
continue to dig. He would know very well that today he
is digging the political graves of a whole host of his
own members representing areas out along the
Scoresby corridor. How many of those people he will
take with him at the next state election is yet to be
determined.
No doubt the matter of public importance before the
house is nothing other than a stunt. It is all about trying
to pump up deflated Labor members on the other side
who know very well that the Scoresby lie will not die.
They have tried everything they possibly can over the
last few months — running out into rural and regional
Victoria a whole host of propaganda about the Scoresby
corridor and the Liberal Party’s plans — but they do
not realise that all the work they are doing is bringing
the emphasis back on the fact that the people of
Victoria were lied to. Every time this issue is raised in
rural and regional Victoria what comes back to me is,
‘That’s right; that’s a road that the Premier, the
Treasurer and the Minister for Transport lied to the
people of Victoria about prior to the last election’. The
government’s strategy is not working.
I get somewhat frustrated at the change of language
whereby the issue is now referred to as a broken
promise. It is not a broken promise; it was a lie. It was
an absolute act of deception from day one, proven as a
result of a leaked document handed over to the Liberal
Party which showed quite clearly that as of February
2002 the Labor Party was in the process of planning to
have tolls on the Scoresby freeway. In February 2002,
well before the last state election, the Premier still saw
fit to send a letter to people living in the Scoresby
corridor promising that tolls would not be put on the
freeway. Behind the scenes works were in motion to
start the tolling operation as soon as the election was
run and won by the Labor government.
Isn’t the freedom of information process amazing! I
have to touch on this, because the Liberal Party sought
information about tolling documents on the Scoresby
freeway. We were told that no documents existed prior
to April 2003. Once again, that was an absolute,
out-and-out lie. As a result of a review of the release of
documents that refer to the tolling of the Scoresby, I got
a letter from the Secretary of the Department of Premier
and Cabinet, Mr Moran. He forwarded me some
180 additional documents that had turned up. We also
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know that a number of documents, no doubt quite
damaging to the government, have still been withheld.
I touch on the government’s delivery of infrastructure
in a financially sound and responsible manner. The
issue that this mostly reflects on in my portfolio is the
fast train project. What an absolute disgrace! Some
$535 million is to be spent on so-called fast trains that
will never get out of second gear; $300 million is to be
paid off over 30 years to put a flash roof over the top of
Spencer Street station; and $750 million so far, with
more to come, will go on fast train rail works that will
provide no benefit at all to the community. So we will
have $535 million spent on slow trains travelling on
$750 million of specially designed rail pulling into a
$300 million station under a roof spanning
42 000 square metres that does not catch a single drop
of water, that we will be paying off for 30 years. That is
what the Labor government in Victoria refers to as
being financially responsible. This has been the
cornerstone of its major projects investment in country
Victoria. That is what I call investment!
John Cain and Joan Kirner will be proud of their
apprentices, the Treasurer and the Premier, in mooting
this project from day one — and then even having the
gall to carry it through. ‘Do as I say, not as I do’, says
the Bracks government. It preaches financial
responsibility in water savings, but does not carry it out
in major projects.
I refer to an article that appeared at page 63 of the
Australian Financial Review of 16 March. In that
article the Treasurer spruiked the so-called success of
the Bracks government’s infrastructure investment in
Victoria. However, he forgot to mention a particular
project — the fast train. What an embarrassment when
the Premier’s own pet project fails to get a mention by
his Treasurer in the Australian Financial Review! The
Treasurer is happy to go through a host of other
projects, but he forgets about the Premier’s very own
fast train project. What went wrong when his own
Premier scammed this project? It will haunt him for the
rest of his life.
As pointed out in the Age of 22 January:
The fast rail project was Premier Steve Bracks’s brainchild,
devised shortly before the 1999 election with the help of a
freelance consultant, Lachlan McDonald (now chief of staff
for transport minister Peter Batchelor).

He is ably assisted by David Miller, now a key staffer
in the Bracks office. There is no doubt that the people
who helped the Premier devise this fast-rail scam prior
to 1999 were rewarded with plum jobs after the 1999
election. As I understand it, one of them has fled the
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nest, and I have no doubt that the other officer will
follow suit, because as this project starts to move
forward there is no doubt that it will become terribly
embarrassing for everyone in government.
Suddenly after 1999 the project had to be delivered.
The Premier said it was going to cost the state
$80 million and the private sector would be falling over
backwards to get involved and throw money at the
project. At that point in time the private sector was
standing back and saying, ‘Who in the hell would come
forward and throw money at a fast rail project in a state
the size of Victoria?’. The money was never going to
come forward from day one. The project was mooted to
cost somewhere of the order of $80 million but when
you look at what has happened from that point onwards
and how the process has moved forward, the
$80 million all of a sudden turned into a $550 million
project that the government claimed was a fixed-price
contract and said the cost could not move beyond that.
All of a sudden overnight it turned into somewhere of
the order of $617 million, with some additional costs
and some additional land acquisition issues to be dealt
with. At the time the Minister for Transport again said
this cost was included within the budget for the fast
train project, and it was not really an additional overrun.
Then, overnight the project turned into a $750 million
project, and as I speak today that cost continues to
climb. The government is supposed to post all of the
contract variations on the government’s web site. We
know that a whole host of those have been withheld.
We look forward to the day when the project’s total
cost to the state of Victoria is finally realised.
There is no doubt that Victoria has had a fairly good
run in terms of the moneys this government has
collected — taxes in relation to stamp duty, payroll
taxes, land taxes, revenue from speeding fines, GST
revenue — money that has gone to the government’s
bottom line due to the fact that pensioners are now
being hit for registration fees and the money dragged
back from the multipurpose taxi scheme — but I point
out that in tough times a project like that could have put
the state on its knees.
When you look at this actual project — this
$1 billion-plus investment project — you start to ask
yourself, ‘What have we got out of it? What does it
deliver for regional Victoria? What do people get in the
Premier’s home town of Ballarat?’. The answer is one
express train for the day. The rest of the train
services — —
Ms Duncan interjected.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member for Macedon is out of her place!
Mr MULDER — Ballarat gets 4 minutes in savings
for its portion of the $1 billion-plus investment.
Ms Duncan interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member for Macedon is out of her place and
should not interject.
Mr MULDER — In Bendigo it gets even worse.
There is a 21/2-minute saving for a $1 billion-plus
investment. In Bendigo you have to get out of bed at
5.00 a.m. if you want to catch a 6.08 a.m. train. With
the rest of the services you got 21/2 minutes over and
above what the previous timetable was. When you go
down to Traralgon it gets even worse.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — It is with
pleasure that I rise to support the matter of public
importance submitted by the member for Burwood. I
join with others on this side of the house in
congratulating the Bracks government for its
commitment to service and infrastructure delivery in a
financially sound and responsible manner. I too call on
the government to reject any proposals that would mean
a reduction in public and essential services and
anything that would damage business confidence and in
particular threaten the jobs of hardworking Victorians,
many of which are in my electorate. The people in
those jobs have the benefit of having a government that
looks after the citizens of this state and is proud of the
fact we are growing employment here.
The result of this government’s work is that the state is
in a very strong financial and economic position, and it
is a position that all members of this house should wish
continues. Anything that would cut services by
$7 billion, that undermines business confidence and
that puts in jeopardy our strong financial position
should be rejected.
Yesterday the Treasurer released the mid-year financial
report, and we were all very pleased with the result. The
Treasurer stated that our government and Victoria is on
track to record a full year standardised surplus of
$675 million. It is a significant surplus and a sign that
this government is a strong economic manager. The
report tabled in Parliament yesterday showed we had a
standardised operating surplus for the first half of
2004–05 of over $800 million. When he outlined the
budget position the Treasurer also said we are looking
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at a seasonal pattern of revenue and collection of
$665 million, which is a very strong financial position
for this state.
If we turn to what would occur in relation to cutting
$7 billion from the Victorian economy, the results are
obvious. We would have reductions in services,
infrastructure and the number of public employees, and
that would have a devastating impact in my electorate. I
did a quick calculation of what our government was
able to provide as a result of strong financial
management.
The citizens of Pascoe Vale have had the advantages of
a large number of positive announcements in relation to
infrastructure, including a recent announcement for the
residents around Glenroy. In March the government
announced that over $1 million was going to be
allocated to the building of a specific, purpose-built
neighbourhood learning centre, which would co-locate
the Moreland Community Health Centre, a maternal
and child health centre and a community meeting place.
Only very recently the Minister for Health joined us
and she was able to announce that the Moreland
Community Health Centre was going to be co-located
there, and this morning I gave notice of motion that I
will be congratulating the chief executive officer, Phil
Moran, and the centre’s president, Katrina
Angelopoulos, on the great work that that particular
community health centre has done in my electorate and
surrounds.
Only recently, on International Women’s Day, as a
result of strong financial management and good work
done by the Minister for Women’s Affairs we were
able to have a function in Queen’s Hall as part of the
Girls to Government program. We were joined not only
by large numbers of government members of
Parliament but one member of the opposition bothered
to turned up. I refer to the Honourable Wendy Lovell in
another place, the shadow spokesperson for women’s
affairs. She attended, and it was good to see her
enjoying the fruits of good economic management and
sound delivery of an inclusive government program.
Six students from my electorate attended that Girls to
Government function.
As a result of strong economic management, services
recently increased to the Moreland City Council area.
The Minister for Health announced that home and
community care services would be increased in the
area. Funding of $60 000 was announced in March,
which is money put in by the state government to
Moreland Community Health Service to enable service
system resourcing and regional training. These are great
results.
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In my electorate we also had great results for the new
Bell Street crossing that links the Upfield shared bike
path, a project that had been sought for over 16 years.
The delivery of that project was the result of the
Minister for Transport working with the Treasurer, a
government and a public service that all understood and
delivered strong financial and economic performances
through working together.
You only have to look at funding of $285 000 for
improvements to home and community care. HACC
services are absolutely essential in my electorate. We
have an aged population which is also culturally and
linguistically diverse. As a result of careful
management and strong work by the Department of
Human Services, funding of $285 000 was announced
in February by the Minister for Aged Care — and the
list goes on. There are small grants to volunteers; good
organisations were given small grants that made a big
impact on people’s lives, and the Minister for Victorian
Communities should be proud of that fact.
On big infrastructure items, in the last budget the Oak
Park Primary School was awarded $1.275 million for
staff administration and general purpose classrooms.
This is in sharp contrast to what the Minister for Health
asked. She asked the opposition: what would you cut if
$7 billion had to be found in electorates throughout this
state? Frankly I think it is important to continue the
sound economic management that gives strong results
to electorates like mine and others throughout this state.
The results of that sound economic management are
better services, better infrastructure and a public service
that enables the citizens of this state to enjoy the fruits
of their taxes.
In conclusion I briefly want to contrast that with the
backflip on tolls by the Leader of the Opposition. The
opposition leader previously supported tolls for
CityLink, but when it came to the Mitcham–Frankston
project he had a totally different view. In backflip no. 2
the Leader of the Opposition said in March 2004 that if
contracts were signed, he would honour them. In
November 2004 he said he would renegotiate the
contracts so there would be no tolls, but when it came
to February 2005 the Leader of the Opposition refused
to repeat that November pledge. In backflip no. 3 we
had the Leader of the Opposition saying that the
contract for the Mitcham–Frankston project would
never be signed, and now he is saying it needs
renegotiation. In backflip no. 4 the Leader of the
Opposition said it was not right for governments to
renegotiate such contracts. What on earth does the
Leader of the Opposition believe on this particular
matter? He cannot decide from day to day what his
position is! We are clear: we are a government that
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wants sound economic and financial management that
will enable us to deliver strong services and improved
infrastructure in this state.
The member for Macedon provided this house with
very good documentation on what our government has
provided in health, public safety and education. I
repeat: across the state we are looking at improved
public safety as a result of the government’s providing
my electorate with more than 1000 new police. A new
police station is being built; education is improving and
health is improving. This matter of public importance
presented by the member for Burwood is a good one.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I too want to make a
contribution to the matter of public importance brought
before the house by this government. It is, as always, a
matter of self-congratulation by government; but
unfortunately in this case it is also a matter of
self-delusion. In particular I will focus on the absurd
notion that the government wishes to congratulate itself
on its capacity to deliver infrastructure in a financially
sound and responsible manner. I will spend a little time,
given that it is my portfolio area, in looking at the
government’s record on infrastructure delivery.
Labor’s claim is that it has been financially responsible,
but the facts show the reverse, because it cannot deliver
major projects either on time or on budget. The fact is
that while the government may wish to delude itself in
the chamber this morning, the Premier actually knows
that. He has sacked two ministers for major projects
and is now onto his third minister in this area, so he is
well aware of the government’s deficiencies in major
projects, notwithstanding the little bit of spin we are
having in the chamber this morning.
Let us look at some of the projects to assess the
government’s real performance in this area as opposed
to what is said in its delusionary matter of public
importance. Let us take regional fast rail, which the
government would expect me to take as an example.
This project was initially to be delivered at the end of
the government’s first term, and we are now seeing a
three-year delay at minimum. In its 1999 election
documentation the government said the project was
budgeted at $80 million; it will now, at a minimum,
cost $750 million, which is a $670 million blow-out. If
this were an exception, I would be prepared to accept
that and listen to a Labor argument about its general
performance. But this blow-out is not the exception;
given the way the government has mismanaged major
projects, it is the norm.
Let us look at Federation Square. Originally that was
due to open in May 2001, but it opened in October
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2002, a 17-month delay. Originally the budgeted cost
was $128 million, but it had a cost blow-out of up to
$481 million — a $353 million budget blow-out. That
is just over $1 billion for the two projects I have just
mentioned.
Let us look at a couple more projects, including the
long-term hazardous waste containment facility, which
in normal parlance is called a toxic waste dump. We
have a site, but the original date for completion of this
project was 2002.
Let us look at the Museum of Victoria, the original
completion date for which was July 2000. The actual
completion date was March 2001 — an eight-month
delay. The original costing for that particular project
was $263 million, and it ended up costing $296 million,
a blow-out of $33 million. Get the pattern? And this is
the government that is congratulating itself on the
so-called financially sound and responsible manner in
which it is delivering infrastructure projects!
Let us look the National Gallery of Victoria, which was
meant to be completed in 2001. It was actually
completed in December 2003 — a two-year delay. The
budget there blew out from $136 million to
$164 million, a blow-out of $28 million.
Let us look at the Malthouse Plaza to see if the
government can manage even a small project. The
original completion date for that was 1999. However,
the government fiddled around for so long on this
project that it was not opened until September 2002, a
three-year delay on its watch. Again, the original
costing for this project was $6.4 million, but the project
in terms of government costs ended up being
$10.3 million, a blow-out of $3.9 million.
Let us look at one of the great embarrassments to this
government, which is probably not all that publicly well
known. The Sydney Myer Music Bowl refurbishment
that was meant to be completed in November 2000 was
completed in October 2001 — an 11-month delay. The
original budgeted cost started at $18.5 million and
finished at $21 million, a blow-out of $2.5 million.
Let us look at the State Library refurbishment, which
was meant to have been completed in 2001. It will not
be completed until the end of 2007, a five-year delay.
The original budgeted cost for that refurbishment was
$190 million; it has now blown out to $226 million — a
$35.9 million blow-out.
We have the picture. Let us move on to a couple of the
Treasurer’s pet projects. The Docklands film studio was
meant to be finished in mid-2003. It was not opened
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until February 2004, an eight-month delay. The original
budget cost was $40 million and those costs blew out to
$46.8 million. That is a $6.8 million blow-out. Let us
look at his beloved synchrotron, which was meant to be
finished initially in 2006. They say it will now be
finished in 2007, a one-year delay. The original
budgeted cost was $100 million. What is it now? In
capital costs alone it is $157 million in terms of the
government’s contribution. That is a $57 million
blow-out.
Let us look at the Yarra arts integration project. Again,
there is a one-year delay on that project already, and
budgeted costs have blown out from $61 million to
$90 million — a $30 million blow-out. I could go on.
There are further damning indictments of this
government’s performance on major projects. The
budget information paper shows that three
Commonwealth Games projects are not progressing as
fast as they should in terms of their funding flows.
I refer in particular to stage 2 of the Melbourne Sports
and Aquatic Centre, where we have already seen a
$1.2 million blow-out and a four-month delay. We
should have seen more expenditure than has actually
occurred there, and I make the same point for the
Commonwealth Games village. The only way the
government will get around this one is to start working
double shifts to have the facilities finished on time for
2006. Let us look at the Birrarung Marr pedestrian
bridge. Is the government able to construct a pedestrian
bridge? No, not at all. There has been a blow-out of
$2.8 million, and its own budget information paper 1
indicates that that project too is behind schedule.
Members can laugh at the government’s claim to be
responsible in its management of major projects!
Let us look at abandoned projects such as the airport
rail link, where $20 million of taxpayers funds was
spent before the project was abandoned. Let us look at
the flawed tender processes for the film studio, where a
tender was leaked in a brown paper bag to a rival
bidder. Let us look at the showgrounds project where
the guy running the bids short-listed a business partner.
I could go on and on in terms of the real problems that
this government is having in managing its major
projects. Just on the handful of examples I have given,
if the government wishes to claim that it should be
congratulated for its abysmal performance, at minimum
it is being self-delusional.
The matter of public importance also speaks of business
confidence. I think the government needs to look at the
latest Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry survey of business confidence because it will
see that the level of business confidence in Victoria is
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less than the level of business confidence in Australia
overall. That should send some warning signals to the
Treasurer and to the Premier. If you look at the
percentage of businesses that expect the Australian
economic outlook to be stronger, 30 per cent are in this
category, with 17 per cent expecting performance to be
weaker.
By contrast, if you look at the number of businesses in
the Victorian economy that expect Victoria’s economic
performance to be stronger, only 19 per cent fall into
this category whereas 27 per cent of businesses
surveyed in Victoria think the outlook will be weaker. I
find it extraordinary that in this self-delusional,
self-congratulatory matter of public importance before
the house the government refers to Liberal Party
policies that may impact on business confidence when
in actual fact it is its performance which is impacting
badly on business confidence. In conclusion, the
government’s performance on infrastructure delivery
has been a disaster. There has been a significant cost to
taxpayers and to business confidence.
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — As an opening remark I
say that I will certainly vigorously persuade the
government to find a major project which involves
building a bridge that the member for Brighton can get
over. I have never heard anything as negative, carping
and whining as her presentation here today.
To come back to the matter of public importance before
us, I congratulate the member for Burwood for
summing up the responsibility that the state has to both
manage its finances responsibly, which we clearly do,
and at the same time deliver much-needed
infrastructure projects and services across the state,
which we achieve very well. In the same matter the
member for Burwood has allowed the debate about the
absolutely ludicrous policies of the opposition which
would threaten the wellbeing of the state of Victoria.
The delivery of infrastructure and services to the
Victorian community has to have a very clear objective.
For all of us on this side of the house it is to make
Victoria a better place to live, whether that be in our
metropolitan areas or in regional Victoria. The
argument that I will be putting forward in my
presentation is that we achieve that very well, and that
the alternate policies would very much erode the
delivery of infrastructure and services. When you
consider that the infrastructure spend by the Bracks
government is two and a half times that of the
infrastructure spend of the previous government, one
gets to realise the dedication of the current government
to Victoria compared with the previous government.
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If we look at services, there are about 5000 additional
nurses in the health system — and I note the education
minister is in the chamber — and there are about
5000 additional members of the work force in the
education sector. That is a great achievement and I
commend both the ministers for health and education
for their dedication to service delivery in Victoria and
to the communities that members in this place
represent.
I turn to the third point that the member for Burwood
has well embraced in this matter of public
importance — that is, the Liberal Party’s plan to tear up
the contract for the Mitcham–Frankston project, an
estimated impact of $7 billion on the coffers of the state
of Victoria, not to speak of the increased sovereign risk
that the private sector would perceive about operating
in Victoria if the government of the day happens to go
about willy-nilly tearing up the contracts of its
predecessors. That issue has not been raised in this
debate so far today, but it is one that gravely concerns
me because I want Victoria to remain a destination for
investment, not a destination which turns away
investment by the irresponsible actions and attitudes of
a hypothetical future Liberal government.
The Minister for Agriculture identified what the impact
of $7 billion on the budget bottom line would mean on
an electorate basis — about $80 million per electorate.
The Minister for Agriculture went through each
electorate to try to identify where an $80 million cut
would get us in terms of the reduction of infrastructure
as well as services. It paints a very gloomy picture of
Victoria under a hypothetical future conservative
government. The point I wish to raise now is the result
of those efforts by the Bracks government in regional
areas, and particularly in my electorate of Ripon.
The Minister for Agriculture identified Dunolly
hospital as being a hospital that was on the verge of
being closed down by the previous government and that
it was only saved by the election of the Bracks
government. It is a fine hospital; I was there last week
celebrating with the hospital and the community the
opening of new low-care beds, a development that
would not have taken place if the hospital had been
closed. Congratulations again. I know members on this
side of the house have stated many times their strong
feelings of gratitude to the Dunolly community for
saving its hospital. Let me state it again: good on you
for saving the hospital; good on you for the great efforts
of building that health service, including the major
redevelopment that was undertaken by the Bracks
government!
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In response to the challenge posed by the Leader of The
Nationals — which was to identify five major projects
across Victoria which this government has delivered —
the projects in my electorate are indeed major projects
because they actually make life in the community much
better; thus I consider them major projects, and I dare
the Leader of The Nationals to come to my electorate
and tell the community that those projects are not major
ones.
An example is the Maryborough community education
precinct. Again I congratulate the Minister for Education
and Training for supporting the community’s efforts in
that major development, which is on time — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr HELPER — Which is ahead of time, indeed,
and I would suggest to the member for South-West
Coast that he may want to come to Maryborough and
have a look at the project. It is a magnificent precinct
and the project is magnificent. Also, Maryborough
police station, a $4.5 million project, is a great and
major project in my electorate.
The return of the passenger rail service to Ararat is a
fantastic project that is wholeheartedly supported by
the community. I dare the opposition to come to
Ararat and say that its commitment to tearing up the
Mitcham–Frankston project contracts would not
affect — as it would — the return of that passenger
rail service. The opposition’s track record on this is of
closing down that line 10 years ago.
That brings me to a point of confirmation that the
opposition is dedicated to tearing up the reinstated rail
services and the unprecedented investment in rail
infrastructure and rail services throughout,
particularly, country Victoria. The Honourable Bill
Baxter in the other place was quoted under a headline
along the lines of ‘Country rail plan is a waste of
money’ — I will not quote it word for word — in the
Weekly Times some three or four weeks ago. That
clearly indicates that the opposition would not only
tear up the Mitcham–Frankston project contracts but
also return to the old form of the previous government
in closing down country rail lines, closing down fast
rail services and again depriving regional Victoria of it
sense of connection.
I could go on about major projects that have occurred in
my electorate of Ripon — that is, the redevelopment of
the Yarra; Maryborough, Stawell, Avoca and Dunolly
hospitals. Those major projects are not a bad effort for
my community. The previous Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, who had come to my electorate
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on a number of occasions to open police stations, came
up to open three new police stations on the one day; we
called it the ‘L’ day because all the stations opened
were in towns that started with ‘L’. The towns were
Lexton, Learmonth and Landsborough but they are just
three amongst many police stations that have been
redeveloped in my area. I reckon they have been pretty
major projects, and my communities would hate to see
those projects downgraded as a consequence of the
lame-brained idea of the opposition to tear up contracts,
let alone what the impact such a decision would have
on business confidence in this state.
In closing, I again commend the member for Burwood
for raising this matter of public importance. The debate
so far clearly indicates that the government’s record in
terms of major projects and service delivery is an
excellent one that will be continued into the future
because we actually care about Victorian communities,
particularly regional ones.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I welcome
the opportunity to debate this matter of public
importance and particularly to debate the record of the
Bracks Labor government in regional and rural
Victoria. I can advise the house that people in country
Victoria are clearly seeing, day by day, increasing
evidence of a city-centric Bracks Labor government
which fails to listen to, understand or respond to the
needs of regional and rural Victoria.
People in country Victoria are seeing a
Melbourne-based government which is firstly reaping
record levels of state taxes and charges, particularly
land taxes and stamp duty, and record levels of
commonwealth funding through the goods and services
tax, yet this government is still introducing new taxes
on the people of country Victoria, in particular a tax on
water, a tax on toilets, a tax on the taps and introducing
motor vehicle registration fees for pensioners, health
care card holders and war veterans.
We are getting a high-taxing government and at the
same time the people in country Victoria are seeing
reductions in basic government services in their area,
whether it be health services at Rochester, Koo Wee
Rup and Portland, whether it be a cutback in consumer
affairs offices around regional Victoria or whether it be
cuts to services to older Victorians and people with
disabilities. This is a high-taxing Bracks Labor
government which is city-centric and is not delivering
on services or infrastructure in country Victoria.
I want to talk about some of the major infrastructure
projects which are needed in country Victoria and
which were promised by the Bracks Labor government
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but which have not been delivered. For example, let us
look at rail standardisation in Western Victoria. I quote
from the Economic Development Committee’s report
Inquiry into Export Opportunities for Victorian Rural
Industries in which it says:
Efficient freight infrastructure is critical to the success of a
competitive rural export industry. As world competition
increases, businesses in rural and regional Victoria will rely
on supply chain networks to transport their goods by the
fastest, most cost effective and efficient means possible.

It says further:
In its first term, the Bracks government announced that over
2000 kilometres of track covering 13 lines throughout the
state would be converted from broad gauge to standard gauge
under the rails project, and this would be an estimated cost of
$96 million over five years.

The committee concluded in one of its major
recommendations:
The committee recommends that the government expedite the
announced rail infrastructure projects in rural and regional
Victoria including:
…
standardisation of rail gauge systems with priority to be given
to regions with high volumes of rural [rail freight].

If we go back to the history of this project — the most
significant major infrastructure project for the economic
development of regional and rural Victoria that was
promised by the Bracks Labor government — in May
2001 the Treasurer, who is also the Minister for State
and Regional Development, told this house:
… a key initiative in the budget brought down in this house
two weeks ago was the provision of $96 million over the next
few years for the regional [rail] freight program to provide
standardisation of the rail freight gauge right across Victoria,
but particularly linking Mildura with Portland.

He goes on to say what an outstanding thing this
government was doing to help country Victoria through
this project. He skites that it only took two budgets
under the Bracks Labor government to make this
announcement. Then, in June 2002 the Minister for
Transport said in a press release that more than
3000 tonnes of steel rail had already been delivered for
this project and a further 2000 tonnes were under
way — that is, a $3 million order of steel for
12 contracts for this project. And yet what do we find
with this project?
As of March 2005 not 1 centimetre — not even 1
millimetre — of track on the Mildura–Portland line has
been converted to standard gauge by the Bracks Labor
government. There is plenty of talk, but no action;
plenty of spin, but no substance. That is the story of the
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Bracks Labor government. It says it will deliver
projects in country Victoria, but it does not deliver on
those projects. This matter of public importance talks
about the infrastructure that has been delivered in
country Victoria by the Bracks Labor government, but
when it comes to rail standardisation it has completely
failed. It announced funding four years ago, yet not 1
millimetre of track has been converted to standard
gauge.
I will look at another project at the port of Geelong,
where there are two important infrastructure projects —
firstly, a standard gauge rail link to the independent
goods handling wharf; and secondly, a standard gauge
rail link to Lascelles Wharf. Let us see what the
government said about those projects. The then minister
for ports, the Honourable Candy Broad, said in a press
release of 12 July 2002:
The $5.1 million to build the Lascelles Wharf rail link will
give bulk product exporters that use the port of Geelong a
cheaper, cleaner and more efficient way of getting to market.

There are comments from the member for Geelong,
who has said it is essential that Geelong’s port is
effectively linked not just to road but to rail. He has also
said:
… this important project is started and will be completed as
soon as possible.

The member for Brunswick, the Parliamentary
Secretary for Infrastructure, said on 29 October 2003:
There are plans for a dual gauge link to the Lascelles Wharf at
the port of Geelong. The work is being done, it has
commenced.

The parliamentary secretary said it had commenced in
2003! In September 2003 a government spokesman
was reported as saying in the Warrnambool Standard
that the $14.5 million Corio independent goods link
standardisation was under way, but he could not
nominate the time frame for that project. The fact is that
if you go to the port of Geelong today, you will see
there is not 1 millimetre of track on Lascelles Wharf.
The independent goods link has not been started. Again
this is another major infrastructure project for a major
regional centre — the major port of Geelong — to help
with the efficient delivery of goods and services — but
not one ounce of work has been done. This government
is high on rhetoric but low on delivery. It is about time
the member for Geelong, who skited about this project,
actually got off his backside and made sure the
government delivered, not just talked about it.
Let us look at another aspect of the matter of public
importance before the house, and that is services for
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those who are most vulnerable in the community. I can
tell the house that people in country Victoria are sick
and tired of the city-centric Bracks Labor government
imposing new reductions in services on country
Victorians. One only has to look at the most vulnerable
people in country Victoria, those who use multipurpose
taxi services, to see what I mean. They include the frail
aged and people with severe physical disabilities, who
rely on multipurpose taxis to get to and from their
health services, to and from their social visits and to and
from very important programs, as well as to do their
shopping and just live independently in the community.
In country Victoria many people do not have any
access at all to public transport or alternative modes of
transport. This cruel, heartless, uncaring and
city-centric Bracks Labor government has put a cap on
the multipurpose taxi program. Already we see people
across country Victoria who have exceeded that cap, so
they are literally confined to their own homes and
denied access to services. Many of those people are
being denied extensions when they apply for them. The
Council on the Ageing is saying that people across
country Victoria are being denied their basic right to
live independently. This is absolutely cruel and
heartless. I never thought I would see the day that a
government in Victoria would be so heartless as to do
that sort of thing.
On top of that the hypocritical Bracks Labor
government, which purports to care about the
underprivileged, is now imposing an $80-a-year motor
vehicle registration fee on war veterans, pensioners and
health care card holders. I can assure members that
these people need their vehicles, because there is no
public transport infrastructure in much of country
Victoria. They need vehicles to do their basic shopping.
Young single parents need vehicles to take their kids to
school or to sporting events or to get the groceries at
Safeway, Woolworths or Coles. To be hit with an $80
registration fee by the heartless and uncaring Bracks
Labor government makes people in country Victoria
say enough is enough. They are saying this government
is getting record levels of taxation and record levels of
GST from the commonwealth government yet is
imposing new taxes on water and hitting people with
the reintroduced motor vehicle registration fee. That fee
was removed by the previous Kennett Liberal
government so that people in country Victoria who are
in need — people on health care cards and
pensioners — could have access to their vehicles. This
government is not delivering on infrastructure. It is
cutting services to the most vulnerable people in
country Victoria. This government should be thrown
out at the next election.
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Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to speak on
the matter of public importance. I am intrigued by the
comment by the member for South-West Coast that
somehow closing country hospitals, closing schools and
cutting services right across country Victoria are good
things. I am proud of a government that has not sacked
thousands of teachers in country Victoria and has not
sacked thousands of nurses in country Victoria. To have
in this place a minister in the former Kennett
government who was a vocal supporter of the gutting
and slashing of services across rural Victoria absolutely
stuns me. He criticised the fact that we have had a
massive increase in infrastructure spending in regional
and rural Victoria, with thousands of extra teachers and
nurses being employed as a result.
That is really code for what the Liberals are planning to
do if they get into government. Their plan, as we know,
is to take billions of dollars out of country Victoria.
They have a strategy of closing country rail, and they
have a strategy of selling off our nursing homes and
flogging off our hospitals if they cannot get around to
closing them. They have that tactic in mind, because
they want to reduce or get rid of tolls in metropolitan
Melbourne. The only way they can get rid of tolls in
metropolitan Melbourne is to slash services across
country Victoria. To hear members of the Liberal Party
defending such a position is just disgusting. How can
they possibly hold their heads high in country Victoria
when they want to slash services?
This is a positive story for the government. I look at my
own electorate and ask what has happened in terms of
infrastructure over the five and a half years of the
Bracks government. When I look at the infrastructure in
education, I can see that it is massive. The government
has spent well over $2 million on upgrading the
Trafalgar Secondary College. The Warragul Regional
College has had $4 million spent on its upgrade,
Warrigal Primary School has had $500 000 spent on it,
and several million dollars has been spent on Drouin
Secondary College. In technical and further education,
$5 million has been spent on the Newborough TAFE,
which is an exciting achievement for the government,
together with $1 million on upgrading the TAFE in
Warragul. We have not even got to the thousands of
extra teachers we have put into the system. Region by
region hundreds of extra teachers have been put into
our schools. It is great that the Minister for Education
and Training is in the chamber, because she has
overseen this massive upgrading of our schools and of
our teacher numbers. We have seen class sizes come
down and specialist services and teaching improve. The
results of this infrastructure spending are improved
educational outcomes for our children.
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The retention rates are one result we are very proud of.
The Kennett government sacked teachers, closed
schools and said to people that they should get out and
get low-paid jobs. They were told, ‘We do not care
about you, especially in country Victoria’. The Bracks
government wants to give people good-quality jobs,
and we will give them the education they deserve and
need. We are well on our way to delivering that
outcome.
What a proud story of achievement the Bracks
government has in terms of hospitals. I do not think we
have closed any hospitals — we have not closed
12 hospitals or country hospitals — but we have
opened the new Casey hospital. Not only that, we have
put back into government hands the Latrobe Regional
Hospital. What have we done since we have had it back
in government hands? We have significantly increased
the number of nurses in that hospital. We have seen a
$6 million upgrade of the West Gippsland hospital in
Warragul. In the Latrobe Regional Hospital a
$20 million cancer unit, the largest cancer unit outside
of Melbourne and Geelong, is currently being built. The
design stage is completed and we are now moving
forward with that project. That is the sort of health
infrastructure initiative we are putting into the system.
We do not want people to have to travel to Melbourne.
The Kennett government’s attitude for people who
needed radiation and cancer treatment was, ‘We don’t
care about you in country Victoria. We want you to
have to go to Melbourne’. That was the Kennett
government’s strategy. It refused to allow the building
of radiography machines in country Victoria. We have
seen the difficulty that creates for people who have to
travel to Melbourne. They have to find accommodation
and transport because the Kennett government and his
ministers would not move on this issue.
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Trafalgar now there is a fine building that is almost
completed. I am very proud of the work we have put
into achieving that outcome.
I turn to mental health. We are building an $8 million
mental health facility on the site of the old Traralgon
hospital. When the Kennett government slashed
services in country Victoria and closed three hospitals
in the Latrobe Valley, it included the closure of
Hobsons Park hospital, which is the one that looked
after those with mental illness. What are we doing? We
are putting services back. We are building a new mental
health facility in Traralgon. It is a proud record in the
health care and aged care areas.
I turn to rail. If you go to Bairnsdale now you can go by
train. What a wonderful achievement of the Bracks
government! I notice the shadow Minister for Police
and Emergency Services is in the chamber. Being a
Bairnsdale lad, he will be able to go and visit his family
in Bairnsdale by train now. He was a member of the
Kennett government which shut the train down, as it
shut rail services across the state. We are reinstating
rail. I had the pleasure not so long ago of travelling on
the fast train — we clocked 163 kilometres an hour —
between Warragul and Moe.
Ms Campbell — Was it exciting?
Mr MAXFIELD — It was an exciting trip. It was
smooth, it was comfortable and it was fast. We were
travelling at 160 kilometres an hour, seeing the cars
going along the highway at 100 kilometres an hour,
zipping past them. What a way to travel! It will not be
long before commuters will be able to travel along that
railway line at 160 kilometres an hour. We are pretty
proud of that achievement.

There are radiography machines in Ballarat, Bendigo
and now the Latrobe Valley. We have seen the scourge
of asbestos disease going through the Latrobe Valley,
and the dreadful deaths from the cancer that causes.
Having an integrated cancer unit built in the Latrobe
Valley is going to be a great benefit, and a lot of people
have congratulated and thanked the Bracks government
for the wonderful effort and work we are putting into
delivering those services in the region.

We also have an eye on the future in terms of
infrastructure. That new line is all being laid on
concrete sleepers. If you put wooden sleepers down,
every 10 years you have to rip them out, and shut the
services down while you replace the old wooden
sleepers. Concrete sleepers will last for many years.
They will provide a smooth surface to travel on and
there will be less disruption and less cost to taxpayers
into the future. That is the sort of wise investment in
our infrastructure the Bracks government is putting in
place, and we are proud of it.

That is the proud infrastructure record we have in
health. I have not even mentioned yet the $3.8 million
for the nursing home wing at Andrews House in
Trafalgar. This was a commitment we made in 1999.
We had to wait three years before the federal
government would finally give us the bed allocations
for that to proceed, but ultimately it did. If you go to

I turn to police, and I note the shadow Minister for
Police and Emergency Services is here. I understand he
recently praised the new police station in Warragul that
the Bracks government is funding and building. I am
pretty proud of that. It is around the corner from my
office, and I look out my window and there it is. It is a
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great police station. We have already opened the new
police station in Moe. The Labor government in the
Cain-Kirner era was preparing to build a new police
station in Moe.
The Kennett government came into power and the first
thing its members did was to put a line through the new
police station and say, ‘No’. They stopped the project
dead because they wanted to build expensive buildings
in the middle of the Melbourne. They used the funds
that were going to be spent in Moe in the middle of the
city, in Melbourne. They wanted to build museums and
other things in the centre of the city rather than a police
station in Moe. That is the difference in priorities
between the Bracks government and the former Kennett
government. Plans are under way now to build a police
station in Ralston as well. I am sure the shadow
minister will appreciate the chance to see that as it is
under construction as well.
The Bracks government has a proud history in terms of
infrastructure. All that is put at risk by the irresponsible
decision of the Liberal Party to transfer billions of
dollars of funding from the state. That will see a
dramatic shutdown of infrastructure development
across regional Victoria. There will be fewer nurses,
police officers and teachers and less infrastructure
spending on a range of things including our parks. We
must very much resist the temptation of the Liberal
Party to shut down funding in country Victoria and
send it all back into metropolitan Melbourne. It is a
policy that not only I but the people of rural and
regional Victoria reject. I hope the Liberals hear the
message today loud and clear.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Smith) — Order!
The member’s time has expired, and the time for debate
on the matter of public importance has also expired.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Education and Training Committee:
pre-service teacher training
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I wish to make some
brief comments on the Step Up, Step In, Step Out report
on the inquiry into the suitability of pre-service teacher
training in Victoria. Before I do I want to thank a few
people. I thank the staff, Karen Ellingford, Andrew
Butler and Daisy Marshall. I also thank the members of
the committee: the chair, Steve Herbert, the member for
Eltham; the Honourable Helen Buckingham, a member
for Koonung Province in another place; Anne Eckstein,
the member for Ferntree Gully; the Honourable Peter
Hall, a member for Gippsland Province in another
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place; Janice Munt, the member for Mordialloc, who I
am sure will one day will see the light and resign from
the Labor Party; Victor Perton, the member for
Doncaster; and the Honourable Johan Scheffer, a
member for Monash Province in another place, who
was a member for a short time. The committee worked
well as a group both here in Victoria and overseas.
I encourage all schools and universities to get a copy of
the report and read it. I also thank the Minister for
Education and Training, who is at the table, for actually
turning up to a meeting of the committee and listening
to our concerns and promising that she will take some
positive action to ensure we do not have these problems
in the future.
I wish to restrict my comments on teacher training to
the universities. This is not about my bashing
universities; it is about the universities having to
become more accountable for what they do. We all
agree that Victorian students require and deserve
quality teachers who can teach — who know the
content and are able to pass on information to their
students. Unfortunately in the past some universities
have failed to ensure that our students get the
best-quality teachers that they can have. Indeed many
witnesses told us that there were problems with our
universities. On page 65 one of the teachers from
Bendigo Senior Secondary College is quoted as having
said:
… there it is very little, if any, feedback to the institution after
the teacher begins their career. It should be that the tertiary
institution plays an ongoing role, supporting the student
during their first year in a school. This would also provide the
institution with very strong feedback as to how well their
course prepared (or not prepared) the teacher for their first
year of teaching.

We heard that some of the supervising teachers had
never worked in a classroom. They never went to see
the students and they never spoke to the supervising
teachers. For the life of us, we could not understand
how someone could teach someone else to teach and
yet not be able themselves to teach in a normal
classroom. As we all know, the first six months of
teaching is all about surviving in a classroom. It is all
very nice to talk about theories, but in the end it is how
you survive with 25 or 26 students in your classroom.
This is where the universities have failed. It is very
important that they take this on board and make sure
that in the next three or four years they do something
about it and prepare our teachers to be equipped to
better teach our students.
It is also true to say that some of the universities are
treating the education faculties as poor cousins and not
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providing the resources and finances necessary for them
to do a proper job. It is important that the universities
take more care and provide the infrastructure, resources
and finances needed to ensure that the education
faculties turn out good-quality teachers.
Recommendation 2.2 in the report is:
That the Victorian Institute of Teaching require teacher
education providers to set up partnership agreements with
participating schools …

There was no evidence that schools and universities had
formed any partnerships. Universities try to find a
school to send a student to but once there they never
contact the school or speak to the supervising teachers.
It is very important that teachers, students, the
universities and the schools are able to work together in
a partnership role.
Recommendation 2.3 is:
That the Victorian Institute of Teaching require teacher
education providers to regularly consult with key
stakeholders, including teachers, principals, professional
bodies …

It was brought to our attention that people in some of
the universities think that they know best. They are
there to teach the student teachers but they have no idea
of what goes on in a real classroom. It is imperative that
they consult with the key stakeholders and go out to the
schools and see what it is like to be in a classroom.
I urge all stakeholders to read the report.

Education and Training Committee:
pre-service teacher training
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak on the recently tabled report on the
inquiry into the suitability of pre-service teacher
training in Victoria. This is the second report of the
Education and Training Committee which was newly
established in this Parliament and in fact is the first such
parliamentary committee for education in Victoria’s
history.
The inquiry revealed that it is vital that education
faculties do more to relate their courses to teaching in
the classroom. It is clear from the committee’s
investigations that Victoria has a world-class teaching
work force. However, throughout the inquiry the
committee heard from practising principals, outstanding
teachers and recent graduates that beginning teachers
are often not teacher ready.
Unprecedented change in the global economy, the
national job market and the Victorian community
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means that there is a similar need for change throughout
our education system. Students of the 21st century will
experience a vastly different education from previous
generations. Not only will they stay at school longer
than any preceding generation but they will also
develop high-tech knowledge and computer skills
unheard of in the past.
This changing environment means that teacher
education must move more quickly to stay abreast of
these changes if new teachers are to meet these rising
challenges. We must be mindful that the ultimate
beneficiaries of a strong, well-functioning education
system are school students. The future opportunities in
the lives of our students, their place in the community
and the society they shape are all inherently related to
the quality of teachers we have in our schools. It
follows that the more we strive for and achieve
excellence in teacher education the better the outcomes
for our students, their futures and society as a whole.
The recommendations of the report are therefore aimed
at better preparing teacher education graduates for a
career in teaching and ultimately, and most importantly,
improving student outcomes in our schools. The
committee noted, however, that few education faculties
identified improving student outcomes as central to
their role in education. The committee therefore wished
to emphasise that universities must start measuring their
success as teacher educators through student outcomes
in our schools. The committee identified during this
inquiry that significant improvements to pre-service
teacher education can be achieved in three simple steps:
we need to step up the quality standards and
accountability mechanisms throughout the teacher
education system; we need the current teaching
profession to step into institutions, and we need teacher
educators to step out into schools.
Crucially the committee recommended that the
minimum number of pre-service days teachers spend in
schools during their teacher education should increase
if the quality of teacher education is to be improved.
The committee has therefore recommended that the
minimum practicum in undergraduate courses be
increased from 80 to 130 days and in postgraduate
courses from 45 to 80 days. We found that teaching
practicum is at the heart of pre-service teacher
education. Education faculties and schools need to
develop strong, positive partnerships through which
opportunities for teaching practicum can be increased.
Further, practising teachers need to step into our
universities to enhance their own professional
development, to stay abreast of advances in education
and to make expert contributions to the education of our
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pre-service teachers. Victoria’s practising teachers are,
after all, at the forefront of their field and best placed to
help shape the next generation of teachers. Teacher
educators also need to step out into our schools to
develop an understanding and appreciation of the
realities of teaching and learning in the 21st century
classroom.
The committee also concluded that there is a need for
education faculties to deliver more flexible and
accessible courses if they are to attract more diverse
candidates, particularly career change professionals and
those in rural and regional areas. Mature age entrants
into teaching can bring with them invaluable
knowledge, experience and industry perspectives. If we
are to attract this important cohort, universities need to
provide pathways which either fast-track their teacher
education or allow them to continue work while
completing their teacher education course.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
members of the committee for their commitment to this
inquiry, which resulted in all-party agreement on a very
important issue. This report has been very well received
in the education community. On behalf of the chair,
deputy chair and other members of the committee I
would also like to take the opportunity to sincerely
thank all the committee staff who worked so hard to
produce this excellent contribution to the education
debate in progress in this state. I believe that the
committee’s 44 recommendations will significantly
inform future work force planning by the Department
of Education and Training and other employers of
teachers, the work of the Victorian Institute of Teaching
while it develops new standards for teacher
accreditation, and the recently announced national
inquiry into teacher education.

Outer Suburban/Interface Services and
Development Committee: sustainable urban
design for new communities
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — The Outer
Suburban/Interface Services and Development
Committee (OSISDC) last year conducted an inquiry
into sustainable urban design for new communities in
outer suburban areas and delivered a report to the house
in September of last year. Chapter 2 of that report
focuses on the issue of accessibility and adaptability of
construction and, in particular, of housing. It is an
extensive chapter, which notes that in 1998, 21 per cent
of people in Australia, or 1 in 5, were classified as
having a disability. It also noted that by 2030 there
would be 5.4 million people over the age of 65 — an
increase from 10 to 22 per cent in that grouping.
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The committee received extensive evidence on the need
for accessibility provisions in housing and in line with
that made recommendations 6 to 10 inclusive. I do not
intend to read them, but the reality is those
recommendations go to the issue of the provision of
accessibility standards in housing in Victoria, including
in public housing stock. There has as yet been no
response from the government. Time is running out; in
fact, today and tomorrow are the last days in the
parliamentary sitting for the six-month deadline to be
met.
The reality is the previous planning minister went out
of her way to avoid this issue, and that is to be
regretted. In the Planning News, a publication of the
Planning Institute of Australia, of July of last year an
article indicates that the implementation reference
group — the minister’s own group — noted:
The government should also introduce requirements for new
homes and renovations to meet the visitable standards to
enhance access for the elderly and people with disabilities.

The article went on to note that on 7 June the accessible
built environment working group was advised that the
minister:
1.

intends to do nothing to regulate for systemic improved
accessibility … and

2.

does not intend to regulate presently for new housing to
be accessible …

After the OSISDC report was tabled the then Minister
for Planning was invited to an interview with Virginia
Trioli on ABC 774. She was specifically invited to
address the issue of accessibility. Regrettably the
minister chose to filibuster on other subjects and time
ran out. At the end of the interview the minister was
asked to come back and discuss the subject she was
originally invited to address. She never did. One can
only imagine why. The reason seems to be that the
minister was embarrassed about the failure of the
government to do anything.
The former Minister for Planning failed to support the
Melbourne City Council, the City of Yarra and the City
of Moonee Valley in planning scheme amendments
they were seeking which would have introduced
measures to improve accessibility in housing in their
municipalities. The excuse put forward by the previous
minister was this system could only be implemented at
a national level and basically to blame the federal
government.
This is not just about the overtly disabled; this is an
issue about our ageing population. The reality is that for
all of us today’s aches and pains will be tomorrow’s
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obstacles to everyday life. We need to keep that in
mind. Independent living in the future will require
ability-sensitive design. The committee understood that
provision of these measures will not be without some
cost, but there is a financial upside at the same time. In
time accessibility features will be seen to add value to a
home. Whether it is a wider door, whether it is an
accessible toilet, whether it is provision of handrails,
these are simple measures.
I call on the current minister to take this opportunity to
take a lead. We have a new Minister for Planning who
has responsibility in this area. We have a minister who
likes to see himself as an agent of change. Regardless
of whether the change is any good, the minister
certainly prides himself on being an agent of change.
He has a chance here to take a step forward, respond to
the OSISDC report and indicate to those communities
which have been pushing this issue for some time that
there is a way forward. Let us have a response, let us
have a timetable and let us have some action.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
Auditor-General — services for people with
intellectual disability
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I rise to speak
on the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
report dated December 2004 on the review of the
Auditor-General’s performance audit report on services
for people with an intellectual disability. I did not think
I would live to see the day when I would say I was
pleased to follow the member for Hawthorn in debate,
given his contribution in relation to people with a
disability and the importance of having the built
environment to accommodate all.
The Public Accounts and Estimates Committee report
was compiled with the help of a number of excellent
witnesses, the committee members and staff. I pay
tribute to one staff member in particular, Fleur Spriggs,
who has since left the committee and moved on to new
horizons. I wish to go to the opening words of the
report. It states:
Society can too readily overlook the intrinsic humanity and
human rights of people with an intellectual disability.

That point could be made about any person with a
disability. The fact is society and this Parliament must
ensure that people, regardless of how they are labelled,
are acknowledged as intrinsic in their value and have an
environment, be it educational, built, accommodation or
transport, that enables them to live as part of the
community and not apart from the community. That is
the focus of the state disability plan. This report,
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prepared not only for this Parliament but also for people
with an intellectual disability, follows on from that.
In 2000 the Auditor-General’s report highlighted the
need to protect people’s rights, provide resources for
services and service quality and monitoring. I wish to
go particularly to the section that relates to meeting
demand and particularly to the issue of housing, which
is why it is so opportune that I follow the member for
Hawthorn. The state disability plan stated that it was
essential that not only accommodation but all of
people’s personal requirements be met wherever
possible within the wider community context. To
enable people to do that, in the past we have had a
mind-set that you need community residential units,
generally to accommodate five people, all with their
own bedroom but basically sharing the same living,
kitchen and showering facilities.
This report builds on the work that the Department of
Human Services has done and this government has
done to try to match people’s accommodation with their
personal abilities as opposed to their disabilities. When
the built environment enables people to have access,
obviously they can live in new buildings, be they
normal house blocks, units or apartments or supported
accommodation. I am proud to say that under the
Bracks government a number of people have been able
to move from shared accommodation into
accommodation that actually meets their personal
needs. With support they can live far more
independently.
I wish to highlight particularly recommendations 16,
17, 18, 19 and 20. I will not read them, but I will make
particular reference to recommendation 19 where the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee calls on the
Department of Human Services to develop and
implement a 10-year plan for identifying and projecting
growth in demand for services for people with an
intellectual disability, the level of financial and other
resources the department will be expected to provide
and the implications for the future if demand is not met.
To put it quite bluntly, the more accommodation that is
available for people outside of the community
residential system, the better — the happier they will be
and the more likely they will be to utilise their own
skills, talents and abilities as opposed to the community
focusing on their disability. I thank all involved with
the report. In my view it is one step forward in
advancing the rights of people with an intellectual
disability.
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Road Safety Committee: crashes involving
roadside objects
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I rise to speak on
the inquiry by the Road Safety Committee into crashes
involving roadside objects. I am in the unfortunate
position of preceding the chair of the committee, the
member for Geelong.
This was a welcome inquiry and report. It began in
August 2003, and it has taken 20 months to get to this
stage. I read quickly through the report and I know that
the committee consulted widely across Victoria and
Australia and travelled around the world to look at how
to reduce the number of crashes involving roadside
objects. This inquiry was run concurrently with the
country road toll inquiry, and I highlight the fact noted
in the chair’s forward to the report and his media
release that 60 per cent of casualty crashes involving
collisions with roadside objects occur in the
metropolitan area. That is an alarming figure. I would
be interested to know what the other problems were
given that most vehicles in the metropolitan area
hopefully travel at lower speeds in areas with reduced
speed limits, but I know there are freeways and the like
where these things do happen.
I made a submission to this inquiry because I felt it was
important for us in rural and regional Victoria. I am
very concerned about this issue. I have picked it up in a
lot of the travelling I do. Many country members from
all parties travel long distances on country roads. I do
about 70 000 to 80 000 kilometres a year — —
Mr Helper — You’re a wuss.
Mr DELAHUNTY — I haven’t got the support you
have! It has been highlighted to me that roads are a
fundamental component of our state and national
infrastructure. Each sector of the economy is dependent
on roads. It is therefore crucial that Victoria has a
reliable and quality road network to provide for the safe
passage of people, goods, services, energy and
communications.
I am informed that roadside reserves cover
approximately 500 000 hectares, which is about 2.5 per
cent of Victoria’s land mass. We are talking about a
large area. My concern, and I have picked it up right
across the electorate, is about the vegetation getting too
close to our roads and causing a hazard. Even coming
down from Bendigo the other day I noticed that the
vegetation on main roads is coming between the white
posts and covering the reflectors. For people travelling
down these roads at night the vegetation would impede
their view and their ability to see the edge of the road.
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Grasses, shrubs and other vegetation growing up to the
road verge are causing problems with visibility and
making driving very difficult for motorists in the
country.
Rural communities face the added problem of wildlife
and wandering stock, which again makes roadside
visibility so important to travelling safely in country
Victoria. Having appropriately cleared roadsides is a
matter of public safety, especially with the increase in
the number of kangaroos, emus and other livestock
which cross our country roads.
It is vital that motorists have clear visibility. I was
pleased to see the recommendations of the report;
however, I will not have time to go through too many
of them. Recommendation 6 at page xiii states:
That VicRoads increase the minimum clear zone distance for
high-speed, high-volume roads such as freeways beyond the
current 9 metres …

I do not think anything like that happens in rural
Victoria. It is about 3 or 4 metres, and in some cases it
is less than that. I highlight again the location of road
safety barriers, which are only 3 to 3.2 metres off the
edge of the road. If a car is parked on the side of the
road because it has hit a kangaroo, any roadside door
that is open would be over the edge of the road and
could get taken off by a passing truck or car. I support
that recommendation very strongly.
Other recommendations talk about clear zones and
other things. Recommendation 14 also touches on
reducing speed limits. That is a worry. As country
members we travel great distances, and time is
important to us. We want to still be able to travel at
100 kilometres per hour, but the worry is that this
recommendation could reduce that speed limit. Overall
the report is very good.
In conclusion I will touch on recommendation 31,
which could mean that the Department of Sustainability
and Environment and others would develop a principle
which meant that native vegetation came second to road
safety. We agree that getting the balance right is
important. The report will be well received, and we
hope it is implemented.

Road Safety Committee: crashes involving
roadside objects
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — I also rise to speak on
the parliamentary Road Safety Committee report into
crashes involving roadside objects, which was tabled in
the house yesterday. I note the comments of the
member for Lowan. I also note that he provided a
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submission to the inquiry, and I thank and commend
him for that and for his genuine interest in the issue.
The state government, under its Arrive Alive strategy,
has an important goal of reducing the number of deaths
on our roads by 20 per cent between 2002 and 2007. It
must be noted that following the launch of the strategy
back in 2002 there have been record low numbers of
fatalities on our roads over the last two years —
although I note with much dismay the triple fatality
down in Gippsland this morning.
Given the state’s goal of a 20 per cent reduction in road
deaths, it is easy to see the importance of examining
crashes involving roadside objects. More than one-third
of all road deaths on our roads are a direct result of cars
leaving the road and colliding with roadside objects,
generally trees or poles. Of the 330 fatalities that
occurred on Victorian roads in 2003, 115 involved
people hitting an object on the side of the road. Over
the five-year period between 1999 and 2003, on
average 135 deaths occurred as a result of cars colliding
with roadside objects, generally trees in country
Victoria and poles in metropolitan Melbourne. This is
therefore an issue that is not limited to country roads.
Although 55 per cent of these deaths were on country
roads, 25 per cent were in outer metropolitan
Melbourne and 20 per cent were in the inner
metropolitan municipalities.
In carrying out this inquiry the Road Safety Committee,
as was noted by the member for Lowan, travelled far
and wide to ensure that all issues, initiatives and ideas
were researched and examined in the context of the
Victorian road system. The committee, in travelling to
many parts of Victoria and Australia, heard or received
submissions from approximately 50 councils,
30 non-government agencies, 25 government agencies
and 20 individuals, including the member for Lowan.
The committee also travelled overseas to examine
initiatives in countries such as Sweden, the
Netherlands, France and England. Much was learned
overseas, especially in Sweden, where a great effort has
been put into road safety infrastructure.
Key recommendations made by the committee include:
that a code of practice relating to roadside safety zones
be developed, based on the premise that with road
reserves the safety of commuters should always take
precedence and be of paramount importance; that
VicRoads increase the minimum clear zones, as pointed
out by the member for Lowan, on high-speed,
high-volume roads, taking into account international
best practice; and that state-of-the-art crash barriers,
including rope wire barriers, be further rolled out in
recognised danger zones on our roads.
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In closing I take the opportunity to thank and commend
my fellow members of the Road Safety Committee for
their hard work during the life of this inquiry, which
has been running since 2003. As you, Acting Speaker,
would be aware, the committee has a very proud history
of putting road safety above party politics.
I am pleased to say this committee is no exception. I
also thank our committee staff — Alex Douglas, our
executive officer; Graeme Both and Peter Nelson, our
research officers; and Beth Klein, who is now working
for the Speaker — for their excellent work and the
support they have given this committee. In closing, the
Road Safety Committee very much looks forward to
the government’s response to its report.

CLASSIFICATION (PUBLICATIONS,
FILMS AND COMPUTER GAMES)
(ENFORCEMENT) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 February; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).
Government amendments circulated by Mr HULLS
(Attorney-General) pursuant to standing orders.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — This bill deals with a
complex and convoluted piece of legislation — that is,
the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer
Games) (Enforcement) Act. This act has been amended
from time to time to bring it into line with modern
mores. Most importantly, attempts have been made
under the current legislation to adopt a more national
approach to the classification of films and bring it into
line with a national model that I understand has been
agreed to by most, if not all, attorneys-general at the
federal and state levels. From recent information I
understand Queensland and Western Australia are yet
to sign off on it, although it is likely they will. It is only
a matter of the ministers responsible for censorship in
those two states signing off on it. In the case of
Queensland the minister responsible is not the
Attorney-General, and the Western Australian
Attorney-General was unable to participate as a result
of the recent election in Western Australia.
Firstly, the opposition accepts that the new
classifications proposed by the Attorney-General are
appropriate under the circumstances of the national
model being adopted. Secondly, there will be
substantial house amendments, and the
Attorney-General advises me that they address one of
the concerns that has been raised by the industry in
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relation to the Victorian government’s attempt to bring
the classification scheme into accord with the
international covenant that prevents all forms of child
exploitation by raising the minimum age of people
appearing in or depicted in such offensive material
from 16 to 18 years. However, that has caused some
concern in the film industry about people who are either
under the age of 18 years or depicted as being under
that age. For artistic purposes and otherwise, that may
cause some concern.
We are not talking about the depiction of sexual
intercourse, but depiction that could involve people
who are under the age of 18 years or considered as
being under that age. A number of well-known movies
and films have been mentioned. The Attorney-General
and I have discussed the inclusion in this provision of
television shows such as Neighbours, right through to
the American Pie-type of movie where, although no
sexual intercourse is depicted, some circumstances may
be considered to be offensive.
To get around that the Attorney-General has given me
the house amendments. He may have to expand on
them before summing up, but it would appear that they
address that issue simply by adopting the notion that if
a film has a restricted classification, is unclassified or is
X-rated, it would be prohibited, because they pick up
all those matters in any event. It would still be unlawful
to produce or sell X-rated, restricted classification or
unclassified films in the state. I am content with the
amendments as they have been put by the
Attorney-General, but he may want to sum up in that
way.
Finally, there are amendments in relation to anomalies
in the prosecution of cases here in Victoria — for
example, the case of Robinson against Vanstone. I have
received a copy of that judgment, but unfortunately I
got it only this morning. I have had only a cursory look
at it — I have not read it in any depth — but it would
appear that there was a problem with the seizure and
production of that material in relation to X-rated videos
that were being sold in the state of Victoria. There was
a long and turgid prosecution of a number of
defendants. Many particular points were challenged,
including the definition of ‘possession’ and that an
employee could not be in possession of an employer’s
product, whether that be X-rated videos or otherwise.
There were issues relating to the production of warrants
and the execution of those warrants, and there was
material concerning the actual certification of illegal
X-rated videos.
My view is that those matters are probably still extant
and the amendments made in this legislation take the
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ball a little bit further, but I still express a concern that
the whole scheme of the act is probably flawed and can
only be guaranteed to have benefit in ensuring proper
prosecutions if it is brought into line with legislation
right around this country. Perhaps it might involve the
adoption of a uniform standard of not only
classification but also classification as to what can and
cannot be sold. Unless the federal scheme is adopted it
will be impossible to deal with the really nasty films —
that is, the products containing child pornography,
bestiality and violent pornography — that may
otherwise be purchased. However, that is just a passing
comment. With those short remarks I indicate the
opposition will not be opposing this legislation.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — The
Nationals are in support of the legislation. Victoria
participates in a national classification scheme
regarding publications, films and computer games, and
the means by which that participation occurs is to have
each state and territory jurisdiction pass its own act to
reflect that of the commonwealth level. This bill
represents the Victorian equivalent of the
commonwealth legislation. In 2003 new classification
guidelines were released, which merged those
guidelines applicable to films and computer games.
That happened because of the dynamics of the
multimedia we now have in our society. It was
recognised that amendments would need to be provided
to enable a consistent set of classification symbols for
films and computer games. In March 2004 all ministers
at all levels of government undertook to make the
necessary legislative amendments to achieve that
outcome.
This bill amends the law in Victoria and mirrors the
legislation that was passed at the commonwealth level
in May 2004. The change in the names of classification
types does not affect the type of material permitted in
each classification, and that is an important issue for
people to understand. The new common classification
types for films and computer games are as detailed
within the second-reading speech and particularly at
paragraph 3 of page 3. They are there to be read, and I
do not intend taking the house through them.
The sale, hire and exhibition of refused classification
and X 18+ films will continue to be illegal in Victoria.
Classification types which include reference to an
age — that is, MA 15+ and R 18+ — indicate that
legally enforceable age restrictions apply, whereas
classifications G, PG and M are advisory in nature. A
number of improved enforcement measures are set out
in the bill, including enforcement of seized items. There
are also provisions for evidentiary certificates which in
effect reflect the relevant form of the classification.
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They are granted under the commonwealth act and their
use will be more ably effected in Victorian prosecutions
because of amendments in this legislation.
There is a final amendment regarding child
exploitation. At present children under 16 cannot be
involved in activities involving sexual exploitation.
That age limit is now to be lifted to children under 18. I
note the amendments which the Attorney-General has
brought to the house, and I have also had the
opportunity to hear the commentary by the member for
Kew. Again, they appear to me to be matters which
accord with our basic view that this legislation should
be supported.
I raise one issue in passing to do with clause 8(2) of the
bill, which deals with the forfeiture provisions.
Proposed subsection 75A(1A)(a) refers to the fact that
if 10 films are found to be classified as RC or X 18+,
they can be the subject of forfeiture. Proposed
paragraph (b) refers to publications or computer games
that are classified RC. Similarly, proposed
paragraph (c) refers to ‘objectionable publications’.
Whereas in the case of the films there is no doubt that 10
is the relevant number that is the guide, is it the intention
in proposed paragraph (b) that there be 10 publications
and 10 computer games, or is it intended that there be a
cumulative number of 10 comprising publications or
computer games? Similarly, that query stands in relation
to proposed paragraph (c). Subject to that matter, I advise
the house that The Nationals support this legislation.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER — Order! I advise the house that
the Treasurer is absent today. In his absence questions
for the Treasurer should be directed to the Premier,
questions in his role as Minister for State and Regional
Development should be directed to the Minister for
Agriculture, and questions in relation to his role as the
Minister for Innovation should be directed to the
Minister for Small Business.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Mitcham–Frankston project: EastLink
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to today’s
announcement that the Scoresby freeway, or the
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Mitcham–Frankston tollway, has been renamed
EastLink — —
Ms Beattie interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Yuroke
will cease interjecting in that manner!
Mr DOYLE — My question is to the Premier. I
refer to today’s announcement that the Scoresby
freeway, or the Mitcham–Frankston tollway, has been
renamed EastLink, and I ask: does the Premier
seriously think that renaming this road will disguise the
fact that he lied to Victorians about imposing tolls on
this vital project?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. Today I was very proud
to be with the transport minister and the consortium
groups to announce the start of work on the biggest
road project in Australia. It is the biggest public-private
partnership in Australia. It is a project that will generate
thousands and thousands of jobs, cut travel time and
also ensure that existing roads have travel times taken
off them because congestion will be relieved as people
choose between their local roads and the new toll road.
I was very pleased also to announce today EastLink —
and I am glad the house has assisted in getting support
for the word ‘EastLink’ out there. I thank the Leader of
the Opposition!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I remind members that
they are required to be quiet while ministers are
answering questions.
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Doncaster will cease interjecting in that manner!
Mr BRACKS — I am very pleased with two things.
First, the announcement that the physical work on the
project has now started. The engineering work has been
going on for some time. Second, that we have a — —
Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Doncaster! I will not put up with his continual level of
interjection. The member for Doncaster is on a
warning!
Mr BRACKS — Also the naming of the road as the
EastLink motorway is appropriate. That is what it will
be called. It is consistent if you look at the naming of
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highways around Victoria and in the metropolitan part
of Melbourne. I am very pleased about that. It will
provide a choice for motorists, and I believe they will
use it in big numbers.

interchanges and putting tunnels under the Mullum
Mullum Creek. Five pedestrian overpasses will be
involved in EastLink. It will also involve the upgrades
of the Heatherdale — —

Today is also a chance for the Liberal Party. It is a
chance for it to reconsider its reckless policy of
effectively cancelling contracts and paying out
$7 billion — —

Dr Napthine — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier seems to be quoting from a document, and I
ask him to table the document which was obviously
given to him in the middle of the last question.

Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is clearly debating the question. He has dug a
hole for himself today. He is not entitled to answer the
question this way.

The SPEAKER — Order! Is the Premier quoting
from a document or using notes?

The SPEAKER — Order! Leaving aside the
extraneous comments of the member for Doncaster, I
uphold his point of order and ask the Premier to return
to answering the question.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier is using
notes.

Mr BRACKS — It is a good day for those who
want to remove bottlenecks and get smooth traffic flow,
to ensure that we have increased GDP — —

The SPEAKER — Order! I remind members of the
opposition again that they are to cease making that level
of noise in the chamber. If they continue to do so, I will
remove members from the chamber without warning.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members of the
opposition to cease interjecting at such a high level!
Mr BRACKS — It is a good day for those who
want to see the start of this project after 30 years of
debate and discussion. We have had the guts to do it
and we are going to complete it.

Mitcham–Frankston project: funding
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — My question is to
the Premier. Can the Premier inform the house about the
significance of today’s commencement of construction of
the multibillion dollar Mitcham–Frankston project, and its
impact on the Victorian budget and economy?
Mr Doyle interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition not to yell out while members are asking
questions in the house!
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
her question. I am very pleased to receive two dorothy
dixers in a row!
Of course I will elaborate on both the economic impact
and the economic impact of the alternative, which was
inherent in the question. I will just go through the extent
of the EastLink project. It will be 45 kilometres of new
road linking the Eastern and Frankston freeways.
EastLink will be about 86 bridges, 17 major

Mr BRACKS — I am referring to notes, Speaker.

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr BRACKS — EastLink will also involve new
bus services directly linking Rowville to Monash
University and three train stations — I mention the
upgrade of rail stations in that corridor — so as well as
the direct improvement to the road and all the amenities
around that, in public transport there will also be a
significant improvement in that corridor.
I was also asked in that question about the economic
impact of alternative policies in relation to that, and I
indicate that it will contribute some $6.8 billion to gross
state product in Victoria and about $13.5 billion to the
Australian gross domestic product over the full
concession period of the contract, which is a significant
boon to the nation’s economy. As well as the indirect
jobs of about 12 000 people who will now be employed
in this project, there will be direct jobs of about
6500 who will also be employed.
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Bass that if he interjects in that manner again, I will
remove him from the house.
Mr BRACKS — Also it will be important in terms
of economic activity in relation to the extra time that
will be there for our manufacturers, many of whom will
use this corridor as well. That really points up the
irresponsibility of alternative policies which suggest
that the contract be cancelled and $7 million be paid
out. As I have mentioned before, this is another
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opportunity for the Liberal Party to join The Nationals,
the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria and the
government in saying that this project should go ahead,
and to do otherwise — —
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier cannot talk about policy direction by the
Liberal Party or The Nationals; he must restrict his
answers to government administration.
The SPEAKER — Order! The point of order is
correct but I understand the Premier was in fact inviting
the Liberal Party and The Nationals to join the
government in some process. I do not see that as an
attack on the opposition.
Mr BRACKS — Speaker, I will not attack the
opposition — —
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Speaker, with the
greatest respect, question time is about affording the
opportunity to the opposition parties to ask questions of
the government. This is not an instance where the
government is supposed to be putting propositions to
the opposition parties, and I would ask you in the
circumstances to rule this element of the answer out of
order.
The SPEAKER — Order! I am a little surprised at
the point of order from the Leader of The Nationals
because certainly in the period that I have been in the
Parliament, governments of both sides of politics have
frequently answered questions in this manner and
certainly the questions have not been objected to
before.
Mr BRACKS — I do not need to put a proposition
to The Nationals, who have already agreed with the
government on the Mitcham–Frankston freeway and
the new EastLink motorway. Of course alternative
policies which have now been rejected by a group such
as the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria, by The
Nationals in its statements recently and by most
reputable business organisations in this state — those
polices which would be an alternative to the
government’s policies — would effectively mean that
there is $7 billion which would be taken out either by
reducing infrastructure or reducing services. We know
that previous governments have undertaken that in the
past, and we fully expect that the Liberal Party has not
changed one iota.
The SPEAKER — Order! I remind the Premier that
in answering a question he must relate it to policies or
alternative policies that his government has considered.
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Children: protection reform
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Premier. Given the expressions of
concern by a host of sporting and volunteer groups
about the cost of police checks and the enormous
administrative burden on community volunteers arising
from the proposed working with children bill, does the
Premier agree with the comments by the Victorian
Privacy Commissioner, Paul Chadwick, that the
proposed legislation will be ineffective and overly
intrusive?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
The Nationals for his question. The very reason we
have an exposure draft is to seek wide public comment
before we proceed to any legislative proposal before
this house. We take seriously the comments made by
the Victorian Privacy Commissioner and other people
who are submitting on this working with children
exposure draft legislation. We take that very seriously,
and there have been calls to both strengthen and narrow
the draft legislation. We have had a large number in
either case.
The privacy commissioner has raised some important
concerns which will be addressed by our government.
We welcome those comments. They will be taken into
account when the government considers this matter
next and then, after those comments, presents a
consolidated bill for consideration in this house.
It is going through the very process we expected. We
are pleased with the engagement we have had with the
wider community to make sure that the bill that comes
before this house is one that not only will protect
children who are working or required to work but also
has wide community support, is appropriate, workable,
achievable and something that can be implemented
effectively.

Mitcham–Frankston project: funding
Mr HARKNESS (Frankston) — My question is to
the Minister for Transport. I refer the minister to
today’s commencement of construction of the EastLink
motorway and ask whether the minister — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members to allow
the member for Frankston to — —
Mr Ryan interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of The
Nationals!
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Mr HARKNESS — I will start again. I refer the
minister to today’s commencement of construction of
the EastLink motorway, and I ask whether he has
considered the impact of alternative funding
arrangements on other vital future Victorian road
projects.

because we made the only financially responsible
decision, a decision for all the people of Victoria.

The SPEAKER — Order! In calling the Minister
for Transport I remind him that he has to refer to
alternative funding projects considered by the
government.

Mr BATCHELOR — It was a responsible
decision — —

Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — This
morning’s sod-turning by the Premier, the
commencement — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BATCHELOR — Well, there was a sod
there — Bernie Finn is a sod who had come all the way
from Sunbury.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have already on a
previous occasion suspended the Leader of the
Opposition for continuing to speak while the Speaker is
on her feet, and I ask him to stop doing that.
Mr BATCHELOR — The EastLink motorway was
commenced today by the Premier. Construction is well
and truly under way. This will lead to some
6500 workers working on this important major project
for Victoria. This is a project that has been promised by
other governments for over 30 years, but it was Premier
Bracks who commenced this project today and who
delivered this project.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Scoresby!
Mr BATCHELOR — Our decision to fund this
$2.5 billion construction project through tolls will mean
that there are sufficient funds available for other
important projects. Not only that, but it provides budget
capacity for schools, hospitals and emergency services.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Scoresby will cease interjecting by continually
repeating the same thing. I ask him to be quiet.
Mr BATCHELOR — This government has
delivered the project. It commenced construction today

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I also remind the
Minister for Transport that he is required to cease
speaking when the Speaker is on her feet. I warn the
member for South-West Coast that I will not tolerate
any more interjections of that nature. The minister, to
continue.
Mr BATCHELOR — In response to the question,
the government has considered alternative policies here.
The policy of proceeding with this project without tolls
was well and truly considered. There was the option of
having no budget capacity to provide for the other
essential services that would need to be carried out. We
did consider that, and we rejected closing schools,
closing hospitals and shutting down rail lines. We
rejected those types of policies.
It would also mean that if the opposition cancelled this
contract now it would create, as we have demonstrated
in reports to this government, a $7 billion black hole in
the budget of Victoria, whereby the government of the
day would have to pay out that ConnectEast
consortium.
This alternative policy, which is out there, is being
developed at the moment in the context of a secret
report. The public of Victoria was promised that this
report would be made available by the end of February.
We would like to know where it is so it can help inform
the government in our consideration of what the
implications are of a $7 billion black hole. We want to
know where this report is. We know what is happening
to it at the moment; we know that it is being rewritten at
the moment.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Benambra, on a point of order.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s
comments are disrespectful to this house and its
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procedures. I warn him not to interject in that manner
again.
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is clearly getting away from government
administration. I ask you to bring him back to
government administration and to the question before
him.
The SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the point of
order. I believe the Minister for Transport had strayed a
little far from the point.
Mr BATCHELOR — I will elaborate for the
member for the Benambra so that he understands. We
understand the implications for the Victorian economy
and budget if $7 billion were to be taken out of the
budget to pay out the ConnectEast contract. We have
examined that, and we have rejected that policy. If you
did that you would find that it would have a huge
impact on services. It would cut back on schools,
hospitals, education and police. All the core services of
a state government could not be addressed because
$7 billion would have to be redirected to paying out
ConnectEast. We want to get on with this project, and
we commenced the construction of it today. We are still
considering these alternative proposals, and — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BATCHELOR — Yes we are! We are waiting
for your report. We want to get that report so that it can
help inform the government and help inform the people
of Victoria about the implications of the $7 billion — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is too much
audible conversation in the chamber. The minister has
now been speaking for some time, and I ask him to
conclude his answer.
Mr BATCHELOR — We are seeking to find out
what the implications of this report will be for Victorian
communities. We are determined to make this state a
better place in which to bring up a family. To do that
properly you have to deliver core state services and you
have to make decisions that are financially responsible,
and we have done that. You would have to cut out
roads like the completion of the Calder Highway — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
conclude his answer.
Mr BATCHELOR — I am concluding, Speaker.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr BATCHELOR — I am concluding. We would
have to cut out important projects like the Calder, like
the Pakenham, like Geelong, like the Wellington Road
SmartBus services and like the tram services out to
Vermont South, and we are not prepared to do that.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
resume his seat.
Mr BATCHELOR — So we want to know where
this secret report is — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
resume his seat.

Mitcham–Frankston project: funding
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — My question is to the
Premier. I refer to yesterday’s revelation that Victoria
recorded a budget surplus of $1.2 billion to the six
months to 31 December 2004, and I ask: what other
evidence does the Premier need that the government
could have built the Scoresby freeway without tolls?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Polwarth for his question. If there is any advice I can
give, it is this: do not make him shadow Treasurer,
because the implications of that for an alternative policy
would be that he would spend money that the state did
not have. He would take into account that the markets
had changed on superannuation: they have reported on
a surplus which is not cash available for the purpose
which the member has outlined.
By the admission of the member for Polwarth he would
also effectively take a half-year position in which the
expenses are not produced until the second half of the
year — most of the outlays and expenses are not
there — yet the expectation is that we will come on
target around the $600 million mark, which is a surplus
target — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to stop his continual interjections. The
Premier, without interjection from the opposition.
Mr BRACKS — Effectively the member for
Polwarth would take a half-year position in which full
expenses are not provided and in which because of the
buoyancy of the share market superannuation returns
are included in the figure. He would take that and
effectively run the budget into deficit. That is what he
would do.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr BRACKS — It does not matter really, does it?
That is what the member for Polwarth would do. Let
alone the argument of investing in new infrastructure,
investing in services, the member is effectively saying
on behalf of the alternative government, ‘I will run the
budget into deficit; I will run up debt’. He would also
be saying, ‘In the process of achieving that I would not
be able to do anything that governments are supposed
to do — investing in infrastructure, investing in
services or investing in public health and safety’.
I am not sure whether the question asked of me had any
commentary or advice from the shadow Treasurer, but
if it does they are doubly culpable. They have no idea
what has happened in the mid-year report. The financial
irresponsibility of the opposition obviously knows no
bounds. We have seen it in Western Australia, where
they paid the price. We are seeing it with the Liberals in
Victoria as well — —
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is clearly debating the question and I ask you to
bring him back to the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier was
debating the matter.
Mr BRACKS — I return to the question. The
question asked of me was would the strong and robust
position of the state’s budget mean we could pay out
$7 billion to rip up a contract. The answer is no. The
answer is yes if you want to cut services, not have
infrastructure and effectively run up debt. If that is the
policy of the opposition, may it get out to the rest of
Victoria.

Victoria: community infrastructure
Mr LIM (Clayton) — My question is to the
Minister for Victorian Communities. Will the minister
outline to the house the government’s programs to build
infrastructure that strengthens communities and
whether the minister — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Once again I ask
members, including the Leader of the Opposition, to be
quiet and allow the member to present his question to
the house.
Mr LIM — And whether the minister has
considered the impact of alternative policy options on
these communities?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Victorian
Communities) — I thank the member for Clayton for
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his question. The Bracks government has invested at
record levels in our social infrastructure. Under our
government we have built or are rebuilding 25 new
schools and many more replacement schools; we have
rebuilt 34 aged care facilities; we have expanded and
rebuilt some 26 hospitals — that side closed
12 hospitals; we rebuilt and expanded 26 hospitals,
including the new hospital at Casey. The minister told
us yesterday about baby Taesha Joy, the first baby born
at Casey. What a wonderful thing that is. The minister
will be visiting the baby today, I understand, to present
an edited copy of Hansard — only the good bits.
In addition, we have been able to build 60 new police
stations and we are investing in more than
1000 sporting facilities and 90 swimming pools around
the state. We are able to do that because we have a
strong budget and we are financially responsible. We
are not going to do what the honourable member for
Polwarth wants us to do and go into deficit, because
there would be no money there for the schools, police
stations and hospitals.
There are some magnificent community facilities like
the new complex at Horsham, which has just recently
been announced — it will be a magnificent facility —
the new sports facility at Casey Fields or the new
community centre at Wangaratta, which we will be
developing and the Wangaratta council and community
will be working on, and the centres in Mornington,
Sunshine and Tangambalanga, which the member was
involved in the announcing of.
We are also investing more than $100 million in
neighbourhood renewal right across the state. All of
that depends on a strong budget. What happens to those
projects if an alternative policy position is adopted,
which puts the budget $7 billion in the red? I have
received advice on that and the advice is that those
social infrastructure projects would be dumped.
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, if, as
the Deputy Premier said, this $7 billion deficit is
actually government administration costs he should
identify that. If it is not I ask you to bring him back to
the question on government administration.
The SPEAKER — Order! Did the Deputy Premier
want to speak on the point of order?
Mr THWAITES — It is a supplementary question,
but on the point of order, the $7 billion is part of an
alternative policy which I have asked to be examined,
and it is the $7 billion policy of the Leader of the
Opposition which we have examined.
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Mr Honeywood — On a point of order, Speaker,
we have heard already today from the Premier that the
cost of the project is $2.5 billion, and now we hear from
the Deputy Premier that it will be $7 billion under a
scenario. In terms of the issue of relevance and debating
it is pick and run with any number on the other side.
Therefore the member for Benambra’s point of order is
entirely correct: how does $2.5 billion become
$7 billion?
Mr Stensholt — I wish to clarify this. The figure is
$7 billion, from PricewaterhouseCoopers, a very
reputable firm — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I did not invite the
member for Burwood to enter the debate. Will the
member speak on the point of order? No.
In relation to the point of order, without the assistance
of the member for Mornington or other members, it is a
very fine line between what is admissible and what is
not. In relation to answers at question time, they must
relate to government business. The minister or
ministers are entitled to discuss policies that they are
examining themselves. If there is a discrepancy
between one minister and another in costs, as alleged
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, it is not for the
Chair to determine facts in relation to matters before the
Chair. It is fairly difficult for me to rule on the point of
order raised by the member for Benambra, except to
say what I have said before: ministers when answering
questions in the house must relate their answers to
alternative policies that they as part of the government
have undertaken to examine.
Mr THWAITES — This government and I have
sought advice on the effect of this alternative policy on
social infrastructure. It would mean that these projects
would have to be dumped. These are very important
projects for the government, because our government
supports social infrastructure, whether it is the 60 new
police stations, the new hospitals or the new schools.
We would be interested in further information in
relation to this alternative policy and its costings.
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is clearly debating the question and is far from
your earlier ruling. He made it quite clear by saying he
actually had not done an assessment on an alternative
policy or prepared an alternative policy but had sought
advice on the opposition’s alternative policy, and
clearly in proceeding down that line he violates your
earlier ruling.
Mr THWAITES — On the point of order, Speaker,
I was asked whether I had as minister considered the
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impact of alternative policy options. That is what I have
been indicating to the house: that there is an alternative
policy option that has been put forward by the
opposition. It is appropriate for the government to
consider the impact of that policy, and I am advising
the house on that.
Mr Ryan — On the point of order, Speaker, the
flaw in the argument put by the minister is that the
figure of $7 billion, as the member for Burwood has
just advised the house, is derived from a
PricewaterhouseCoopers document. It is not — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member to
speak on the point of order, not to discuss the amount of
money.
Mr Ryan — It is not a position which is put by
either of the opposition parties as an amount of money.
The amount of money the minister is referring to is the
government’s own adoption of its own amount of
money.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not believe the
Leader of The Nationals was speaking directly to the
point of order. He seemed to be raising a matter of
debate, the same one I refused to hear from the member
for Burwood.
In relation to the point of order, the minister in
assessing alternative policies has to direct his answer to
policy that the government itself is examining. It is not
really appropriate to ask the opposition to provide
information about policies it may have written, but if
the minister is referring to seeking further information
on an alternative funding investigation he has raised, he
can refer to that. He needs to make it clear.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not require the
assistance of members of the opposition. When the
minister is answering it is important that he relates his
question to the investigation he is having undertaken.
Mr THWAITES — I can indicate to the house that
I am having an investigation undertaken into the effect
on social infrastructure of a policy to tear up the
Mitcham–Frankston project contract. The initial advice
I have is that that would have a very serious and
detrimental effect. That effect would be that the
government would not be able to afford and Victoria
would not be able to — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! We have discussed the
point of order at length. The minister should now have
the opportunity to answer his question without
ceaseless interjections in relation to the matter.
Mr THWAITES — Victoria would not be able to
continue to build social infrastructure — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mulgrave will not yell across the floor in that manner.
Mr THWAITES — Victoria would not be able to
continue to build social infrastructure in the way it has
before. Certainly what the opposition does is a matter
for itself. If opposition members want to continue to
cover up their secret report, that is a matter for them.
But this government — —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Does the member want
me to call the minister back to the question, which is
what I was going to do?
Mr Clark — Yes.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will return
to answering the question.
Mr THWAITES — This government is going to
get on with the job of delivering this social
infrastructure which is making such a positive
difference to the lives of Victorians.

Rail: Mildura service
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — My question is directed
to the Premier, and I ask: can the Premier detail to the
house the current status of the proposed return of the
Mildura passenger train service?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Mildura for his question. The question is based on the
context for which the Mildura passenger line is being
reintroduced. Everyone in this house knows that the
previous government closed the passenger rail line to
Mildura. It closed the Bairnsdale line, it closed the
Gippsland line and it closed the Ararat line as well.
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, I
recognise that the Premier has just started to answer the
question, but on the other hand he has only talked about
the opposition and what has happened in the past and
not about government administration. It is a narrow
question in respect of access to passenger rail to
Mildura, and I suggest the Premier answer the question.
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Mr Batchelor — On the point of order, Speaker,
what the Premier has done is talk about government
policy, albeit implemented by the previous government,
that this government has to face in trying to reintroduce
services. It is entirely appropriate to talk about previous
government policies.
If the responses in question time are to be so artificially
constrained that we are no longer able to talk about
government actions, past or present, then it will make
question time a farce. That is the purpose of the
member for Benambra. He seeks through perpetual and
constant points of order to absolutely constrain question
time so we are unable to respond. This is a political
chamber, and these points of order are turning question
time into a farce.
The SPEAKER — Order! On the point of order, the
Premier had only just commenced his answer. I will
allow him to continue at this stage.
Mr BRACKS — Speaker, thank you for your
ruling. If it helps the opposition, could I say that when
we came to government we found that mysteriously
four rail lines were closed. Does that help it? I know it
is very sensitive about that matter; I know it does not
want to accept responsibility for the fact that they were
closed, so could I help it out by saying we found they
were closed and we set about to open them. We have
already opened the Ararat line, which has been
reopened very successfully; we have already opened
the Bairnsdale line, very successfully; and we will open
the Mildura line as well. It will be opened under our
government, and I can guarantee the member for
Mildura that that will happen. But you can also
guarantee, Speaker, that if ever the alternative
government gets into power, it would never, ever be
reopened again. We will reopen it; it never will.
Speaker, could I say as well to the member for Bass,
who I know has an abiding interest in his own rail line
and has been a great advocate for it — —
Mr Perton — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is clearly debating the question and is also
irrelevant to the question. The question was short and
specific: it asked him when he is going to reopen the
Mildura line. He has avoided answering that; he is now
straying into other areas. Let him answer the question.
He has had five years to do it. When is it going to open?
The SPEAKER — Order! Part of that point of order
was out of order. The Premier was answering the
question. Certainly ministers when answering questions
can refer to other things in passing. The Premier, to
continue.
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Mr BRACKS — Thank you, Speaker, for that
ruling. We have been progressively reopening the lines
that were closed when we came to government. We
have reopened Bairnsdale; we will now seek to reopen
Mildura, and that will be on our immediate timetable.
We will now seek to reopen, of course, South
Gippsland. I know the member for Bass will be pleased
at that announcement as well.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier, to
continue.
Mr BRACKS — I was reminded by the Leader of
the House that the Leader of The Nationals also has an
interest in South Gippsland and would be happy that we
have overturned the decision to close that, however that
decision occurred in the past.
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass
was on a warning about inappropriate interjections. I
warned him earlier. He continues to interject in that
manner. I suspend him from the house for half an hour.
Mr BRACKS — Could I indicate that this is part of
our $10.2 billion project over the next four years for the
massive infrastructure project — —
Mr Honeywood — On a point of order, Speaker,
we have a situation where the Premier in response to a
question from the member for Mildura reached across
the chamber, singled out the member for Bass and
invited comment from him. The Premier cannot have it
both ways — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members have the right
to raise points of order regardless of whether
government members agree with them or not. I ask
them to be quiet and allow the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition to raise his point of order.
Mr Honeywood — On the point of order, Speaker,
the Premier was allowed to get away with inciting a
member of the opposition and inviting him to make
comment. You did not intervene and rule the Premier
out of order for addressing a member opposite totally
separately from the question from the member for
Mildura. Therefore after not intervening to stop the
Premier from inviting a separate member across the
chamber to make comment, it is a very unilateral action
for you to turn around and single out a member of the
opposition when the Premier has been allowed to get
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away with addressing that member opposite about
something that had nothing to do with the question
before him.
Mr BRACKS — On the point of order, Speaker, I
am not sure if the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
heard the comments that I made clearly. It was not
incitement. I do not think any member could say that. I
was actually talking about the benefit to someone’s
electorate, which is a common practice in this house
when you are talking about particular infrastructure or
benefits — it might be a hospital or school located in a
member’s electorate. I was simply saying that, in
addition to what we are in doing in Mildura, in the
member’s electorate we are reopening a line as well. I
do not see that as incitement but rather a benefit which
we can talk about and which occurs regularly in this
house. I reject the imputation that by talking about a
member’s electorate and the benefits that might accrue
that somehow is incitement. I would have thought it is
the opposite.
Mr Doyle — On the point of order, Speaker, could I
suggest that I recognise your attempts during this week
to prevent a recurrence of the behaviour of the house on
the Thursday of the last sitting week. We certainly
support you in that. I think that here we have gone
down a regrettable track. Could I suggest that, as is
sometimes the case, if we offer the member for Bass the
opportunity to apologise to the house, we could resume
question time?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier has already
spoken on the point of order. I do not think he can
speak on the point of order. He can speak again if leave
is granted by the house.
Mr Doyle — Leave is granted.
Mr BRACKS — Thank you, Speaker. On the new
point of order which is raised by the Leader of the
Opposition, I support that and I think that would be a
reasonable way to proceed. The government has no
opposition if the Speaker is prepared to make such a
ruling.
The SPEAKER — Order! In relation to the point of
order, the discussion on that point of order actually does
not relate at all to the reason why I sought to remove
the member for Bass from the chamber. A number of
members here interject inappropriately, and I regret to
say the member for Bass is one who does so frequently.
He has been warned on many occasions. He was
warned earlier today that I would not tolerate any
further interjections, and he chose to ignore the ruling
of the Speaker.
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I will give the member for Bass the opportunity to
remain in the house, even though it might be a slight
breach of the standing orders, on the understanding that
if in the future he continues to yell out in an
inappropriate manner, I shall remove him from the
house without warning. I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to counsel the member for Bass about his
behaviour in the house.
Has the Premier finished answering the question?
Mr BRACKS — The member for Mildura asked
me a question about the return of the passenger rail line
to Mildura. I have indicated that it is one of the four rail
lines previously closed that we will reopen. I reiterate
that we will reopen the passenger rail line to Mildura. It
is high on the government’s list of commitments. We
have succeeded in reopening two, and this is the next of
the remaining two on which we will proceed. I can give
that assurance to the member, and I would ask him to
transmit that as widely as possible. It is a key
government commitment. Could I say in summary that
I believe that only this government has the capacity to
reopen the rail line, given the alternative policies we
have heard in this house.

Police: stations
Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — My question is to the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. Can the
minister inform the house of the latest progress in
rebuilding infrastructure for police and emergency
services and what is necessary to ensure that this
progress is sustained into the future?
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services) — I thank the member for her question. Like
the Premier, all of us have had to deal with the
mysteries that we confronted when we came to office.
One of those mysteries was the planned police station
closures and the reality of police station closures. We
faced the mystery of police numbers that had been
slashed across the state.
In responding to that, in our first term this government
has invested in additional police numbers and new
police stations to make sure that we promote
community safety in this state. It is for this reason that
Victoria is now enjoying its lowest crime rate since
1993 — 17 per cent over the last three years. It is also
the reason why Victoria is enjoying the lowest crime
rate in the country — 23 per cent below the national
average.
These are great results, but they require an ongoing
investment in our police force to make sure that we are
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able to enjoy these lower crime rates going forward.
That is why in our first term we recruited over
800 additional police, as opposed to the previous
government, which had cut police numbers. That is
why we have invested in new police stations — new
police stations that opened in our first term such as at
Wonthaggi in the member for Bass’s electorate, at
Mordialloc in the now member for Mordialloc’s
electorate, at Eltham in the member for Eltham’s
electorate — in places like Yackandandah in the
member for Benambra’s electorate and a new police
station in Churchill in the member for Morwell’s
electorate, new police stations which promote
community safety and reduce crime in local
communities.
But we know that we must continue this effort if we are
to make sure we achieve sustained reductions in crime,
and that is why we are continuing to open new police
stations right across the state in this term — 55 new
rural police stations as part of our 2002 police station
commitment and 13 major new police stations across
the state — in other words, over 60 new police stations
have been built throughout the state over the term of
this government’s period in office.
In addition, 600 new police will be recruited over the
life of the second Bracks government between 2002
and 2006. We are committed to delivering new police
stations in lots of different places — for instance, at
Smythesdale and at Beaufort in the electorate of the
member for Ripon. There are new police stations in
places like Clunes and Bunyip and at Robinvale in the
electorate of the member for Mildura. These new police
stations will continue the investment we are making.
However, the member asked what we need to do to
ensure this effort is sustained. We need to continue to
have the resources available to ensure we can sustain
this investment in reducing crime and promoting
community safety across the state. If, for example, we
were to remove $7 billion from the state’s budget, we
would not be able to continue the investment we are
making in new police. We would not be able to
continue — —
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker,
consistent with your previous rulings the minister can
only proceed to answer the question in the way that he
is if he is prepared to indicate to the house that
removing $7 billion from state government funding is a
serious and genuine policy option that he is
considering. Unless the minister is prepared to do that,
he is not permitted to continue along those lines.
Mr Andrews interjected.
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The SPEAKER — Order! I again remind the
member for Mulgrave that he is not to yell out when
members are raising points of order. I could not hear
the end of the point of order so perhaps the member for
Box Hill could repeat it.
Mr Clark — The point I was making, Speaker, was
that unless the minister is prepared to indicate to the
house that removing $7 billion from government
spending in some manner is a serious policy option that
is being considered by the government as a potential
government policy, he is not permitted to continue to
answer the question along the lines that he is.
The SPEAKER — Order! I reiterate what I said
before: ministers are entitled to refer to funding options
that they are investigating; they are not entitled to refer
to funding options that the opposition has investigated.
The minister must relate his comments to investigations
that he has undertaken about cost impacts in his
department.
Mr HOLDING — The member for Box Hill is
quite right. No responsible government could seriously
consider removing $7 billion — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
return to answering the question he was asked and to
leave reflections about the member for Box Hill aside.
Mr HOLDING — That is why we will continue the
investments we are making in promoting community
safety in this state. That is why we will continue to
recruit new police into our police force — to promote
the lowest crime rate in the country. That is why we
will continue the investments we are making to build
and open new police stations right across the state — in
regional Victoria, in rural locations and in the
metropolitan area. Just two weeks ago I was very
pleased to join the member for Narre Warren North in
opening a new police station at Endeavour Hills.
Taesha Joy at the Casey Hospital can not only feel very
happy that she is in a great hospital but can sleep safely
at night — —
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister has been speaking for well over 5 minutes. I
suggest it is boring repetition and I ask you, Speaker, to
conclude his answer.
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the
second part of the point of order. However, the minister
has been speaking for some time, and I ask him to draw
to a conclusion.
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Mr HOLDING — I am happy to conclude with the
reflection that Taesha Joy can sleep safely at night
knowing that she is in a state which has the lowest
crime rate in the country — the lowest crime rate since
1993. Crime rates have been reduced by 17 per cent in
the past three years, and we look forward to continuing
to promote community safety right across the state.

Land tax: ConnectEast
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — My question without
notice is to the Premier. Given that the government is
providing a land tax exemption to ConnectEast, why
does it refuse to provide significant land tax relief to
ordinary Victorian businesses and investors?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — The same arrangements
that were in place for CityLink apply to the
ConnectEast project. The assertion that there is no land
tax relief is a wrong assertion. We have had to fix the
problem we inherited from the former Parliamentary
Secretary to the Treasurer. We have been successively
fixing this up by increasing the threshold, by taking
$1 billion off the forward estimates and by adjusting the
rates. These are matters we inherited when the rates
were put in place by the former government and
particularly the former Parliamentary Secretary to the
Treasurer. We will continue to repair the damage that
was done at that time.

Rural and regional Victoria: infrastructure
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — My question is to the
Minister for Agriculture, who today is acting for the
Minister for State and Regional Development. Can the
minister advise the house of the latest progress on the
government’s commitment to infrastructure in
provincial Victoria and whether the government has
considered any challenges or alternative policies that
would pose a risk to these outcomes?
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) —
Provincial Victoria is an important part of Victoria. We
want provincial Victoria, along with the rest of
Victoria, to be a great place to raise families. In the past
five and a half years we have made great progress
under the leadership of the Premier. When you have a
look at country Victoria, you can see that we have gone
from a situation where people were leaving to now,
where people are turning up. We have gone from a
situation where country Victoria had the worst levels of
unemployment of any country area in the states of
Australia to a situation where we have seen more than
60 000 jobs created during the term of the Bracks
government.
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In the last year there has been a 2.8 per cent growth in
employment in non-metropolitan Victoria.
Infrastructure has played a very important part in what
we have been able to do and achieve in country
Victoria. Services that go with infrastructure play a key
part in the community. They stimulate activity, and that
is very important if people are going to be able to raise
their families in a good and proper way.

Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker,
consistent with your previous rulings, it is not sufficient
for the minister to assert that there is some policy in
existence somewhere along the lines that he describes.
For him to be able to continue along the line that he is,
he has to be prepared to indicate to the house that this is
a policy option which is under consideration by his
government. Unless he does that, he is out of order.

If we have a look at the activity that has been
stimulated, we can see that in 2004 we had record
building approvals in provincial Victoria totalling
$3.7 billion — a 16 per cent increase on the year
before. We have seen the Rabobank rural confidence
report this week showing that Victorian primary
producers are the most confident and outward looking
in the nation. The Regional Infrastructure Development
Fund has helped stimulate a lot of activity, whether it
has been cattle underpasses, the Ballarat University
technology cluster, the Flagstaff Hill development in
South-West Coast or the Hepburn bathhouse. All sorts
of projects have gone to making provincial Victoria a
better place for people to live and a better place to bring
up families.

Mr Thwaites — On the point of order, Speaker, the
minister was asked whether the government has
considered any alternative policies that would risk the
good outcomes in the state and regional development
area, and that is exactly what he is doing. He is not
obliged to answer the question in a way the member for
Box Hill may want him to. He is obliged to answer the
question that was put to him, and that is exactly what he
is doing.

There have been 227 education projects in schools.
There are dozens and dozens more in the pipeline, such
as the second stage of the Maryborough education
precinct in the electorate of Ripon. In health we have
had 11 projects, 4 of which have been completed and
7 are presently under way. These are projects like that
at the Echuca hospital in the electorate of the member
for Rodney, at the Nhill hospital, the Stawell hospital
and the Latrobe Regional Hospital.

The SPEAKER — Order! In ruling on the point of
order, the minister may reflect on policies or alternative
policies he has considered as matters for the
government as possible policies. I am not in a position
to rule on whether or not the Minister for Agriculture
has examined policies to cut expenditure in electorates,
but I do ask the minister, in responding, to ensure that
his answer relates to Victorian government business.

However, we have to consider that there is a policy to
rip up the Mitcham–Frankston contract, leaving a
$7 billion black hole. For that to occur — —

Mr CAMERON — Certainly where we have had
substantial increases in infrastructure the government
has to consider whether that high level should continue
or whether it should plummet. Should $80 million in
activity be taken away from each country electorate?
The government has to consider that. If that occurs —
whether it be in the case of country hospitals or
country schools — we will return to the old days of
schools and hospitals closing down and the closing
down of provincial Victoria.

Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is blatantly transgressing your previous rulings
about confining his answers to government
administration. I ask you to bring him back to order.

Natural gas extension and the Wimmera–Mallee
pipeline are projects at risk. The government rejects
that, because it is about making this state a great place
to raise families.

The SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the point of
order. I ask the minister to return to answering the
question.
Mr CAMERON — The government has to
consider alternative policies. We have an alternative
policy in this state, and it is about taking away an
average $80 million from each country electorate. As a
government we had to consider that alternative policy
of taking $80 million from every country electorate.

CLASSIFICATION (PUBLICATIONS,
FILMS AND COMPUTER GAMES)
(ENFORCEMENT) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — The Bracks
government is indeed making Victoria a great place to
bring up a family. Part of the process and strategy in
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doing that is this important piece of legislation — that
is, the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer
Games) (Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill, which
enhances the national classification scheme of
publications, films and computer games by creating a
more reasonably understood classification system and
scheme for films and computer games. It provides for a
consistent set of classifications that reach across to
computer games and make it clear that the
classifications that have the age group attached to them
are regulatory, whilst others — such as P, G and M —
are advisory. This will extend across a whole range of
products, particularly films, videos, computer games
and publications.
The second important outcome of this bill will be to
improve the effectiveness of enforcement action under
Victoria’s classification legislation as a result of some
vagueness, ambiguities and lack of specificity that has
flowed through from the previous government. This
particular bill will remove some ambiguities, and it also
responds to recent court cases that hinge on the matter
of the critical time in which the publication, film or
video was alleged to have breached the classification
legislation. Importantly the legislation ensures that
Victoria’s classification legislation is consistent with
the International Labour Organisation’s convention 182
on the worst forms of child labour. That ILO
convention requires governments to raise the threshold
of the minimum age, from 16 to 18 years, at which
young people can be either involved or depicted as
being involved in particular categories of publications,
films or videos.
As previous speakers on this legislation have pointed
out, it is true that in adhering to, and making our
legislation consistent with, that ILO convention the
government has been urged on by an interesting letter.
It is not often you see a copy of a letter in these debates
from a number of federal ministers — namely,
Andrews, Ruddock and Downer — and it is not often
that I would urge the house to take notice and spring
into action as a result of receiving their request.
However, it is true that bringing Victorian legislation
into compliance with that convention has meant that
there could be some doubt over the ability of Victorian
film-makers to produce such films as the recently
acclaimed Somersault, and even some media
speculation about the impact of this bill on the making
of films about Romeo and Juliet. In future it might be
difficult to produce, screen or sell such a film in
Victoria. Therefore some amendments which will
rectify this situation have been circulated by the
Attorney-General.
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This is a classic form of interstate cooperation and
working hand in hand with the commonwealth — a
relationship that the current federal government seems
to want to walk away from in many other portfolio
areas. At least in this area we have seen jurisdictions
supporting each other. As a result of these amendments,
films or publications that have been either refused or
regarded by the national classification board — which
classifies all films, videos, publications and computer
games, when it refuses classification to any depiction of
persons under 18 years of age engaging in or being
depicted as engaging in sexual activity in an offensive
way — will automatically catch publications in Victoria
and enable our enforcement action to be brought into
place.
This enables a seamless state and national approach to
be taken in these matters, and it is important because of
the nature of the market of peoples’ viewing habits that
a national approach is taken. It is a matter of some
concern and some regret that a prominent and
outspoken spokesperson from the Liberal Party has
proposed that Victoria be the first state to break away
from that national and interstate set of agreements.
I note that in an article that appeared in the Herald Sun
of 2 December last year Mr Atkinson, a member for
Koonung Province in another place, has proposed that
X-rated videos, films and publications which are not
permitted to be sold in Victoria and other states should
be able to be put on sale in Victoria. He was quoted as
saying that he was willing to introduce a private
member’s bill to pressure the government to change the
law.
Again, picking up a theme from question time, this is
an extraordinary policy proposition that has been put as
an alternative to current government and indeed
national approaches to the distribution of this
material — a very controversial proposal. I am sure the
house will be very interested to hear whether Liberal
Party speakers on this matter agree with Mr Atkinson
that X-rated videos ought to be widely sold in Victoria
as a matter of course, and that the government should
allow such practice. I am sure the Victorian community
would be interested in the Liberal Party’s views on this
matter and as to whether the views of Mr Atkinson are
in fact those of the opposition, because this is
particularly germane to this legislation. What we are
talking about here is a national approach to these
matters, a community consensus across the nation about
these matters; but it seems that the Liberal Party, or
parts of it, would seek to break that national consensus
and enable this material to be widely available. Does
the Liberal Party as a whole agree with that? What is
the attitude to Mr Atkinson’s private members bill? I
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am sure the community will be very interested to know
that. But in the meantime the government will proceed
with this very sound — it is complex but sound — and
stable legislation.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — It is with pleasure that
I stand to speak on the Classification (Publications,
Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement)
(Amendment) Bill. Can I say that I support the parts of
the bill that reinforce zero tolerance for child
pornography. It is important that both sides support this
and do all they can to ensure that child pornography
does not exist anywhere in the world including
Victoria. In the past it was illegal for someone under the
age of 18 to take part in an X-rated video, but someone
over the age of 18 could be depicted as someone under
the age of 18. This bill makes that illegal, and it is a
good move because, as I said, there should be zero
tolerance for child pornography.
I wish to restrict my comments to computer games, and
I do so as a father of a 14-year-old who plays computer
games every single day. Sometimes I get very
concerned at the types of games that my son seeks to
purchase, especially when I read about them in the
newspapers. There is also much confusion among
parents about the classification of computer games
compared with the classification of films. They are
different, and parents are not able to understand what is
allowable and what is not, so this bill makes the
classifications for both films and computer games
consistent so parents are able to understand the
differences and to ensure their children do not have
access to these types of games.
Recently the Herald Sun published an article about a
14-year-old schoolboy who had been brutally killed in
Latvia by friends who said they were inspired by video
games. I know the debate on the social impact of games
is wide and varied and the debates will continue for
many years, but the five boys said that they used
techniques borrowed from a video game in dealing with
the victim. The attacker tried to imitate some fighting
techniques used in the video games.
A number of other games that have been put up for sale
have been sold out, due unfortunately to the publicity
that they have received. One in particular is called
Manhunt. The heading of the article on the Sky News
web site is ‘Death game is sold out’:
Sales of a game linked to the murder of a teenager have sold
out across the country.
Publicity surrounding the horrific killing of 14-year-old …
has fuelled demand for the murder simulation game Manhunt.
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The mother is campaigning to get the game banned
after her son was hacked to death with a claw hammer
and stabbed repeatedly.
Another game that is on the market is called Grand
Theft Auto: Vice City. This is what the game is all
about:
You’re a cocaine dealer … and you get ripped off in a drug
deal that goes bad. So your mission is to get your drugs and
your money back by committing as many violent, homicidal
crimes as you can possibly think up.
You can pursue your goal by killing … You can machine-gun
them, beat them with baseball bats, chop them up with
machetes or run them over with stolen cars.
And when you do, everything will look incredibly and
shockingly real, with blood spewing everywhere.
You can kill a cop, steal his gun, and then use it to shoot
someone else. Or you can pick up a prostitute and have sex
with her in the back of your stolen car, then beat her to death,
or shoot her, bludgeon her, whatever you want.
In fact, ‘whatever you want’ is what the game is all about.

That is how it is described in the magazine.
Thanks to its artful and complex programming and its
incredibly realistic graphics, the game creates the impression
of being inside a totally unscripted, live-action drama in
which you can manufacture your mayhem as you go along.

Or perhaps there is the one that friends of my son had
spoken about, one called Rumble Roses. Again, in this
game, according to the article:
These girls are pretty stunning. There’s the young perky
teens, the big buxom blondes, the fetish masks. The girls are
decked out in decorative outfits designed for panty shots.
…
The moves are … designed to display the wiggling, jiggling
assets of the contestants. There’s a mud-wrestling option that
allows the girls to basically become skin tone for your
viewing pleasure.
…
Its purpose is to display the female anatomy, the game
coming a distant second to that.

The magazine, which can be purchased here in
Victoria, gives the game a score of 73 out of 100. Of
course I said to my son there is no way that he will go
and purchase this video game.
There is also Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas that:
… requires the player — a gang leader — to kill police,
commit drive-by shootings, carjackings and burglaries …

There is also The Guy Game, which features video of
real women exposing their breasts, and JFK Reloaded,
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in which the player tries to reassassinate President
Kennedy. And the list goes on. It is very important that
there is consistency in the video game industry and also
that parents are informed so that they are aware, they
understand what the differences are and they can make
the appropriate choices.
As I said, I support the parts which try to stamp out
child pornography. We should have zero tolerance. At
the same time, parents have a responsibility. Parents
need to understand the different classifications in the
video and film industries and they need to educate their
children accordingly. That is why the Liberal Party will
not be opposing the bill.
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — I rise in support of
this bill, which is complementary to legislation at the
federal level and provides for the national classification
of publications, films and computer games. Essentially
the amendments which have been agreed to by federal
and state censorship ministers create a common set of
classifications for films and computer games based on
the current classification system for films, and that is an
important step forward.
It is important because the community and in particular
parents need to have confidence in the classification
system and in the fact that all the material they and their
children can view are consistent with those guidelines.
As a parent who has to consistently deal not only with
adjustments about what is suitable for my young
children to watch on TV or what they might play on the
computer, but also with teenagers who, as the member
for Bulleen has pointed out, want to explore some of
these other video games, I must say it is a welcome
development that we are going to have a readily
understood and consistent classification system.
Parents need to know what their children are viewing,
and with the proliferation of these games and the ready
availability of them from video shops and other places
it is important that they are aligned with what we
understand to be the commonly understood categories
for films. It will mean that parents will be able to make
more informed choices.
Having got those categories right, the legislation
provides for a range of offences which can be properly
enforced. That is an important point, because we have
had some difficulties in the past with police being able
to bring successful prosecutions. Currently police must
pay between $110 and $200 for every copy of suspect
material, even if the copies appear identical. That has
been a somewhat prohibitive requirement. Now they
will only have to get one copy of the material classified
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in order to make multiple copies of the same videos that
are the subject of the same offence.
This legislation clarifies that an evidentiary certificate,
which provides proof of the classification of films,
publications or computer games, will apply to all
duplicate copies of those items. For example, it will
allow the police to prosecute people who sell films that
have been refused classification by the classification
board or people who are publishing child pornography
online. It will also provide an additional means to
trigger the full forfeiture of all the offensive material.
So where a person has been found guilty of an offence
or offences involving 10 or more films, publications or
computer games, all the material will be able to be
seized by police, not just the one that was the subject of
an offence. So that is an important strengthening of the
current legislation.
The legislation will protect children from exploitation
through pornography. What is good about this
legislation is that it brings Victorian laws into line with
International Labour Organisation (ILO)
convention 182 in relation to the elimination of the
worst forms of child labour, including the use,
procuring or offering of children for prostitution, the
production of pornography or pornographic
performances.
Essentially the amendments make it a criminal offence
to involve minors under 18 years — not just those
under 16 years — in pornographic films or material. In
passing I would say that it has been a hallmark of this
government, particularly in this term, that it has
consistently introduced legislation into this house to
deal with child sex offences and the sexual exploitation
of children. It is quite clear in the Victorian community
that there are growing calls for us to deal with the
damaging impacts of sexual abuse, and as a
government we are responding to those calls. This
aspect of the legislation is yet another part of the
concerted effort being made by the Bracks government
to stamp out child sex abuse.
I therefore welcome this legislation as a clear and
unambiguous statement by this Parliament that we will
not tolerate the sexual exploitation of minors in
Victoria. At the same time the amendments that have
been introduced will ensure that films such as The Year
My Voice Broke and Somersault are not caught up in
the legislation, and I think that is important. It is also
important that the local film industry can still tastefully
and appropriately deal with the coming of age of young
people and teenage sexuality. I think The Year My
Voice Broke is one of the best Australian films that has
ever been produced. The house amendments make it
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clear that this legislation is not designed to stop
legitimate film makers from dealing with the subject of
teenage sexuality. But what they do, and what I think it
is important that the legislation does, is balance the
need to protect children and the importance of
complying with the ILO conventions with safeguards
for the film industry in producing legitimate films.
Finally, I want to make some general comments about
the adult film industry. With the advent of satellite
television and rapid downloads from the Internet it is
becoming clear that we are creating a situation where
classified and unclassified material is becoming much
more readily available to the community. It will not be
long before you will be able to get a box to go with
your television set that will allow you to plug into
satellite television and download or view more of this
material. This poses some real regulatory challenges in
the near future which we in the Parliament are all going
to have to grapple with. I am also concerned about the
potential for the adult film industry to be infiltrated by
organised crime as a result of the proliferation of this
material.
This bill provides some important and welcome
enforcement measures, which I support. However, with
the advent of new technology there is also a need for us
to consider what the regulatory regime may need to be
in the future. We need to ensure that whilst adults are
able to watch appropriately classified material,
safeguards are also in place to prevent sexually violent
or inappropriate material from being available from
other sources.
I welcome this bill as a major step in the right direction.
It will make it easier for the police to carry out
prosecutions. It will ensure that minors are not depicted
or used in pornographic films, and it will also ensure
that we have a consistent regulatory regime for the
classification of films, publications and computer
games which is understood by the community and,
most importantly, by parents. It is an important step
forward, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I am pleased to
speak on this bill and to say, as the Leader of The
Nationals indicated in his contribution, that The
Nationals will be supporting this legislation and the
house amendments.
The bill amends the Classification (Publications, Film
and Computer Games Enforcement) Act 1995. There
are a number of provisions in the bill to make that act
more beneficial to the people who use video games and
to the film industry. The provisions aim to improve the
operation of the classification scheme by introducing
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common classification categories for films and
computer games. The second-reading speech states that
the decision has been supported by all the censorship
ministers. The bill does not make changes to the type of
material that is to be permitted in each of the
classifications. The bill will also improve the operation
and effectiveness of the enforcement action. There are
new forfeiture provisions which state that if a person is
found guilty of a classification offence involving 10 or
more films, publications or computer games, that will
also be an offence. The Leader of The Nationals asked
for clarification from the Attorney-General on whether
it is 10 films, 10 publications or 10 computer games, or
whether it could be a combination of all those.
One of the things that is really important in this
legislation is the increase in the age threshold of
victims. At the moment it is 16 years. Under this
legislation it will go up to 18 years so that those people
are not able to be involved in objectionable material,
objectionable films or objectionable publications. The
introduction of common classification symbols and
names is a positive step. It will help parents choose
what video games and films their children can view.
Presently, as the member for Bulleen said in his
presentation, it is confusing, given the introduction of
computer games. Some of those games are very
graphic, whether it is violently graphic or sexually
explicit. This will help parents to make appropriate
choices for their children to view, either in their own
homes or in their friends’ homes.
Clause 5 sets out the new classifications for films; it
lists current classifications and the intended
classifications.
Clause 6 sets out the computer games new
classifications, and the bill also says that any
classification which includes an age reference means
that legally enforceable age restrictions apply.
The second-reading speech states:
Promoting the physical, sexual, emotional and psychological
safety of all young people is a priority for this government.

I think that is a laudable aim.
An application has been lodged with the Greater
Shepparton City Council for a Club X sex shop in
Shepparton. A committee comprising community
groups, church groups, welfare organisations, leaders in
the community and just people who are concerned in
the community has been formed to fight the
application; it has called itself Goulburn Valley
Community against Pornography. Council has received
199 objections and a petition bearing 1250 signatures.
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Also, 700 people rallied in Shepparton in opposition to
the Club X megastore. The community is concerned
about such a store’s impact on young children, just as
the government has stated it has similar concerns. Our
community is concerned about the image that a mega
sex shop in the community will have and also because
it is proposed to be situated in a gateway into
Shepparton. It is also concerned about the diminution of
family values.
We already have two adult book stores in Shepparton
which are in a discreet location, but they have told the
Shepparton News that although they might have
sexually explicit material in their stores, they do not get
inspected. The concern for the community is that while
council says it will inspect and put conditions on this
new sex shop, the reality is that the two that are there
already are not inspected to see whether they are selling
appropriate material or whether in fact the publications
they have are appropriate and within the guidelines.
The council has approved the club’s application, and
the Goulburn Valley Community against Pornography
is now having to fight that decision in the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal. The council’s own
municipal public health plan raised the high incidence
of child abuse in Greater Shepparton and stated that
research clearly demonstrates the critical importance of
creating safe, nurturing environments for children,
particularly in their early years. The community is
concerned that the offensive material shown in some
sex shops still goes uninspected and we are not quite
sure what is actually being sold in those sex shops.
Obviously the material is very sexually explicit.
Comments appeared in the Shepparton News of
4 November 2004 when a councillor from the City of
Shepparton went to Albury to have a look at a Club X
store — the same Club X organisation that is applying
to establish a sex shop in Shepparton. He went with
three planning officers from the City of Greater
Shepparton. He made a number of comments about
what goes on in the store. His particular concern was
about the coin-operated viewing booths that are
operating there. They also sell publications, DVDs,
videos, magazines and toys. His concern about the
coin-operated video viewing booths was, in his words
as quoted by the article:
They’re masturbation chambers virtually.

According to the article he went on to say that the:
… video-viewing booths seemed to operate on coin slots,
were about twice the size of a toilet, had locks on the door, a
chair, a bench and a video screen.
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‘The only other thing in there, surprise, surprise, was a great
big commercial dispenser of tissues’, he said.
‘It was pretty ordinary, and I’m pretty broad-minded. It was
pretty disgusting. I wasn’t impressed at all’.

The concern my community has is that approval for this
sort of development has been applied for in Shepparton.
Applications for sex shops which sell and display
sexually explicit material and also have viewing rooms
are made under the Planning and Environment Act,
which deals with planning issues. I refer to my notice of
motion no. 511, which is on the notice paper and of
which I gave notice on 9 December 2004. It states:
That this house calls on the Minister for Planning to work
with the Minister for Local Government to investigate
potential amendments to the Planning and Environment Act
1987 and the Local Government Act 1989 which will permit
councils the option of refusing a planning application on the
grounds that the application would be detrimental to the
health, safety or social amenity of the community.

While section 60 of the planning act allows the
responsible authority to consider any significant social
or economic effects because of development, I believe
it is also important to include health and safety issues so
that we protect our children from explicit material, from
the sorts of things that devalue families and the values
that we like to see in our community, and also to protect
the most vulnerable in our community from being able
to view this material in an ad hoc way.
Many rural councils do not have the resources to
inspect sex shops for compliance, and they feel they do
not have any alternative but to reject the application. It
is really important that we have legislation in place to
protect children, as this bill will do, and to improve
enforcement.
The government also needs to look at changes to the
Local Government Act and the Planning and
Environment Act so as to protect communities from
unwanted developments regarding explicit material and
to give councils more responsibility to be able to reject
applications. If the councils have been out and
consulted the community and if the community, as my
community has done, puts in very strong objections and
puts forward their fears about this type of development,
I think the councils ought to be able to reject
applications for those types of developments. I support
this bill before the house; it does make some sense, and
there are some good initiatives in it.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — I welcome the
opportunity to speak in support of the bill because it
enhances, streamlines and clarifies the existing
legislation and in doing so it protects children. The two
aspects of the bill that I particularly want to comment
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on are the concerns raised by the film industry and also
whether we have R 18+ classifications for computer
games. Before I do so, I should briefly outline the
overall objectives of the bill.
The bill aims to enhance the national classification
scheme by creating a more easily understood
classification scheme for film and computer games. It
improves the effectiveness of enforcement action under
Victoria’s classification legislation and ensures that
Victoria’s classification legislation is consistent with
the International Labour Organisation (ILO)
convention 182 on the worst forms of child labour. It
particularly streamlines current legislation by bringing
into line the classification ratings for films and
computer games.
Despite my interest in information technology I have
not really been into computer gaming and the
classification of computer games is not an area that I
have thought much about over the years, but last year I
went to a monthly general meeting of the Melbourne
PC User Group where an academic made a presentation
specifically on computer games. The point he was
making was that under the existing classification you
could have quite high levels of violence but very low
levels of, let’s call it, titillation or soft porn.
He showed some clips of a sexual nature to make the
point about what would be outlawed, and at the same
time he played some other computer games to show
what was permissible. One of those he played was
Grand Theft Auto. I have to say it is the first time I have
seen that game, and to my amazement I saw many
police cars stolen or hijacked, police officers shot and
members of the public run over. I am not into
censorship, so I am not calling for it to be censored, but
I was astounded afterwards when I found that most kids
seem to have a copy of Grand Theft Auto at home while
some computer games of a sexual nature are prohibited.
Perhaps I am showing my age as a product of the
1960s, when we were brought up on ‘Make love, not
war’. It is a sad indictment of society when people get
their kicks out of Grand Theft Auto.
I understand that the Attorney-General has on the
record stated his views on the introduction of the 18+
classification for computer games. I understand that so
far it has not been possible to get a nationally consistent
approach, with the federal government and South
Australia holding out. I think it would be the final step
in bringing films and computer games into line if we
had such a classification for computer games.
The other matter I will comment on relates to the
concerns raised by the film industry that this would
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prevent kids over 16 from participating in certain films.
The members of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee looked closely at that at our last meeting,
and we did not come to that view. We noted that one of
the examples given related to a child under the age of
15 who was able to participate in films. The concerns
raised by the film industry are largely unfounded, but in
any event the house amendments clearly deal with
those concerns by amending both the bill and the
legislation and instead rely on national classification
codes. Overall it is a sound bill that streamlines current
legislative provisions. One area I would like to see
addressed for the future is an R 18+ classification for
computer games. With those few comments I support
the bill.
Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) — The
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer
Games) (Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill is another
example of the fact that under the Bracks government
Victoria is a great place to raise a family. This bill is
about the safety of young people and changes to the
classifications.
The introduction of uniform classification types for
films and computer games, as agreed to by all states, is
one of the ways to improve the operational
effectiveness of enforcement, as well as increasing the
child age thresholds from under 16 to under 18, as has
been said, in compliance with International Labour
Organisation convention 182 on the worst forms of
child labour.
With the changes in classifications we will see the more
familiar PG, M, MA 15+ and R 18+ used on computer
games as well as films. It is important to be consistent
and to make classifications known. Not enough parents
realise the contents of computer games and the
significance of the ratings. Many games, as we have
already heard, show explicit violence and even drug
taking. I have to admit that in the past I have been a
parent who did not realise what was being brought
home by my younger folk. They are a little older now,
so it is not an issue. Video games are an important part
of our youth culture — they are very prevalent — and it
is important that they abide by reasonable standards,
because they can have a very influential effect on the
behaviour and standards that young people adopt.
Using the well-known and understood film
classifications will help parents understand the nature of
the content of some of these games when they appear
on the computer screens at home.
We have heard about Grand Theft Auto, but there are
many other games. Computer games and computers
generally have ever improving graphics. The images
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we see are more and more realistic. They have
improved over the years and are now more life like. We
are getting bigger and bigger computer screens so that
people can engage in games or virtual situations — or
virtual life, if you like. They are extremely life like, so
it is important that the games reflect the proper
standards of life while not inhibiting the use of
imagination, which is important to all of us, particularly
young people.
As I said earlier, there are changes in the bill that will
assist in the admissibility of evidence of classification.
These will assist in the successful prosecution of cases
in Victoria. There are additional means to trigger the
forfeiture of material, including the trigger of 10 items,
as we heard earlier. I read that as meaning that 10 items
in total will be a breach that will lead to the forfeiture of
all material confiscated by police unless the magistrate
releases them. It is about time we raised the minimum
age to 18, as required in other jurisdictions around the
world. It is a logical step and a reasonable thing to do.
The amendments before the house also address the
concerns of the local film industry and correct the
situation that has been present in the Crimes Act since
1995. This is done by relying on the federal definitions
in the national classification code. It removes the
ambiguity present in the current Victorian legislation,
including the principal act and the Crimes Act.
The national classification code includes the phrase
‘likely to cause offence to a reasonable adult’ as a way
of properly classifying material. I think it is good that
we rely on and defer to the commonwealth legislation.
This change allows filmmakers to deal with teenage
sexuality, as we have already heard, and the rites of
passage in a responsible way. Heaven forbid if we
could not view films like Puberty Blues. This is an
entirely reasonable amendment. On that note I
commend the bill to the house.
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is my privilege to
make a brief contribution on the Classification
(Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill and the house
amendments. I say at the outset that this is the sort of
legislation that I know will bring a cheer to the hearts
and minds and improve the health and wellbeing of
most parents in my community, which is one of the
leading growth corridors in Victoria. Being a mother of
three children, one adult and two teenagers, there can
be nothing more concerning than a trip to Target or
Kmart with children who are trying to insist that Grand
Theft Auto, as the member for Preston has indicated, is
a fair and reasonable game for them to purchase.
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Consistent national classification codes like this are of
great assistance to parents of young children in
particular, who, though they might tell their children
they are experts on everything, clearly may not be.
They need assistance such as this legislation provides as
guidance for what are appropriate computer games and
videos for their young children to view. As I say, it is
incredibly important in a community like mine, where
we have so many families with young children, that
legislation like this is produced by the government to
give parents that extra confidence, knowing that what
they are purchasing for the viewing or game playing of
their children is consistent nationally and is sensibly
rated.
I have to say, following up on the member for Preston’s
comments on Grand Theft Auto, that I agree with him
wholeheartedly. When I express some displeasure to
my 18-year-old son, 17-year-old daughter and
15-year-old son when they are playing this game, they
remind me that, ‘It is only a game, Mum, and is not
real’. I still remain unconvinced that being able to run
over people and smash into things is a form of
entertainment. However, they assure me differently.
With those very brief remarks, I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — I rise to speak in
support of the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) (Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill.
This bill enhances the national classification scheme by
creating a more easily understood classification scheme
for films and computer games. Computer games
classification will be available in familiar codes such as
G, PG, M, MA 15+ and RC. These are codes familiar
to parents or adult guardians who need to take control
of their minors.
Children coming from home environments where there
is an absence of role models struggle to differentiate
fantasy from reality. A video game supposedly coming
into the USA market shortly will involve the taking of
drugs, showing how drugs can create blackouts, drug
addiction, job loss and, finally, overdose and death.
These types of games glamorise drug addiction and
could be triggers for psychotic behaviour.
This bill will facilitate the adoption for computer games
of the system used by films. This will make it easier for
consumers, especially parents and guardians, to make
informed choices about computer games and films their
children are viewing over and over again in their own
time and space. It will change the age threshold of
victims in relation to objectionable material, films and
publications from under 16 to under 18 years. This is a
great initiative that will strengthen Victoria’s law
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against the sexual exploitation of children which is in
line with the International Labour Organisation
convention 182, which calls for the elimination of the
worst forms of child labour.
Children qualify for universal franchise at the age of 18.
What this means is that 18 is the age children become
adult. This is a universally accepted phenomenon.
Therefore using children under 18 in objectionable
films or objectionable material is child pornography.
Even using under-18 look-alikes in objectionable films
gives viewers feelings of watching child pornography.
Such wrong messages could trigger psychotic
behaviour. Films with a genuine artistic purpose will
not fall into this category; house amendments will
cover that.
Under the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) (Enforcement) Act 1995 police must
pay between $110 and $200 to get an evidentiary
certificate for every copy of suspect material even if the
copies appear identical. That was weird red tape
introduced by the previous government under this act.
This amendment will provide certainty and ensure
Victoria Police is not hamstrung by the expense of
obtaining separate evidentiary certificates. This bill will
also change the original 1995 act in allowing Victoria
Police to seek full forfeiture where there is a guilty
finding in an offence or offences involving 10 or more
items with at least one of the following: films classified
RC or X 18+; publications or computer games
classified RC; or objectionable films and objectionable
publications.
This bill is a step in the right direction towards
promoting the physical, sexual, emotional and
psychological safety of all young people. This is a top
priority for the Bracks government. I commend the bill
to the house.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I also rise to
support the Classification (Publications, Films and
Computer Games) (Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill.
This is good legislation. The amendments included in
this bill fall into three categories. First of all, there are
amendments to implement uniform classification types
for films and computer games as agreed by all
censorship ministers. It is very suitable in a
commonwealth to ensure that every state and territory
operates under similar legislation.
In the second category are amendments to improve the
operation and effectiveness of enforcement action
under the act. As we all know, any good legislation that
has questionable effectiveness in its enforcement
provisions is pretty much a waste of time. This bill
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before the house improves the operation and
effectiveness of enforcement action.
Thirdly, and finally, the amendments ensure that the act
is consistent with the International Labour
Organisation’s convention 182 on the worst forms of
child labour. Members of the government and, I
understand, members of the opposition are well aware
of a letter signed by three federal ministers requesting
that all the states and territories act to implement this
important legislation.
I want to go first of all to the uniform classification-type
names for films and computer games. This bill creates a
distinction between the advisory classifications, G, PG
and M, and the legally restricted classifications,
MA 15+, R 18+ and X 18+ through the inclusion of age
references in the names of the restricted classification
types and the removal of the age descriptors from the
advisory classifications — that is, G (8+) and M (15+).
There are amendments to improve the operation and
effectiveness of the enforcement action under the act. I
want to briefly mention evidentiary certificates and
duplicate certificates in this contribution to the debate.
In relation to evidentiary certificates the bill contains
amendments to improve the operation of the
Classification Act by remedying technicalities which
currently hinder the successful prosecution of
classification offences in Victoria. There is nothing
more frustrating — Acting Speaker, I imagine you
would be very familiar with this — than having a good
case and finding that the evidence may not be robust
enough when it actually comes to court. Some may
argue that a case may not be a good one, but it is
terribly important that everybody clearly understands
what is required to obtain a successful prosecution and
eliminate anything which may hinder it.
By way of explanation, section 78 of the Classification
Act provides evidentiary force to a certificate which the
director of the Office of Film and Literature
Classification is empowered to provide under
section 87 of the Commonwealth Classification Act.
That evidentiary certificate states the relevant
classification, if any, of the film, publication or
computer game and is required to prove offences under
the Classification Act. Regarding duplicate certificates,
which I said I would also mention briefly, the bill
contains an amendment to clarify that a separate
evidentiary certificate is not required for each duplicate
copy of the film, publication or computer game. This
amendment was provided at the request of Victoria
Police, which has indicated that the cost of obtaining
evidentiary certificates required for prosecution is
prohibitive.
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In the interests of expediting the passage of this bill I
will leave my contribution to the debate at those few
remarks. I place on the record on behalf of all parents
and grandparents and those who head off to retail
outlets, my appreciation of all the ministers getting
together to come up with what I believe is excellent
legislation.
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I would like to
thank all those who contributed to this debate — the
members for Bulleen, Bentleigh, Shepparton, Preston,
Bayswater, Tarneit, Cranbourne and Pascoe Vale, and
also the shadow Attorney-General, the Leader of The
Nationals and the member for Footscray.
The Leader of The Nationals wanted to know whether in
effect it was intended that the number of films,
publications, computer games, objectionable films or
objectionable publications required to trigger the new
forfeiture provisions is 10 cumulatively. It is intended
that the requirement for the new forfeiture trigger will be
an offence or offences involving any combination of the
specified items listed in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c),
provided there are 10 or more items in total. That is, the
total number of items needs to be 10 or more, but it may
be a mixture of items — for example,
5 refused-classification films and 5 refused-classification
publications. I think that answers his question.
The member for Shepparton raised an issue about sex
shops in relation to her electorate. This legislation does
not deal with that matter at all, but the amendments to
the bill are to ensure that the definitions of
‘objectionable film’, ‘objectionable publication’ and
‘objectionable material’ under the Classification Act are
in line with federal legislation. In deleting a particular
sentence in the legislation that was originally brought
before the house, removing the sexual depiction age
threshold references from the Victorian classification
legislation will bring us absolutely into line with the
federal legislation. Additionally of course, child
pornography will still be captured, as films or
publications that are classified RC, or ‘refused
classification’ — or if unclassified, would be classified
RC — are already provided for in another part of the
existing definitions.
This approach allows the well-established national
classification code classification category definitions to
be relied upon, and it will ensure our legislation is still
compliant with the ILO convention, because as
previously noted it is intended that the RC definition
will capture child pornography involving children
under 18. The proposed house amendments are
consistent with other jurisdictions and seek to align our
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classification legislation closer to that which already
exists in those jurisdictions.
In relation to the Crimes Act amendments, while no
specific comment has been made publicly about the
2004 amendments to the definition of ‘child
pornography’ in the act, it is proposed to amend this
legislation. It would be incongruous for a film like Blue
Lagoon, for instance, which is rated PG under the code,
to be deemed child pornography under the Crimes Act.
It is proposed that the amendments will extend the
defence under the Crimes Act for the purposes of
production and procurement of child pornography
offences, which are set out in sections 68 and 69 of the
Crimes Act. Currently there are a number of statutory
defences available in relation to the offence of
possessing child pornography. In particular,
section 70(2) provides that:
It is a defence … to prove —
(a) in the case of —
(i)

a film; or

(ii) a photograph contained in a publication; or
(iii) a computer game —
that at the time of the alleged offence the [material] was
classified other than RC or X …

In other words, if the material has been classified G,
PG, M, MA 15+ or R 18+, then that will provide a
defence against the offence of possession of child
pornography. Therefore we are introducing an
amendment with respect to the defence in
section 70(2)(a). The current wording is unduly
restrictive as it only applies to material that was
classified other than RC or X at the time of the alleged
offence.
An amendment is proposed so that the defence could
apply also to material that would, if classified, be
classified other than ‘refused classification’ or ‘X’. This
is required to protect legitimate film-makers, because at
the time the film is made it cannot yet be classified. So
we think this gets the balance right.
I thank the shadow Attorney-General for his support of
the legislation and all other speakers for their support.
The bill will make it easier for the police to enforce the
current legislation, and it gets the balance right as far as
film-makers are concerned as well. I wish this bill a
speedy passage.
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Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Consideration in detail
Clause 1

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 3 to 7 agreed to.
Clause 8
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
5.

Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
1.

Clause 1, page 2, line 13, after “publications” insert “and
provide further for those matters”.

2.

Clause 1, page 2, line 14, after “consequential” insert
“and other”.

Briefly in relation to the amendments, the amendments
will ensure that the legislation does not, in its
interpretation, inadvertently capture films and the
production of films that involve some form of sexual
activity involving people under the age of 18 that would
normally be classified as appropriate films. In moving
the amendments we are ensuring that those films that
are objectionable — and objectionable publications and
other objectionable material but particularly in relation
to films — will be classified as objectionable films if
under the federal scheme they would be classified X or
RC — that is, ‘refused classification’.
We believe that is in line with other states. We believe
that is appropriate. It will ensure that coming-of-age
films such as Blue Lagoon and the like can continue to
be made here in Victoria but that the balance being
sought is indeed achieved — that is, that films that are
objectionable and films that do not get classified under
the commonwealth scheme or would not get a
classification under the commonwealth scheme or
indeed are classified X or would be classified X under
the commonwealth scheme are still in the definition of
‘objectionable material’.
That is why I have moved an amendment to the
classification legislation and a similar amendment in
relation to the Crimes Act, giving a defence to a crime
involving child pornography if indeed the material is
appropriately classified — that is, is classified other
than X or RC.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 2
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
3.

Clause 2, line 18, omit “12” and insert “13”.

4.

Clause 2, line 21, omit “12” and insert “13”.
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Clause 8, line 15, after “RC” insert “or X”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clause 9 agreed to.
Clause 10
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
6.

Clause 10, lines 3 to 10, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert —
‘(a) in the definition of “objectionable film”,
paragraph (b) is repealed;
(b) in the definition of “objectionable
publication”, paragraph (c) is repealed.
(2) In section 56 of the Principal Act, in the definition
of “objectionable material”, paragraph (c)(ii) is
repealed.’.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 11
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
7.

Clause 11, page 11, line 4, omit “12” and insert “13”.

8.

Clause 11, page 11, line 15, omit “12” and insert “13”.

9.

Clause 11, page 12, line 24, omit “12” and insert “13”.

10. Clause 11, page 12, line 29, omit “12” and insert “13”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 12
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
11. Clause 12, after line 7 insert —
‘(1) In section 68(1A) of the Crimes Act 1958, after
“X” (where twice occurring) insert “or X 18+”.
(2)

In section 69(2) of the Crimes Act 1958, after
“X” insert “or X 18+”.’.

12. Clause 12, line 9, after ‘ ”X” ’ insert “(where twice
occurring)”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
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New clause

HEALTH (COMPULSORY TESTING) BILL

Mr HULLS (Attorney-General) — I move:
13. Insert the following clause to follow clause 11:
‘AA. Amendment of the Crimes Act 1958
(1)

In section 67A of the Crimes Act 1958, in the
definition of “child pornography”, for “looks like”
substitute “appears to be”.

(2)

After section 68(1) of the Crimes Act 1958
insert —
“(1A) It is a defence to a prosecution for an
offence against sub-section (1) to prove, in
the case of —
(a) a film; or
(b) a photograph contained in a
publication; or
(c) a computer game —
that at the time of the alleged offence the film,
publication or computer game was classified other
than RC or X or would, if classified, be classified
other than RC or X.”.

(3)

At the end of section 69 of the Crimes Act 1958
insert —
“(2) It is a defence to a prosecution for an
offence against sub-section (1) to prove, in
the case of —
(a) a film; or
(b) a photograph contained in a
publication; or
(c) a computer game —
that at the time of the alleged offence the film,
publication or computer game would, if classified,
be classified other than RC or X.”.

(4)
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In section 70(2)(a) of the Crimes Act 1958, after
“X” insert “or would, if classified, be classified
other than RC or X”.’.

New clause agreed to.
Bill agreed to with amendments.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 February; motion of
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health).
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — It gives me pleasure
to speak on this bill. The Liberal Party supports this
legislation because it addresses a long-time anomaly in
health legislation, particularly with regard to the
transmission of blood-borne viruses such as HIV and
hepatitis. The rationale for this bill is that without this
legislation there is an occupational risk for health care
and other custodial and emergency health workers of
having HIV or hepatitis transmitted to them. I believe
we have a duty to ensure that those who are medically
treating our community have that risk minimised as
much as possible.
Although national protocols in relation to infection
control have been introduced and do operate within the
Victorian hospital system to reduce the possibility of
accidents occurring and resulting in the transmission of
blood-borne viruses, there are still gaps, although they
are quite small. The fact is, regardless of any or all
precautions that are taken, if a patient has a blood-borne
virus like HIV or hepatitis, those present at a surgical
procedure and indeed afterwards are at risk through
needle-stick injury or the splashing of a patient’s blood.
This puts our health professionals at risk, which in turn
puts many other people — the families of those health
professionals — at risk. There is a very strong desire to
minimise this risk. I note that the precautions which are
taken at present and which will be taken under this
legislation are not meant in any way to cause offence to
individual patients or to put at risk their right to privacy.
However, it is an attempt to protect the lives of those
delivering health care services to our community.
Situations do occur when there is or may have been a
likelihood of the transmission of blood-borne viruses.
There will need to be an assessment of the risk of
transmission so as to ensure prompt preventive
treatment for those involved. As we know, the law in
all states currently allows the ordering of compulsory
testing by a chief health officer where there is a
reasonable belief a person has or is suspected of having
a specified infectious disease. This is detailed in the
second-reading speech. It says this order may be
granted where:
… an incident occurred that involved a ‘caregiver or
custodian’ that could have resulted in the transfer of a
specified infectious disease;
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and the potential source has been offered counselling and
refused to consent to a test.

A caregiver or custodian is defined in section 118 of the
Health Act. It refers to specific occupations including
doctors, nurses, dentists, ambulance officers and the
legal custodian of a person taken into legal or protective
custody.
The second-reading speech goes on to explain that an
anomaly in the current provisions is the secretary may
grant the order if the person refuses to consent to the
test, but the secretary cannot grant the order if the
person is unconscious or unable to give or refuse
consent for other reasons. In these situations the
secretary cannot order the test because the person is not
in law refusing to consent to the test. It probably seems
like a technical argument, but I think it is one which
needs to be addressed, and that is being done in the this
piece of legislation.
I would like to make a couple of very general
observations. I am married to a surgeon. He is a heart
surgeon so he is very much involved in the sorts of
operations where there is a lot of blood and the patient’s
tissue is being perforated by the surgeon, and there is
the opportunity for many of the people involved in the
operation — not just the surgeon, but also the nurses,
perfusionists and others — to be exposed to the
transmission of blood-borne viruses. There has been
concern about some of these issues in our family’s case
and within the profession. While surgeons will always
act in the best interests of the patient, sometimes they
do so at their own personal risk. That is something we
as a family have talked about and are conscious of. I
personally am very pleased to see this legislation and I
think the medical profession is very grateful that the
government has been made aware and is very conscious
of the need to provide the maximum protection possible
for all those people involved in health care to the
community in Victoria.
The provisions of this bill are very tightly defined. They
deal with a particular anomaly. While the secretary of
the department can under certain circumstances grant
an order as previously described if a person refuses to
take a voluntary test, the secretary has no such power if
a person is unconscious or unable to give or refuse
consent. Therefore the main provisions of this bill
amend the Health Act to expand the circumstances
whereby the secretary of the department may order
persons who lack the capacity to consent to be tested
for specified infectious diseases.
The second-reading speech explains that under the
Guardian and Administration Act a responsible person
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may give consent to tests on behalf of a patient who is
unable to do so. However, that consent can only be
given if the test is in the best interests of the patient, not
other people such as nurses, doctors and other staff.
This situation needs to be dealt with. Because no
legislation currently addresses the situation where a
patient is incapable of giving consent and where there
may have been an incident putting a caregiver at risk,
we are faced with the need for the amendments
contained in this bill.
I have mentioned that the circumstances are very
defined. In fact an incident will have to have occurred
before a test can be ordered. In other words, an incident
involving a needle-stick injury or some other type of
blood splashing et cetera will have to have occurred
before a test can be ordered.
Page 3 of the second-reading speech describes this
scenario:
For instance, if a nurse received a needle-stick injury
involving an unconscious patient, the patient is unable to
consider whether to consent to testing and is, therefore, not
‘refusing’ to provide consent. An order cannot be given under
the Health Act and the nurse must either:
take anti-retroviral medication to prevent infection,
which involves medical risk for the nurse (even though
the patient may not have HIV); or
refrain from taking anti-retroviral medication, which
may increase the risk of the nurse contracting HIV (if
the unconscious patient was infected with HIV).

The outcome of such testing will determine whether
medical staff need to take anti-retroviral medication. In
the case of a positive HIV test the taking of such
medication within 4 to 72 hours may significantly
reduce the capacity for infection. This bill will address
the situation, firstly, by providing that the secretary of
the department can authorise a test for a person who
does not have the capacity to consent, and secondly, by
providing for an authorised senior medical officer
within the hospital setting to authorise a test for such a
person.
The amendments also enable the secretary of the
department to order a test for a person who has died.
This is desirable. A needle-stick injury or blood splash
could have occurred during a procedure, and the patient
could have subsequently died. However, there is still
need for a test to be done to ensure that if a blood-borne
virus is transmitted the nurse, doctor or other staff
member can be treated appropriately.
Clause 4 also provides for the provision of counselling
for such a patient after the event — that is, a patient
who has not passed away but who was merely
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unconscious at the time. Firstly, this counselling should
provide details of the test conducted so that the person
understands what has occurred. The counselling should
also provide the reasons for the test and the results of
the test. If the test is positive, then the counselling must
inform the patient of the effects and risks of the disease
they are found to have.
I only have one letter of support for this bill. I am sure
there were others, but certainly the chief executive
officer of South West Healthcare has written to support
this legislation. It is probable that all health care
networks will have supported it.
I thought it might be helpful to look at some of the
information that is available around the world in
relation to the number of cases of the occupational
transmission of HIV. Two cases have occurred despite
prompt post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) treatment.
This is made clear in an article that appears in the news
section of the aidsmap.com web site. The article details:
Between 1999 and the end of 2002 six definite and
18 possible cases of occupational transmission of HIV have
been reported internationally, according to a paper in the
10 March edition of Eurosurveillance Weekly. In two
instances HIV transmission occurred despite the provision of
post-exposure prophylaxis —

as the introduction to this paper says.
Investigators from the UK’s Health Protection Agency
conducted a literature search to identify cases of definite and
possible HIV transmission in health care workers worldwide
resulting from occupational exposure. The last such review
was conducted in 1999.

This has been updated to include cases which were
reported until the end of 2002. The article makes it clear
that since then 6 definite and 18 possible cases of
occupational transmission of HIV have been reported.
In total 108 definite cases of occupational HIV transmission
have now been reported worldwide and 238 possible cases.
Most of the definite cases, 91 per cent … occurred after a
needle-stick or similar injury.
Two cases of definite occupational HIV transmission since
1999, one in Australia and one in the US, occurred despite the
provision of post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP). Both
individuals initiated PEP within 2 hours of the injury;
however, due to the anti-retroviral treatment history of the
source patient, one of the health care workers had to change
their PEP regimen. In the other case a volume of blood was
accidentally introduced into the site of the needle-stick injury.
Over all, nurses and laboratory workers account for over
two-thirds of all definite cases of occupational HIV
transmission and 39 per cent of possible cases.

The observation in this article is that:
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To enable the health care worker’s occupational exposure to
be appropriately managed, a baseline blood sample should be
obtained, HIV PEP should be provided in a timely manner —

as we have discussed —
and appropriate follow-up tests should be performed …

That was written by the investigators. They add:
… health care workers should receive training and education
on the management and prevention of occupational
exposures, including the use of universal precautions, and the
correct disposal of sharps.

It is my belief that this already occurs within our
hospital system here in Victoria.
In relation to risks of this kind I will briefly refer to a
second paper from the same web site. It tells us:
The risk of contracting HIV following occupational
exposure … is low. Epidemiological studies have indicated
that the average risk of HIV transmission after percutaneous
(passing through the skin) exposure to HIV-infected blood in
health care settings is about 3 per 1000 injuries.
Following a mucocutaneous (via the mucous membrane)
exposure the average risk is estimated to be less than 1 in
1000.
Where intact skin is exposed to HIV-infected blood, no risk
of HIV transmission is considered.

In more detail:
A case control study amongst health care workers exposed to
HIV has found that the administration of AZT for four weeks
after exposure was associated with an 80 per cent reduced risk
of seroconversion.

At this stage AZT treatment is believed to block the
infection of immune system cells by HIV, so prompt
AZT treatment is likely to block the establishment of
HIV infection in an individual who has been exposed to
the virus. It is assumed that a combination of two or
three drugs may be even more effective than AZT in
blocking HIV infection. On the basis of those findings
the United States health authorities have recommended
that health care workers who suffer certain types of
injuries should be offered post-exposure prophylaxis
with a combination of two or three drugs.
Looking at the incidents here in Victoria under the
surveillance of notifiable infectious diseases, for the
years 2002, 2003 and 2004 — these figures cover
1 January to 31 December — we can see that for
HIV/AIDS there is a slight reduction but the figures are
similar. In 2002 there were 233 cases; in 2003,
225 cases; and in 2004, 211 cases. In relation to AIDS
itself all the figures are under 50 cases and the range of
deaths from 2002 to 2004 is 18, 32 and 18.
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In relation to various types of hepatitis — that is,
B-acute, B-chronic, hepatitis-C, newly acquired et
cetera — a large number of people come into this
category. In 2002 the number of cases was 3891; in
2003 it was 3577 and in 2004 it was a lower figure of
2953. Just by way of comment, very sadly one of my
husband’s colleagues caught hepatitis as part of his
work and not only did he have to cease work but
eventually he died of the disease, so these sorts of
things do happen and we need to be acutely aware of
them.

Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I am proud to rise
on behalf of The Nationals to speak on this important
bill for the health of our community, the Health
(Compulsory Testing) Bill. As we know the bill
amends the Health Act 1958 to make further provisions
for the compulsory testing of patients with specified
infectious diseases. The Nationals consulted widely
with the Australian Nursing Federation, the Health
Services Commission, the Medical Practitioners Board,
the Nurses Board of Victoria, the Australian Healthcare
Association and rural and regional hospitals.

In relation to the total picture here in Australia, a
document called the Year Book Australia 2005
describes on page 297 the situation with HIV and AIDS
in Australia. As at 31 December 2003 the cumulative
number of HIV cases since 1985 was 2306. The
number of new HIV infections decreased steadily and
reached a low in 1999. However, from then on HIV
infections have increased. The cumulative number of
AIDS diagnoses since 1981 was 9380, and a total of
6372 deaths have been attributed to AIDS.

The Nationals will also be supporting this legislation.
We think it is good for the health and wellbeing of our
community. We received a few letters in relation to that
and I will come to that a bit later.

The reduced number of new AIDS diagnoses in recent
years has been due to the decline in the incidence of
HIV in the 1980s and the use since around 1996 of the
effective combination anti-retroviral therapy for the
treatment of HIV infection. In Australia approximately
50 per cent of all people living with HIV infection are
receiving anti-retroviral treatment. However, the
long-term effectiveness of anti-retroviral treatment
remains unknown and if the treatments begin to fail for
a substantial proportion of people then the incidence of
AIDS could increase again in this country.
Finally, transmission of HIV in Australia continues to
be mainly through sexual contact between men, at
77 per cent. This is followed by transmissions through
heterosexual contact, 11 per cent; and injecting drug
use, 4.3 per cent. Mother-to-child transmission very
fortunately in this country is a very rare thing. That
really tells us that the AIDS virus is still something that
we need to be acutely aware of in terms of its incidence
and the transmission thereof, and we need to be forever
vigilant in trying to both treat and educate the
community about the spread of this disease. Certainly
we need to take every step possible to ensure the
protection of our health care workers so that they can
continue to do their work in treating our community.
I congratulate the government on the introduction of
this piece of legislation. As I said previously the Liberal
Party strongly supports it. It is a very narrowly defined
piece of legislation, as we know. However, I wish it a
speedy passage.

We know that this bill has been introduced to address
an anomaly regarding the people who are unable or
refuse to consent to testing for specified infectious
diseases. We all know that national protocols have been
developed that address universal infection control. It is
pleasing to note that Victorian hospitals use these to
reduce the incidence of exposure to sharps and other
accidents where transmission may occur. It was
highlighted at the briefing we had today from the
Minister for Health’s people that accidents do occur
and there are incidents in hospitals. We want to
minimise the impact of those things, particularly on the
staff involved in those workplaces.
As we all know a discussion paper was released in
August 2004 prior to a review of the Health Act, which
is a fairly large document. There were some interesting
submissions, and they had to be in not long after in
November 2004. Various things happened in relation to
that review but one problem that was identified related
to the possible transfer of a disease through blood or
body fluids. We know that the legislation covers most
of that, but the reason for the bill we have here today is
to pick up on that anomaly.
It is interesting to note paragraph 8.4 on page 66 of the
review which deals with an incidence involving a care
giver. It states:
The current act outlines situations where a person may be
compulsorily tested if an incident has occurred (for example,
needle-stick injuries) which could have resulted in the ‘care
giver’ or ‘custodian’ being infected.
… However, to provide for situations in which consent
cannot be given to testing (for example, the unconscious
patient), and testing is necessary for the rapid diagnosis and
treatment of those involved, the act could require chief
executive officers of hospitals to introduce a system for the
authorisation of non-consensual testing by a senior medical
officer.
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The report goes on to make several comments. It states:
This power might also be extended beyond the care giver or
custodian situation. For example, should it apply to a child
biting another child in a playground or at a crèche, or to
incidents in the workplace?

The legislation, according to my understanding, does
not go that far but it is interesting that in the comments
section it asks in 85:
Should the provisions in the new act be extended to beyond
the care giver or custodian situation and, if so, to what
situations?

This legislation does not cover anyone other than the
care giver or the custodian. I want to highlight that
because one of the few letters we received following
the consultation was from the Australian Nurses
Federation. I will quickly quote from that because I had
lengthy discussion with the officer who drafted this
report, Ms Yvonne Schaperon, a professional officer
with the ANF. A letter from the federation states:
ANF (Vic branch) does not support compulsory testing
outside the areas where a care giver or custodian would
provide services.

That is interesting because it will affect only those care
givers or custodians in the workplace. I will come back
to that a little later because I want to clarify the
definition of ‘care giver or custodian’. A care giver or
custodian is defined in the act as a registered medical
practitioner or a registered dentist or registered nurse or
an ambulance officer, a legal or protective custodian or
a person who works in a prescribed field of health,
welfare or custodial care. That covers the workplace.
My understanding is that the bill will not cover a nurse
who is walking home and who acquires a needlestick
injury from a drug addict who then lapses into
unconsciousness. From the briefing we had my
understanding is that the taking of a sample in this case
could be authorised under the Crimes Act.
The Nationals think this is commonsense legislation
because we all want the most effective way to address
the risk and decrease the possibility of the transfer of
diseases to another person. The Nationals’ members
received a few letters, including an email from one of
the hospitals saying that from the hospital’s point of
view the legislation was supported with no suggested
amendments. As the member for Caulfield highlighted,
there is widespread support for these changes.
Currently under the Health Act the Secretary of the
Department of Human Services can grant an order for a
person to undergo a test for specified infectious
diseases if a person refuses to undergo a test, including
one for HIV or any form of hepatitis which may be
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transmitted by blood or body fluids. This order may be
granted where an incident occurs that affects a care
giver or custodian or that could have resulted in the
transfer of a specified infectious disease and for the
potential source to be offered counselling.
I looked at the definition of specified infectious disease
in the Health Act. It states:
(a) HIV; or
(b) any form of hepatitis which may be transmitted by blood
or body fluid; or
(c) an infectious disease declared by the regulations …

I thank Stephen, Jenny and Tass for their time in giving
us a briefing. They stated that another disease could be
discovered tomorrow. Hopefully that will not happen,
but another disease of a similar nature could be
identified and we would not want to have to come back
and change the Health Act or this bill to allow for
people to be tested by taking body fluids or blood to
protect staff.
The Nationals have agreed to support this legislation
because of the anomaly in the current act that the
secretary of the department may grant an order. On our
reading of the act, a person must be conscious or have
refused to give their consent, but as the member for
Caulfield said and as is also stated in the
second-reading speech, if such a person is
unconscious — maybe on an operating table —
Mr Andrews — Or dead!
Mr DELAHUNTY — Or dead, thank you. They
could have passed on the disease after a needlestick
injury and therefore under the act could not refuse
consent. Therefore the senior medical officer or the like
would be in a very difficult position. Clause 5 provides
for the secretary to give directions to a doctor, and also
an infectious disease specialist, but I understand it is
usually the senior medical officer, who is a very senior
person in a hospital.
If a person is infected, there is a window of opportunity
of between 4 and 72 hours after the infection for
treatment to start. Anti-retroviral medication can be
taken in tablet form. It is very toxic and has massive
side effects. So there is a downside to people taking the
medication if it is uncertain that they are infected with
HIV or hepatitis. It is interesting to note that treatment
is 75 per cent effective if a person takes the tablets and
if the treatment is given early in that window of
opportunity of 4 to 72 hours after the infection. From
that point of view The Nationals think this is good
commonsense legislation.
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I want to go back to the few concerns that were raised.
We were asked: why could someone not authorise
approval under the Guardianship and Administration
Act 1986? We understand that that does not generally
apply in these situations because the responsible person
only has the power to consent to the test if the test is in
the best interests of the tested person. So again, there is
a problem. It is to the credit of the staff — and it has
come out as a result of the review paper into the Health
Act — that we have found this anomaly, which could
be dangerous for a person, particularly someone
working in the health field, although it could affect
other people.
We were asked: does this also include ambulance
officers? At the briefing I was assured that it does, and
when I looked through the legislation and the briefing
notes I saw that ambulance officers are covered.
However, they are only covered in their workplace, not
as private citizens. That applies to any nurse or health
professional outside their work situation, and there are
some concerns there. Maybe we should extend this
legislation, but that might be further explored in later
discussions. I could be walking home down Little
Bourke Street and get hit with a needlestick injury. If
the person who injures me then becomes unconscious,
it could be a problem for me. I am not a health
professional. If the person is unconscious, could I ask
the senior medical officer of the hospital where that
person and I are taken, to make the person have a test
so I can check whether I have HIV or hepatitis? My
understanding is that the legislation does not extend that
far. It only covers the workplace and that is therefore of
concern to some people.
With those few concerns, The Nationals will support
the legislation, because it picks up the anomaly that has
been highlighted in the second-reading speech and also
by the member for Caulfield. As lawmakers, all of us in
this place want to make sure that we have the most
effective way to address the risk and also decrease the
possibility of the transfer of disease to another person.
If we can do that, we can limit the number of deaths of
people suffering from HIV or hepatitis as highlighted
by the member for Caulfield. With those few words, we
will be supporting the legislation.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — It is a pleasure to
speak in support of this important Health (Compulsory
Testing) Bill. At the outset I welcome and acknowledge
the support of the Liberal Party as expressed by the
member for Caulfield, and the support of The Nationals
as expressed by the member for Lowan.
The bill further expands the important infection control
regime in this state by boosting the powers of the
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Secretary of the Department of Human Services. It is
important to note that these new powers operate very
clearly in a tightly controlled environment with
appropriate safeguards regarding privacy and a whole
range of other important issues.
I begin by way of background. In 1991 the Health
Act 1958 was amended to empower the Secretary of the
Department of Human Services to grant an order for the
compulsory testing of a person where an incident had
occurred involving a care giver or a custodian of that
person that could have seen the infection of a
blood-borne virus where the patient in question had
refused such a test. So for instance, where a needlestick
injury had occurred and the patient had refused to
consent to a test to determine whether that incident had
caused a cross infection, the Secretary of the
Department of Human Services could be prevailed
upon to make an order for a compulsory test.
In broad terms since 1991 these provisions have been in
place to protect doctors, nurses, dentists, ambulance
officers — as mentioned by the member for Lowan —
and a whole range of others involved in the health care
sector. This regime, I think it is fair to say, has worked
well, but as both the member for Caulfield and the
member for Lowan have pointed out, there is a fairly
significant anomaly which has been identified and
which requires the government to act. Following broad
and extensive consultation we have taken that action,
which is the process that has led to the bill that is before
the house.
I will deal with the issue of consultation. While this is
not a particularly controversial matter, it is important to
put on the record the fact that a very comprehensive
consultation process was undertaken. Hospitals were
spoken to, and the Australian Medical Association, the
Australian Nursing Federation, the Medical
Practitioners Board of Victoria, the Victorian Aids
Council, the Metropolitan Ambulance Service, the
Rural Ambulance Victoria, the Law Institute of
Victoria and a whole range of other pertinent
stakeholders were contacted, briefed or at least given an
opportunity to comment. I am advised that there is
broad support right across the health sector and that the
relevant stakeholders have joined together with the
support of both the Liberal Party and The Nationals.
Again we acknowledge and welcome that.
The provisions have worked well, but there is a
significant deficiency in the legislative regime as laid
down in the 1991 changes to the Health Act.
Specifically — and I will not go on in great detail, as
other members have canvassed these issues — where a
patient refuses to consent to a test for a specified
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infectious disease, a compulsory order may be made.
However, where a patient is not able to refuse or is not
competent to refuse — for instance, if they are
unconscious or have a mental or intellectual incapacity
or have died on the operating table or in a health care
environment, the secretary is not able to then step in
and grant the order. So without an actual refusal at law,
there is not an ability to make that order.
In practical terms this limitation poses very real health
risks for potentially infected caregivers or custodians.
As I said before, in the case of a needle-stick injury and
a suspected human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
infection, the caregiver in question is faced with a fairly
interesting but very serious dilemma. They are faced
with the prospect of having to take anti-retroviral
medication, with all its quite severe side effects. As you
alluded to in another capacity just moments ago, Acting
Speaker, the optimum time is 4 hours after the incident
or after the potential infection, but it must be taken
before 72 hours are up, which is a fairly limited
window of opportunity for the best clinical outcomes.
This is a serious matter, and these medications are very
significant things for a person to take. They often have
very severe side effects in relation to suppressing the
patient’s immune system. I am advised it involves not
just one or two sets of tablets but a prolonged course of
action of four to six weeks. Given the side effects, a
hit-and-hope approach of taking them just in case may
well see some health professionals — and there is some
evidence to support the contention — actually
discontinuing the course of treatment and in so doing
basically jeopardising their wellbeing. So this is a
commonsense set of arrangements that takes some of
the guesswork out of things so that health professionals
can make an informed choice about taking those
anti-retroviral drugs in terms of only those deleterious
effects that are required to safeguard their own health
rather than a whole range of unnecessary side effects.
Acting Speaker, you alluded also to the fact that the
amendments before the house also empower senior
medical officers — again, very senior staff within
hospitals — to make such orders. That is again part of a
regime in which timeliness is important in relation to
HIV. The diseases caught within the scope of those
changes are HIV and the strains of hepatitis that can be
transferred by blood or body fluids — namely, hepatitis
B, hepatitis C and hepatitis D. So that we do not have a
situation where a health practitioner is at risk because a
timely order could not be made because the power lay
only with the secretary or the secretary’s delegate, a
senior medical officer can also be empowered to make
such an order. Again that is about making our best
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endeavours to protect our highly trained, highly skilled
and highly motivated medical and ancillary work force.
I make some comments in relation to timing. As other
members including the member for Caulfield have
mentioned, a review of the Health Act is currently
under way. That is an important piece of work for
which the government has provided significant support.
It will be the subject of other changes that will perhaps
come before the house at a later point. A question has
been posed as to why we are taking this action now
when the broader review is going on. We have been
urged by hospitals and other stakeholders to make these
changes now, but that will not minimise the impact or
the overall intention of this very serious review of the
Health Act. That is something we will speak about in
more detail in this place at a later point.
In relation to privacy there are obviously safeguards in
terms of the flow of information if a patient is
compulsorily tested and found to be infected. There is a
range of protocols to ensure that that person’s privacy is
basically maintained. That is very important in terms of
the overall integrity of this system and the community’s
confidence in it. Where a patient is found to be infected
there is a regime of compulsory counselling dealing
with issues such as informing the patient of the type of
test which was conducted, the reasons why it was
conducted and obviously the results, as well as a range
of other measures relating to the treatment of the
infectious disease they are carrying.
This is a sensible set of arrangements. Although this
does not operate in other states, I am advised that there
is a significant push towards moving down this path.
This should be seen firmly in the context of our 1991
changes to the Health Act 1958. This is about fixing a
loophole, and it is about taking a step that we think is
very important in providing maximum protection to a
dedicated, professional and hardworking medical work
force. When I say ‘medical work force’ I am talking
about doctors, nurses, dentists and a whole range of
other professionals, and that includes ambulance
paramedics, again an important part of our overall
system.
The point about broadening the net in terms of
individuals who are not health professionals is
something that I am sure will be raised in future. Indeed
it has been raised as part of the broader Health Act
review. We are certain to have a broad discussion about
those issues and about casting the net even wider when
we come to the Health Act review and any legislative
changes that may come from that. These are very
sensitive issues, and we need to be conscious of the
areas we are moving into. We need to be careful that
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we have clearly defined aims, lest there are a whole
range of unintended consequences.
I am pleased to speak in support of this bill. These are
commonsense arrangements that will enhance the
workplace protection of our dedicated, highly skilled
work force. I commend the amendments to the house
and wish the bill a speedy passage.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — It is a pleasure to
speak on the Health (Compulsory Testing) Bill. I
support the bill because it provides a safe environment
for our health care workers. It is not often that I agree
with the member for Mulgrave, but I pay tribute to the
government for introducing this legislation, which I
think is good legislation. The purpose of the bill is:
to amend the Health Act 1958 to make further provision for
the compulsory testing of patients for specified infectious
diseases.

Earlier this year the Sydney Morning Herald made
mention of an incident involving a former hospital
laboratory officer, who:
… refused to touch the Bible as she was sworn in, because a
criminal might have handled it. And she sat … on the
courtroom chair, uncertain whether criminals had sat there
before her.
In the six years since [she] received a sharps injury when a
contaminated slide broke and pierced her hand, she escaped
contracting a blood-borne disease. But the Supreme Court
heard yesterday that she had developed a
compulsive-obsessive disorder and suffered from major
depression.

I suppose she could be one of the lucky ones, because
others have been infected with hepatitis B and HIV. All
health care workers should be provided with a safe
work environment, and emergency response workers
such as ambulance workers, paramedics, law
enforcement workers, firefighters and rescue workers
all come into contact with persons in emergency
situations. Typically a response is made with little
preparation and in an uncontrolled environment. In this
case the worker would not know whether the person
was infected, so it is important that we introduce such
legislation. The worker may be exposed to infectious
blood and other body fluids. Sharp objects
contaminated with blood might puncture a worker’s
skin. Exposure to blood-borne pathogens poses a
serious risk to our health care workers. Although there
are many types of infections, the main ones here are
hepatitis B, hepatitis C and HIV. Preventing such
exposure in the work force is vital.
In 1991 the Health Act was amended to enable the
Secretary of the Department of Human Services (DHS)
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to force a person to undergo a test for infectious
diseases. But an anomaly exists. What happens if the
person is unconscious or dead? In reality the person
cannot give consent and cannot refuse; therefore it is
very difficult to have the person tested. Under this bill
the secretary of the DHS or an authorised senior
medical officer of the hospital may authorise a test to be
performed if a person does not have the capacity to
consent to the test. This is outlined in proposed section
120A(1)(c), which says that:
any of those persons who, if he or she had the disease, could
have transmitted it —
…
(ii) is unconscious or otherwise does not have the capacity
to consent to be tested for the disease …

Proposed section 120A(2B) says:
For the purposes of this section a person is to be treated as not
having the capacity to consent to be tested even if —
(a) the lack of capacity is due to a temporary cause; or
(b) there is another person who has the capacity to consent
to testing on that person’s behalf.

I support this legislation. I think it is vital that we
provide a safe working environment for our health care
workers, especially when they go out of their way to
help others.
I tend to agree with some of the concerns raised. For
instance, what happens if you are walking home and
you are jabbed with a needle? Why is the person who
did the jabbing not allowed to be tested? As the
member for Lowan said earlier, there is concern that
this bill does not cover that situation. I would appreciate
it if the minister or someone from the government side
could tell us whether this scenario is covered in the bill.
I support the bill: I think it is good legislation, and I
wish it a speedy passage.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — I welcome the
opportunity to make a contribution in support of the
Health (Compulsory Testing) Bill. It is fair to say that
over the past 20 years or so our various health acts have
included a focus on patient and consumer rights,
especially the requirement to consent to admission, to
treatment and to various forms of testing. Over the
years I have been in this place we have had various bills
before us and various debates over how far you can go
in testing a patient when the testing relates to research
rather than to therapeutic purposes.
Of course it is fit and proper to have that human rights
approach, but at the same time health settings can be
difficult and at times quite dangerous for our
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professional staff. We have an obligation to support
those staff. During my time in the industry we did not
have to worry about HIV, but we were becoming
increasingly concerned about the threat of hepatitis.
Over the years I have seen a number of nurses who
have experienced needle-stick injuries, and it can be
quite frightening waiting for the results of the testing.
So we have in place a regime where, if our health
professionals have received a needle-stick injury, there
is a capacity for the secretary of the department or a
senior medical officer to order testing.
But an anomaly has come to light. If the patient is
unconscious or indeed deceased and is therefore unable
to give or refuse consent, the secretary cannot make the
order. Even though at least in theory they have not
refused their consent, there is no legislative basis on
which to order the testing. This bill quite properly puts
in provisions so that in a situation where the patient is
incapacitated the secretary of the department or the
senior medical officer can order such testing. I think
that is welcome support for our health professionals.
I would like to see the legislation go one step further, a
matter that I understand will be discussed in the review
of the Health Act, and include other workers who are
not registered under this legislation. The legislation
should recognise that people other than registered
nurses, medical practitioners or ambulance officers
could also be the victims of a needle-stick injury or be
infected by the blood or bodily fluids of a patient. Such
persons could be orderlies, receptionists and even
undertakers. Another category that comes to mind
would be student nurses who, as part of their training,
may have the clinical experience but who, until they are
registered under the act, would not be covered. I
welcome the comments from the member for Mulgrave
and I would like to see the potential net widened in the
review of the Health Act. As an interim step this is
sensible legislation and I support it.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I rise to support
the Health (Compulsory Testing) Bill. It is a very
interesting bill which unfortunately is required not just
in Australia. The kind of legislation we are bringing in
could be introduced in many jurisdictions throughout
the world. We are fortunate in Victoria and Australia in
having this kind of legislation. In thinking about my
contribution I had to reflect on many of the people I
recently met at an Australasian conference of public
accounts committees. Many South Africans are
suffering exactly the same fears as are our health
professionals in Australia, but they do not have the
benefit of this strong legislation we are getting in
Victoria. It is something that I think the Department of
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Human Services may wish to share with some countries
in Africa because they would welcome such legislation.
We have hardworking health professionals in Victoria
who deserve the utmost protection of this Parliament.
As previous speakers have outlined, where there is an
incident of a needle-stick injury or concerns about the
splashing of blood or bodily fluids, it is important the
peace of mind of those professionals is reinforced. The
previous two speakers outlined how compulsory testing
applies now, but we are in the ironic position in
Victoria where if someone cannot say no they cannot
be compulsorily tested. This legislation will remedy
that.
The purpose of the bill is to ensure health workers are
protected. A question that came to my mind was what
happens when a member of the public visits their
dentist in private practice who is not directly funded by
the state. What would happen in the case of a person
who passed out or went into a coma after some drama
or medical tragedy? What would be the process for
obtaining testing in that case? I am pleased to inform
the house that in the giving of care any health
professional, so long as it is at their workplace, whether
it is in the public or private system, will be covered by
this legislation.
Section 3 of the Health Act specifies the infectious
diseases we are talking about. It defines them as HIV
and any form of hepatitis which may be transmitted by
blood or body fluid, which would encompass hepatitis
B, C and D. The Health Act also provides that the
regulations may prescribe other infectious diseases to
be specified infectious diseases for the purposes of the
act. However, there have been no regulations which
expand the definition of ‘specified infectious diseases’.
The previous speaker outlined the further work that is
being done in relation to the review of the Health Act. I
add my weight to those comments. It is important that
any discussion about the Health Act covers other
people whose workplace may subject them to
needle-stick injuries or health risk as a result of coming
into contact with bodily fluids.
I want to cover the importance of hospitals appointing a
senior medical officer to test people. The bill provides
for a senior medical officer in a hospital being able to
authorise tests in relation to people who do not have the
capacity to consent to a test. This approach reflects the
following four considerations, on which I will conclude
my comments. The first consideration is that the
authorisation does not have the same effect as an order
by the secretary. For instance, if the secretary orders
that the person who refuses to consent should be subject
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to the test, it is an offence for that person to refuse to be
tested. However, if a senior medical officer authorises a
person, for example, an unconscious patient, to be
tested, there is no analogous offence provision for that
person to refuse to be tested. Secondly, it is important
to authorise a test in a timely manner. It has already
been highlighted the angst that people will feel in the
intervening seconds, minutes, days, weeks and months,
so it is essential that the tests occur promptly.
Thirdly, a hospital that is able to appoint a senior
medical officer would have a structure and experienced
staff that enables the hospital to exercise the
authorisation in an appropriate manner. Should people
be interested in what that is, the authorisation is based
on a clinical assessment of whether the incident could
have resulted in the infection of the other person. Other
places may not have these structures and clinical
experience, and it is preferable in those situations to
involve the secretary to authorise the tests. Fourthly,
hospitals are a setting where a person may lack the
capacity to refuse testing, such as with an unconscious
patient. It is with pleasure that I add my weight and
support for this important piece of legislation.
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — It is a great pleasure
to speak in support of the Health (Compulsory Testing)
Bill. As other speakers have pointed out, the bill
amends the Health Act to allow the Secretary of the
Department of Human Services to order or authorise
testing for specified infectious diseases where the
person to be tested lacks capacity or has died. Section 3
of the Health Act defines the specified diseases under
the act, which includes HIV or any form of hepatitis
that may be transmitted by blood or bodily fluid, which
encompasses hepatitis B, C and D. The bill also allows
senior medical officers to order or authorise testing for
these diseases in particular circumstances. The bill
deals with a range of specified infectious diseases, but
the most important of these is HIV and hepatitis.
This state has a proud history of controlling the spread
of HIV in the Victorian community. This has happened
essentially because as a community we recognised very
early on that this was a disease that could not be swept
under the carpet. It is not something where we can
attribute blame, but it is important to control and
prevent the spread of the disease in the community. As
a consequence we took a very early decision in Victoria
and in Australia to promote safe sexual practices to
reduce the spread of HIV from the use of needles, and
to ensure there was not any spread through the
intravenous use of shared needles.
The statistics bear out the success of this strategy. After
rising from a low of about 140 cases in 1999, HIV
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infections reached a peak of 233 in 2002, but have
dropped back to 211 in 2004, which indicates a
situation which is very much under control. Likewise,
notifications of hepatitis C have gradually declined
since 2002. In 2002 there were 3891 cases and this has
declined to 2953 cases in 2004. There also appears to
be a decrease in newly acquired cases, although many
people remain unaware of the existence of hepatitis C
infection. This success is due to the comprehensive
needle exchange program we have in this state where
on an annual basis over 6 million needles are
distributed to and exchanged by users in the
community.
Whilst many of us might deplore the high level of drug
use in the community, and in particular intravenous
drug use, the fact of the matter is that this strategy has
played a critical role not only in saving lives but also in
preventing the spread of HIV and hepatitis C. I think
we can say that the strategy has been a considerable
success, and I am proud to be part of a government that
has increased its funding for HIV programs from
$9 million in 2002 to over $12 million last year.
In terms of this bill, what we are dealing with is the
danger to health workers which often arises from
needle-stick injuries which might lead to the transfer of
infectious diseases such as HIV and some forms of
hepatitis in hospitals and other workplaces. This was
recognised as a problem early on because the act
already provides for compulsory testing to be ordered
where a person refuses to consent to a test. This has
been the longstanding practice in our hospitals since the
1990s. What this bill does is deal with the anomalous
situation which arises where a person lacks the capacity
to consent or refuse consent to a test.
Commonsense tells us there will be situations where
there are patients who are unconscious or have died and
who are therefore not in a position to provide their
consent. Quite simply the current act provides no
provision for them to be subject to a compulsory testing
order. This creates a somewhat invidious dilemma for
our hospitals and for the workers in our hospitals,
because if testing cannot be ordered on an unconscious
patient, a doctor or a nurse or another health worker is
clearly faced with making a difficult decision. If they
decide to take an anti-retroviral medication to prevent
infection, even though the patient may not have HIV or
another infection such as hepatitis C, they expose
themselves to other risks because we know that taking
this anti-retroviral medication in itself is not without its
own risks. I would imagine that most of our health
workers would want to avoid that choice if at all
possible. They would prefer not to have to take the
medication if they do not need to.
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Alternatively, the doctor or nurse or other health worker
can refrain from taking the anti-retroviral medication, in
which case they increase considerably their risk of
contracting HIV or some other infectious disease.
Clearly this is an untenable situation for health workers.
We all recognise that within our hospital system health
workers are already exposed to considerable risks.
Nurses — although this has improved with more recent
technology — have been exposed to the risk of back
injuries from lifting patients. Often they are confronted
by distressed and sometimes aggressive patients. Often
they are dealing with patients who are under the
influence of medication. They also deal with highly
anxious and sometimes somewhat aggressive relatives
in an environment where there is an understandable
tension and concern about the welfare of the patient;
and sometimes that concern is misdirected and health
workers often cop the brunt of that.
While some of those situations cannot be avoided, it is
important as a Parliament that we avoid a situation
where a health worker is left with the dilemma of not
knowing whether or not someone from whom they
have received a needle-stick injury, obviously after that
person has been injected, is going to transmit an
infectious disease to them. That seems to me a stress
that our health workers should not have to face; they
should not be faced with that dilemma. We know that
the dilemma of whether or not to take the anti-retroviral
medication has to be resolved within a very short period
of time. Clearly this bill, which will allow a compulsory
test to be ordered where a patient cannot consent, will
allow an informed decision to be made.
It is sensible legislation. Obviously as a community we
treat seriously the notion of taking any kind of sample
or test from any person without their consent; we only
allow it in the most serious of circumstances. For
example, the taking of DNA, which otherwise might
constitute an assault upon a person, can only be ordered
in certain circumstances either by a court or a properly
authorised senior officer. We do that because that is in
the interests of justice. Likewise in these circumstances
it is quite proper that we order these kinds of tests even
though the consent of the patient has not been obtained.
We know that it would be desirable and preferable that
we could obtain their consent, but in these
circumstances where we cannot, it is quite justified to
order these tests notwithstanding the inability of the
patient to consent.
In conclusion, this is sensible legislation. It will go a
long way towards reassuring our health work force in
particular that we have their interests at heart. It will
help deal with those very difficult situations in hospital
and other settings where needle-stick injuries inevitably
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occur as part of the normal occupational health hazards
in the workplace, but one of the hazards this bill will
remove is the uncertainty that exists for those health
workers as to whether or not they may have been
infected and what they should do. As a consequence it
will be a welcome and good piece of legislation, and I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I thank honourable members for
contributing to this debate — the members for
Caulfield, Lowan, Mulgrave, Bulleen, Preston, Pascoe
Vale and Bentleigh — and for their support of this very
important bill. I thank the other side of the house for
their bipartisan support for this very important
initiative, and I wish the bill speedy passage through the
other chamber.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

NATIONAL ELECTRICITY (VICTORIA)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 February; motion of
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer).
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — The National Electricity
(Victoria) Bill will enable Victoria to participate in the
current round of reforms of the national energy market.
The bill forms part of a national package of reforms that
have been set out by the Ministerial Council on Energy
in response to the Council of Australian Governments’
energy market review of 2002, which is commonly
known as the Parer review.
As with various schemes of cooperative interstate
legislation, there is one state which takes responsibility
for enacting the lead legislation in the scheme and the
other states adopt that legislation by reference. In this
case the lead legislation is to be undertaken by South
Australia in the form of a series of amendments to the
National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996. These
amendments are currently in the form of a bill which is
now before the South Australian Parliament and is yet
to be passed.
The government’s intention, as I understand it, is that
the Victorian bill will be debated in this house and will
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then wait in the other house until the outcome of the
debate and decision on the lead legislation in South
Australia. Then if the lead legislation in South Australia
passes without amendment or only with amendments
that do not have consequences for the Victorian bill,
then our bill will be passed by the other place.
However, if there are changes required to our bill as a
result of changes to the South Australian bill, then
amendments will be made by the other place and the
bill returned here. It is not exactly clear to the
opposition as to why the government wants the bill to
clear this house at this stage, but in any event the
opposition supports the legislation and therefore we do
not take objection to dealing with it at this stage.
I should make the point that the South Australian
legislation is an appendix to the printed bill now before
this house. However, that appendix containing the
South Australian legislation, as it is proposed to be
amended, is not formally a part of the bill before the
house. It is included in the same printing for the sake of
convenience for members of Parliament and the public,
but in fact is not formally adopted as part of the bill that
we are being invited to pass. It is, however, referred to
in the bill.
The operative provision of the bill before the house is
clause 6, which states:
The National Electricity Law set out in the Schedule to the
National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996 of South
Australia, as in force for the time being —
(a) applies as a law of Victoria; and
(b) as so applying may be referred to as the National
Electricity (Victoria) Law.
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The bill, as I have said, is short. The National
Electricity Law establishes the Australian Energy
Market Commission and the Australian Energy
Regulator and also gives a role to the Ministerial
Council on Energy. The currently existing body, the
National Electricity Code Administrator, is to be
abolished. However, as I indicated, the role of
VENCorp in Victoria is to be retained, as will, at a
national level, Nemmco. There is also provision for the
establishment of national electricity rules which are to
have the force of law.
As I say, this bill is a vehicle to allow Victoria to take
part in the latest round of reforms to the national energy
market. It should be said of course that these latest
reforms build very much on the reforms to the
electricity and gas industries that took place throughout
Australia and in particular in Victoria during the course
of the 1990s. I make again the point that I made
yesterday in relation to another bill — we welcome the
current government embracing the reforms that were
made during the 1990s, in particular, by the Kennett
government here in Victoria and, to a lesser extent, by
other state governments around Australia, even though
members of the current government at the time when
they were in opposition opposed those reforms
strenuously and fought them every step of the way.
It is good to see the reforms that were undertaken by
the Kennett government, or at least the thrust of them,
being supported and continued by the current
government. That is not to say that there are not
difficulties and challenges facing the energy industry,
both electricity and gas, in Victoria or that the
administration of the regime by the current government
in Victoria has been particularly good.

The remaining provisions of the Victorian bill are
largely mechanical and in line with similar provisions
that are to be passed in other jurisdictions. The only
exception is that clause 11 of the Victorian bill provides
for VENCorp’s participation in the national electricity
market and deems VENCorp to be a regulated
transmission system operator even when it does not
own, control or operate a transmission system. I
understand that that is a necessary consequence of some
of the roles that VENCorp plays in Victoria that are not
replicated in other jurisdictions.

In fact the main problems we face in Victoria at the
moment relate to administration by the state
government, in particular the regulatory uncertainty it
created upon coming to government and has continued
to create. Parties do not know where they stand with the
government in terms of what the rules are going to be in
the future. As I referred to yesterday, the government’s
talk about unilaterally introducing carbon credit
schemes into Victoria has created a great deal of
uncertainty for the Victorian electricity industry.

The principal provisions of the bill and the background
leading up to the bill have been described by the
Treasurer in his second-reading speech, and I do not
intend to go over all of the ground that he has gone
over. Suffice to say in summary that the bill enables
Victoria to participate in the new national energy
market, because it enables Victoria to adopt the
proposed National Electricity Law.

If one is contemplating building a new base-load power
station, that is a very substantial and expensive project
involving a very long lead time. Anybody who is going
to contemplate putting the hundreds of millions or
potentially billions of dollars needed into a substantial
new investment in base-load coal-burning generation
capacity needs to know at the time they make the
decision to commit those funds and undertake that
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investment that when the construction of the project is
completed and it is ready to generate electricity, it will
comply with the law as it stands at that time and that the
investor will not be frustrated by a whole lot of new,
unknown and unexpected complications or additional
costs.
With its very loose and open-ended talk about carbon
credit regimes in Victoria the Bracks government has
created a considerable degree of uncertainty, to the
point where there seem to be no significantly developed
plans around at the moment for the construction of new
coal-burning base-load electricity capacity in Victoria.
That is a serious long-term worry for Victoria. In the
short to medium term the shortfall in base-load capacity
can be bridged principally through gas-fired turbines
and supplemented to a lesser extent by the drawing of
power from other jurisdictions through the existing
interconnects and through the Basslink interconnect
when it is established.
If the government does not sort out pretty soon what the
legal regime will be for the future for base-load
capacity, then a higher proportion of Victoria’s total
electricity generation will come from more expensive
intermediate and peak-load plants, and therefore will
drive up the average cost of power in Victoria with a
consequent loss of competitive advantage for Victorian
industry and with an increasing cost of electricity to
Victorian consumers. It is a serious regulatory and
administrative failure on the part of the Bracks
government that it should be creating all of these
uncertainties and leaving them hanging unresolved for
considerable periods of time.
A similar problem that has arisen in relation to
individual plants in the past, and I fear it is continuing,
is the delays in getting approval for the construction of
particular power plants, including gas-fired turbine
plants. There have been some notorious examples in the
past, particularly when the Deputy Premier was the
Minister for Planning, of a chronic inability to get
planning decisions made, with consequent added cost
and uncertainty.
The third factor contributing to higher costs and the
reluctance of people to invest in new generating
capacity in Victoria is Victoria’s industrial relations
regime and the militancy of construction unions. Again,
there have been some horrific examples in the past of
delays in the completion of gas-fired turbine projects
because of union obstructionism, bloody mindedness
and restrictive and inefficient work practices.
Improving the industrial relations regime in Victoria is
something that to date the Bracks government has
found itself unwilling or incapable of doing. If it wants
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to boost the Victorian energy industry, it should turn its
mind to being able to assure future investors that it will
work effectively to eliminate industrial relations
disruptions on projects in Victoria.
Having said all of that, it is nonetheless notable and
pleasing to see that the Bracks government is
continuing to support a competitive energy market in
Australia, and at least in relation to Victoria an energy
market that is predominantly operated by the private
sector. For all these reasons the opposition supports the
legislation and looks forward to the successful
implementation of the new structure for the national
energy market.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — In rising to speak
to the legislation on behalf of The Nationals I want to
say from the outset that major changes were made
during the 1990s when the coalition was in
government. It is well-known that I did not support all
of the changes implemented by the government at that
time, particularly as they related to the removal of
passenger rail services from country Victoria. However,
I have to say that there were other issues where I
supported the government, and one of those was the
changes to electricity operations within the state of
Victoria.
We had a situation where the old State Electricity
Commission (SEC) had a debt structure of something
like $9.5 billion which it was seeking to pay off. It had
enormous problems in the Latrobe Valley with
industrial issues and the unions were causing enormous
difficulties there. The sale of the SEC and electricity
operations at that time netted the government
something like $23 billion in round terms, which
assisted greatly in overcoming the massive debt built up
by the previous Labor government through the 1980s
and into the early 1990s.
I supported the changes but it was difficult for us as
members representing country electorates when we saw
the eventual removal of the uniform tariffs that had
protected us as electricity users in country Victoria.
Extensive negotiation took place with the National
Party at that time in seeking to get our support for the
legislation. There was protection for the uniform tariff
going through until about 2001. I acknowledge that the
current government has provided funding support to
seek to protect country users through lower tariffs for
electricity and the consumption of electricity in country
Victoria. It was a huge issue as far as I was concerned
but I acknowledge that the moves had to be made
through the 1990s.
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A very complicated system was developed for the
distribution of electricity within the state. We had the
production area which was separated off and the
distribution network was also separated off — the
Victorian government maintained some control in
relation to the network distribution — and then we had
the retailers set up with two in country Victoria and
three in metropolitan Melbourne. This was supposed to
provide competition and keep prices down for the
consumers of electricity within the state.
There were major steps in the early part to see that there
was a reduction in the cost of electricity to consumers,
but we have seen an evening-up of that. I cite one area
of concern. Some people were using off-peak electricity
which was a minimal charge and was good if you had
underfloor heating or you were an irrigator using
weekend electricity consumption for irrigation
purposes. However, we have recently seen the
electricity retailers raise the prices for off-peak
electricity and the new charges mean it is not as
attractive now to be putting in underfloor heating in
new homes. The government has sought to maintain an
overall average increase in electricity charges, which
has contained the cost to some extent. However, the
increase in those charges has had a dramatic effect on
irrigation farmers and people in irrigation and other
areas in country Victoria who use huge amounts of
off-peak electricity in the evenings and at weekends.
In giving that background I think it is worthwhile
putting on the record my position in relation to the
electricity industry within the state of Victoria, the
changes which have been implemented and the need to
move to try and contain the costs in this industry and to
be able to get the most effective distribution system —
indeed, the most competitive pricing structure for
consumers. The bill is a template for the national
scheme legislation and makes provision for the
operation of a national electricity market, for the repeal
of the National Electricity (Victoria) Act 1997 and
consequential amendments contained in this legislation
to the Electricity Industry Act 2000, the Electricity
Industry (Residential Provisions) Act 1993 and the
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984.
What the government is seeking to do with this
template legislation is work on developing a national
grid right throughout Australia and to have a uniform
system which will benefit the states of Queensland,
New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia, and
eventually include Tasmania, and to get a national
electricity system into place.
As usual we in The Nationals have investigated the
legislation. It certainly is complicated, so it is very
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difficult to understand the changes which were
implemented through the 1990s and the rationalisation
that is taking place now, and to seek a more effective
electricity operation and distribution system within
Victoria.
Victoria participated in the reform of Australia’s energy
markets in response to the Council of Australian
Governments’ energy market review of 2002, which
was known as the Parer review. Under the Parer review
announcements were made of a comprehensive and
sweeping set of policy decisions for the major energy
market reform program through most of the eastern
states of Australia. The Council of Australian
Governments on reform of energy markets, as it was
designated, was endorsed by the ministers with the
ministerial council report.
The National Electricity Victoria Bill will facilitate
implementation in Victoria of improved governance
arrangements for the national electricity market. It is
interesting that these functions and powers are being
conferred on two new statutory bodies — that is, the
Australian Energy Market Commission and the
Australian Energy Regulator. These two statutory
bodies will become responsible for electricity
wholesale and transmission rule-making and regulation
of the national electricity industry and the electricity
market across the eastern states. It is interesting that the
head office of the Australian Energy Regulator will be
located in Melbourne. I certainly support that.
The single objective of the national electricity market is
to promote efficient investment and efficient use of
electricity services for the long-term interest of
consumers of electricity with respect to price, quality,
reliability and security of supply for electricity and the
safety, reliability and security of the national electricity
system. It is interesting to see the changes which will be
implemented by this legislation, and the development
of the National Electricity Law which will operate
between the eastern states.
I also was interested to read through the second-reading
speech of the National Electricity (South Australia)
(New National Electricity Law) (Amendment) Bill,
which was introduced into the South Australian
Parliament. A very extensive second-reading speech
was given by the minister. I have here seven or eight
pages of very close type. I will quote one or two of the
paragraphs from the minister’s speech:
The government is again delivering on a key energy
commitment through new legislation to significantly improve
the governance arrangements for the national electricity
market, for the benefit of South Australians and all
Australians.
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… In short, this bill will strengthen and improve the quality,
timeliness and national character of the governance and
economic regulation of the national electricity market. In turn,
this should lower the cost and complexity of regulation facing
investors, enhance regulatory certainty and lower barriers to
competition.
…
… South Australia is the lead legislator for the National
Electricity Law at present and retains this important role
under the reforms proposed.

The minister talked about the new regulatory
arrangements in the legislation and the consultation
process involved in producing that legislation. He
talked about the national electricity market objectives,
and about the new Australian Energy Market
Commission and the Australian Energy Regulator,
which, as I mentioned earlier, would be a key part of
this legislation.
The minister also referred to the law in relation to
electricity within the eastern states. He talked about the
National Electricity Market Management Company
(Nemmco) and about laws that relate to the new
National Electricity Law. He detailed a lot of work that
had been done by the South Australian Parliament and
by the state government in bringing this legislation into
effect.
The legislation is being supported by The Nationals. I
also indicate that we have had information provided to
us in response to the key issues raised by stakeholders
on the exposure draft of the National Electricity Law,
released on 1 December 2004, which comprehensively
covers the development of the new National Electricity
Law and how it will operate between the states, the
benefits for the states in the development of a national
grid and how the states will be able to coordinate the
supply and distribution of electricity.
I believe that second-reading speech is very
comprehensive in the information it provides, and it
clearly indicates the changes being implemented. But
more importantly, we are able to get some clarity on
how the legislation will operate and how the electricity
industry will work into the future.
As far as The Nationals are concerned, we will be
watching the legislation closely as it develops. We will
be watching the development of a national electricity
system and the utilisation of National Electricity Law.
But more importantly, we will be looking to see how
this affects us in the cost of electricity to country
consumers. I again indicate my concern about the
changes which have been implemented and the
increased costs to consumers for electricity, particularly
in country areas of Victoria. I will be pursuing the
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Victorian government to try and make sure that it
continues to provide some additional subsidy
arrangements for those of us living in country Victoria
who suffer from the fact that we are at the long distance
end for the delivery of electricity, and the costs
involved to us in extension of electricity, upgrading
supplies and indeed being able to be in a competitive
situation compared to the consumers of electricity in
metropolitan Melbourne.
I have no doubt that retailers will be looking to provide
the most competitive prices in metropolitan Melbourne
where we have the mass population, but again I express
concern for those of us who live in country Victoria.
We may not have the same competition from other
retailers to be able to call on when seeking pricing
structures for the supply of electricity compared to
others in the major population areas, but I hope
protection will be provided — and I am sure that can be
done — by the Victorian government to ensure that
there is some balance in the provision of electricity
costs for us in country areas.
Overall The Nationals see benefits with the National
Electricity Law which will be implemented. We believe
this will be of benefit to us in the eastern states and, of
course, to those of us living in country Victoria. The
Nationals will not oppose the legislation.
Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak tonight on the National Electricity
(Victoria) Bill and certainly to welcome and
acknowledge the support of both opposition parties.
This bill arises from the Ministerial Council on Energy
as part of the Council of Australian Governments
agreement for the energy market review in 2002, in
what became known as the Parer review. The bill will
allow for the phasing-in in Victoria of reforms to the
national electricity market to be implemented as a result
of the reform program.
The national electricity market is regulated by a
cooperative scheme, and the lead legislator for this
scheme is South Australia. Legislation was introduced
into the South Australian Parliament in February 2005
to amend the National Electricity (South Australia) Act
1996. That legislation, the National Electricity (South
Australia) (New National Electricity Law)
(Amendment) Bill, will revoke the current schedule to
that act, the National Electricity Law, which establishes
the regulatory framework governing the national
electricity market and replaces it with a new National
Electricity Law. The legislation was debated in early
March, and this bill will not be proclaimed to
commence until the South Australian legislation has
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been passed. The total national electricity market
reform package is expected to commence in June 2005.
The bill that we are debating today will provide for the
new National Electricity Law and the national
electricity regulations, which prescribe civil penalties
and savings and transitional matters in Victoria. It is
important legislation for this reason and, as the member
for Murray Valley said in his contribution, quite
complex legislation as well.
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regulation of energy but, most importantly, our
efficiency in the way we use electricity must have a
much greater emphasis for all members of this
community to ensure that we do continue to use our
national resources efficiently, wisely and sustainably. I
would always urge that in all our energy market
reforms we look at using renewable sources to produce
our energy and to stop our reliance on fossil fuels. As I
said in my opening remarks, I welcome the opposition
support for this bill and wish it a speedy passage.

The bill essentially replicates the current National
Electricity (Victoria) Act 1997 and provides for the
repeal of this act. The new legislation is required
because the National Electricity (Victoria) Act refers
specifically to the regulatory structure to be repealed.
There are specific Victorian derogations to the national
electricity market regulatory arrangements, and they
will be replicated in the rules with the exception of the
provisions for the payment and calculation of the
smelter reduction amount.

Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — As I rise to
speak on the National Electricity (Victoria) Bill I would
like to move a reasoned amendment:

As a consequence of the dissolution of this payment
regime the bill will repeal section 158BA(1A) of the
Electricity Industry (Residual Provisions) Act 1993.
This section provides for the minister to specify the
smelter reduction amount, and this repeal has been
discussed with the Department of Treasury and
Finance. The bill will also confirm that VENCorp is a
transmission system operator for the purposes of the
new National Electricity Law following concerns raised
by VENCorp and that there is argument that given its
activities relate to augmentation of the system it may
not be caught by the regulatory regime.

From the outset I will say that I am opposing the bill for
a number of reasons. I understand what the bill tries to
do, but there is a fundamental reason why I have moved
the amendment. The bill has nine pages, including the
blank page for the endnotes, and then we have
150 pages after that which is the South Australian act
and the National Electricity Law. As soon as we pass
this bill through this place the National Electricity Law
is endorsed by our Parliament. Our Parliament does not
have any ability to influence the way the National
Electricity Law will be applied to electricity consumers
in this state.

This legislative package delivers on a key Ministerial
Council on Energy commitment to significantly
improve the governance arrangements for the national
electricity market, to improve the climate for
investment and to make clear that the objective of the
national electricity market is to promote the long-term
interests of consumers. It also establishes the basis for
other aspects of the Ministerial Council on Energy
market reform program, which includes streamlining
and improving the quality of economic and service
standard regulations across energy markets to lower the
cost and complexity of regulation facing investors, to
enhance regulatory certainty and to lower barriers to
competition, and also to improve the planning and
development of electricity transmission networks. This
can only be of benefit to Victorians and to all
Australians.

The original bill is about establishing the national grid,
if you like, but it sets up the way the national electricity
reforms will work — that is, the South Australian
Parliament passes legislation and we basically endorse
whatever it passes. That removes the power of
democracy from this Parliament. When I stand up in
this place representing people in places like Mallacoota,
Omeo and Gelantipy at the very far end of the
electricity grid and we know that the electricity
privatisation has not benefited those consumers, it is
very difficult for me to support legislation which gives
away our power to influence the way essential services
like electricity are managed.

Yesterday we debated the Geothermal Energy
Resources Bill, and the comments that I made then I
can repeat today. The production of energy, the national

That all the words after ‘that’ be omitted with a view of
inserting in their place the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until the state government passes
legislation to guarantee minimum service levels for rural
electricity connections, including a government rebate to all
consumers any amount in excess of 5 per cent above the
cheapest equivalent available tariff’.

One of the interesting things that came out of the
briefing on this bill, and I thank the department for the
briefing, was that the next range of reforms to come
under the Council of Australian Governments
agreement will by the end of the year remove the
Essential Service Commission’s power to regulate
national electricity reform and pass it over to the
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commonwealth regulator. The Essential Services
Commission is the only thing that stands between my
constituents and the private companies that have bought
the power industry. It has been one of the few shining
lights, if you like, in giving reasonable service quality
and trying to hold the line against the foreign
companies.
We are going through a pricing review, and I read with
interest the submission from Singapore Power, which
has taken over TXU, which covers my electorate. It
asked the Essential Services Commission to allow it to
reduce the clearance requirements guaranteeing that at
all times vegetation cannot touch powerlines to a
requirement that only ensures that that happens during
peak fire periods in peak fire danger areas. What will
that do to the regular supply if it is allowed to happen in
Mallacoota? Already Mallacoota suffers severe power
voltage shortages and long delays after outages in
power. TXU and Singapore Power have consistently
reduced their expenditure on maintenance, on the
requirement to wash insulators, on their inspections of
the stability of poles and on the suitability of cross
arms. Less maintenance means more blackouts and
longer times to turn the power back on.
I really oppose this. I do not think the national
electricity reforms have been good, and I definitely do
not think that privatisation has been good for my
constituents. The government recently put out a press
release announcing that it would continue the network
tariff rebate, which is absolutely essential for rural
consumers. If you go to the heart of the NEL (National
Electricity Law) which is contained in this bill, you see
that once we pass it no government will be able to go it
alone. In other words, arguably under this legislation
the Victorian government would not have the power to
implement the network tariff rebate as it is doing now
into the future. It would be in breach of what the NEL
says, so I really think we need to reconsider it.
I also think we should not pass this legislation through
this Parliament in this outrageous way before the South
Australian legislation is passed by the South Australian
Parliament. We are being told that South Australia is
going to pass this without any changes. Who says? If I
were a rural member sitting in the upper house in South
Australia, where this legislation is about to be debated, I
would be saying, ‘Let us put some protections into the
NEL for rural electricity consumers’. That is what
should have been done, and I would have loved to do it.
But we do not have the power in this house to change
the NEL. We do not have the power to say, ‘I do not
think this National Electricity Law gives my
constituents enough protection’. I would like the ability
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to stand up in this Parliament and influence the way
legislation impacts on my constituents.
I went to a lunch function on Tuesday held by the
Australian Institute of Energy’s Melbourne branch. The
speaker was Dr Jeff Washusen, who is a principal of
Marsden Jacob Associates. While he did not necessarily
concentrate on the impact of rural electricity
connections, he was involved in energy reform and the
privatisation process involving the State Electricity
Commission. He also helped establish the regulatory
market framework and is now a consultant to a range of
stakeholders. His view is, and I will quote from the
document:
Arguably the technical efficiency of the energy sector has
improved dramatically, but there is less evidence that
innovation and the private sector’s business acumen have
been applied to deliver real benefits of value to consumers.

He spoke for nearly half an hour, saying that consumers
have not benefited from electricity privatisation in this
state. His argument is that there is now a lack of
transparency and clarity in exactly how it is all
working. I had an interesting discussion with him, and
while I do not necessarily agree with all his points of
view, he is an expert in regulation. I understand he was
involved with the Office of the Regulator-General
before it became the Essential Services Commission.
Visitors to this place could often be excused for
thinking that politics is just a sick joke or some sort of
game, because today in this place we had a debate
about a lie, as the opposition would call it, or
responsible government, as the government would like
to see it, in relation to the Scoresby road. We have
heard from the opposition and The Nationals,
particularly on broken promises. One of the most
outrageous broken promises in my view goes back to
Brighter Ideas — Labor’s Vision for Energy in 1999.
One of its promises was:
Labor believes that it is not fair for the Kennett government to
ask rural and regional Victorians to bear the costs of
privatisation. Labor will retain the MUT …

That was a broken promise. The MUT is the maximum
uniform tariff. That conveniently slipped by the bye.
The document explains that rural consumers are going
to bear the full cost of privatisation in the future. That is
what is going on now: we are seeing the increased
costs. With the way that privatisation is going,
eventually rural consumers are going to bear the full
cost of maintaining their lines. That is going to be a
disaster for my constituents. I am not going to stand up
in this place and support legislation which allows a
city-centric government and a city-centric minister to
have the only say on what changes will be included in
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the National Electricity Law which will impact on my
electricity connections. That is why I am opposing this
bill.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to speak on
the National Electricity (Victoria) Bill, which is igniting
some passions. I do not agree with all that the previous
speaker said, but it clearly puts us in a position as a
government where we have to tackle the complete
failure in the way the privatised system actually works.
The issue of what country people pay is fairly
important.
This bill will facilitate the implementation of an
improved governance arrangement for the national
electricity market as a result of the reform program. It
creates two new bodies, the Australian Energy Market
Commission and the Australian Energy Regulator.
These two new statutory bodies will become
responsible for wholesale electricity and also for
electricity transmission and for the making of rules and
regulations in the national electricity market.
At a practical level, this is where I feel we still have to
wear the failures of the Kennett government. I
sometimes find myself wondering what some of The
Nationals members of Parliament did — although I
would obviously ignore the one who is in the chamber
now, because I know he was strong on some of these
issues and is a credit to his electorate. However, some
Nationals rolled over every time Premier Kennett
sneezed. They lost interest in making sure we had a
privatised system that worked. If such a thing could
have worked, they simply did not do it in a way that
was appropriate. The Bracks government has had to
introduce subsidies for power users across regional and
rural Victoria in an attempt to keep electricity prices
down.
The existing system’s inherent cross-subsidy
disappeared when the Kennett government hived off
the metropolitan distribution networks. House after
house and factory after factory, side by side, were
delivering a comprehensive structure which they could
sell off for the maximum price. They then took all the
country areas and packaged them into two distinct
groups. Then Walhalla, Marlowe, Orbost and other
outlying areas effectively needed to have their
cross-subsidy from towns like Moe, Morwell and
Traralgon. Now, because of the Kennett government’s
failed privatisation, if I were opening a business that
used electricity, I would get cheaper power prices if I
opened the business in Broadmeadows or in
Thomastown than if I opened it in Moe within sight of
the power station. If I were going to have a business
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that used power I would pay more in Moe for that
power than I would in the whole metropolitan network.
That was clearly put in place by the fundamental flaws
of the Kennett government privatisation process. It is
really interesting to come into this chamber and see
some of those former Kennett government ministers
and former Kennett government members who are still
here, saying, ‘We support country Victoria’ knowing
that when it came to a vote they put up their hands to
enable the situation where you paid more for your
power in Moe even though Moe is next to the power
station than if you were in metropolitan Melbourne,
therefore making it harder to attract companies to
country Victoria.
They made it harder to deliver jobs into regional
Victoria — but why did they do it? Because they had
abandoned any semblance of support for rural and
regional Victoria. This was all about getting the heart
going — and who cares about the toenails!
To the credit of the Kennett government it introduced
subsidies out of the state budget to deliver cheaper
power prices to country users, and certainly many
country members have been involved in the process of
ensuring that those subsidies have continued. I
welcome the recent announcement that we will
continue to subsidise country power consumers. In my
electorate a big user of power is the dairy farmer who,
for example, in running the milking sheds will use a
significant amount of power. Certainly the rebates have
been a great bonus to country users and dairy farmers.
They have got a significant benefit out of that rebate
because of their power usage for milking.
The milk products that those dairy farmers produce
then go on to improve our balance of payments, they go
on to produce the magnificent and world champion
cheeses that we manufacture locally. It really is quite
disappointing that the Liberal Party and The Nationals
have not yet really apologised to the country
community for their complete and utter failure to look
after country users.
Mr Ingram interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Narracan, without assistance and on the bill.
Mr MAXFIELD — Through you, Speaker, the
member is apparently defending the situation that
metropolitan Melbourne should have cheaper prices
than Moe — the member defends the position whereby
if you have a business in Moe, you pay more for your
power than if you have a business in Melbourne. What
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an absolute disgrace! We should be getting an apology
from the Liberal Party for their appalling privatisation
mismatch and stuffing up. It was a dreadful disgrace,
and if they had to sell it off, why could they not have
done it in a way that would not have disadvantaged the
country users?
Their priority has always been to look after
metropolitan Melbourne. The city-centric nature of that
government was just amazing and the fact that the
Liberal Party is proposing today that country users pay
for the buy-out of a pole in Melbourne shows that they
have not learned a thing — they have actually gone
backwards on this issue. I support the bill and wish it a
speedy passage.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I rise to support my
Independent colleague’s reasoned amendment and also
to indicate my opposition to the bill. I would start by
saying that Victoria has got the highest priced
electricity on the east coast of Australia and that, for
remote communities, is not an outcome that I find
palatable.
I remember when the proposal came forth in 1995 from
the previous government to corporatise and sell off the
State Electricity Commission (SEC). I have to confess
that I do not have much intimate knowledge about
economics, but as a consumer out in a regional town I
knew what that was going to do in terms of how much
we were going to pay for our electricity, how we would
lose control of its manufacture and that the handing
over to large corporations based offshore was not going
to be a very good outcome. I think we have seen
sufficient evidence to prove that particular theory or
concept to be correct.
The State Electricity Commission was set up to provide
a maximum uniform tariff for every Victorian. I do not
in anyway condone the financial mismanagement that
occurred prior to the sell-off of the SEC because it
certainly put the state of Victoria in a very difficult
financial position. At the same time I do not believe it is
necessary to sell off the farm to pay the debt that has
been incurred, and it should have been kept and traded
out. Governments are there for the long term, they are
not there for the short term.
I know that the previous government that caused that
fiscal mismanagement no longer exists. This bill hands
over control of our electricity to virtually a Council of
Australian Governments agreement which in the future
will result in large increases that we will have no
possible control over. I know that the response from the
government will be, ‘We cannot do anything about this,
because it is part of the national electricity legislation’.
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That is not good enough because we should not give up
control of how we determine our tariffs.
If anybody wants to see a very good example of how
privatisation is not working, it is not far from here.
Walk outside and look at the tram tracks at the corner
of Bourke Street and Spring Street and have a look at
the standard of maintenance there and then walk up a
bit further. You will see a very significant decline in the
way that our public transport system is being
maintained on the ground.
There is clear evidence across the state that there is a
huge suspicion that privatisation has not delivered the
promises made in the past that we would have cheaper
electricity. We have lost the cross subsidies between the
city and the country, which was why the former State
Electricity Commission was set up in the first place.
This government has had to put in millions and millions
of dollars to prop up the cross-subsidy arrangement
between the city and country Victoria. If that is not a
clear example that we are promoting a flawed concept
in persisting with this bill, I do not know what is.
My colleague the member for Gippsland East
highlighted the very clear undertaking that the Bracks
government gave in 1999 that it would pursue the
maximum uniform tariff. I know the Treasurer has said
we have not stuck with that on the basis that
competition was going to produce lower prices, but it
has not produced lower prices. My last electricity bill in
Mildura indicates that I am using less electricity, but it
cost me $200 more. If that is happening to me, I am
sure it is happening to a lot of other consumers.
Because it is such an incremental and insidious process,
unless you look at how many kilowatts per hour you are
using and comparing that with previous bills, you do
not know. We are not dealing with the problem of
having control of electricity in this state.
The Labor Party policy was to have a maximum
uniform tariff. That is what it said. I do not understand
why the government backed away from that. That is
why it is important that the reasoned amendment
proposed by my colleague should be accepted. If it does
not go to 5 per cent, we do not lose; but if it does there
has to be some contra to make sure we can afford to
have electricity in the future.
I agree with my colleague, who spoke about the fact
that the equivalent bill has not passed through the South
Australian Parliament. Why are we passing this bill
before it has even been adopted by the South Australian
Parliament? What changes will occur? This legislation
has not been given assent by the South Australian
Parliament.
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The conference that was on this week provided a very
interesting insight from Jeff Washusen, a person who
was involved in setting up the privatisation process in
Victoria. You can summarise his overall assessment in
a succinct way, and this was conveyed to me by the
member for Gippsland East. Has the consumer been a
beneficiary of privatisation? The companies that have
taken control of the network and the generation system
have certainly benefited. The councils who owned their
electricity companies or their distribution networks
have also benefited — and the City of Melbourne
benefited hugely.
In the region I represent, the consumer has not
benefited. The ageing infrastructure is still there. The
cost structure that they will have to cope with in future
will mean huge imposts will be included in the network
charge just to replace and maintain the aged, rotting
electricity transmission poles which have been around
since the days of the former SEC. As a remote
community we are very worried about this. I do not see
any protective measures being put in place. The
continued adoption of national competition policy,
against the wishes of the vast majority of Australians,
and the selling off of government-run enterprises that
produce income back to the government are
inappropriate. Telstra is a very good example. We are
seeing the cherry picking of the high-return enterprises
of that telco. The bulk of the enterprises are being taken
by companies in the city that are not interested in
looking after the network in the regions, where there are
minimal or no returns. We will end up with a very
poor-quality telco if it continues the way it has. It will
be given a death sentence if the government sells off its
remaining share of that enterprise.
I want to refer to what the future holds with smart
meters. I am sure most people think they are a great
idea. But I think smart meters will be a an insidious
component, because the costs will go into the network.
That means you and I are going to pay, because no-one
will come up with the huge amount of money required.
I predict that smart meters will determine what your
usage is at any time; inspectors will not need to read
your meter and give you a bill. This will result in
people getting billed for their usage in peak times in a
more efficient way, not from the consumer’s
perspective but from the perspective of the company
that runs the network and the generation system. I have
a grave suspicion that smart meters will benefit the
enterprise that produces the electricity and the
transmission, not the consumer.
In 2003 the Ministerial Council on Energy made some
agreed objectives. The most important was that COAG
agreed to the following national objectives:
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encouraging the efficient provision of reliable,
competitive priced energy services to Australians;
underpinning wealth and job creation; improving
people’s quality of life, taking into account the needs of
regional, rural and remote areas; and encouraging the
responsible development of Australia’s energy
resources, technology and expertise and their efficient
use by industry and households. Where in this bill does
it say that consumers in remote regional Victoria will
be protected under the original COAG agreement of
11 December 2003? We have been dudded again, and
we will continue to be dudded while there is no
government and no political will in this state to take
back control of what every Victorian owned and which
generated $300 million per annum to the Victorian
taxpayer. Until such time as we address this, we will
continue to suffer from high electricity prices, with little
or no control over tariffs.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I rise to speak
on the National Electricity (Victoria) Bill. I wish to
relate my comments particularly to four areas, the first
being the Ministerial Council on Energy’s market
reform program, the second being the South Australian
legislation, the third being the new National Electricity
Law, and the fourth being the new national electricity
market objective.
This bill puts Victoria into the national electricity
market reform program which was announced in
December 2003 by the Ministerial Council on Energy.
The details of that reform were publicly released in the
ministerial council’s report to the Council of Australian
Governments on the reform of energy markets, and
reference has been made to that by the member for
Mildura. All of us are very conscious of our electricity
bills, but we in this Parliament need to be conscious of
not only our bills but the wider reform of the energy
market. All first ministers endorsed that ministerial
council’s report.
We move to June 2004, when the Australian energy
agreement was signed by all first ministers, committing
the commonwealth, state and territory governments to
establish and maintain a new national energy market
framework. One of the very important objectives of the
Australian energy market agreement is the promotion
of the long-term interests of energy consumers. It is not
only the member for Mildura who is conscious of
energy consumers; all members in this house are very
conscious of the interests of energy consumers, not just
the large consumers but also domestic consumers. This
bill will facilitate the implementation of the first stage
of this reform program and will deliver on a key energy
commitment to significantly improve the governance
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arrangements for the national electricity market for the
benefit of Victorians and in fact all Australians.
Moving to the South Australian legislation, the national
electricity market is regulated by a cooperative scheme.
The lead legislator, as has been outlined, is South
Australia. That legislation was introduced into the
South Australian Parliament on 9 February 2005 to
amend the National Electricity (South Australia) Act
1996.
That bill will revoke the current schedule to that act, the
National Electricity Law, which establishes the
regulatory framework governing the national electricity
market, and will replace it with this new National
Electricity Law. The South Australian legislation was
passed in the lower house in early 2005. Regarding the
National Electricity Law, it is important that we have
national reform on governance and this bill will enable
that. Governance arrangements deliver on key
commitments made in the Ministerial Council on
Energy (MCE) report of December 2003.
The fourth point I want to briefly cover is the new
national electricity market objective. This law will
provide a clear objective for the national electricity
market. That objective is to promote efficient
investment in, and the efficient use of, electricity
services for the long-term interests of consumers of
electricity with respect to price, quality, reliability and
security of supply, and the safety, reliability and
security of the national electricity system. This single
objective encapsulates the multiple objectives currently
in the National Electricity Code. Those multiple
objectives will be repealed.
I wish to emphasise that this law will enshrine the
policy-making role of the MCE in the context of the
national electricity market. The MCE will be able to
direct the Australian Energy Market Commission to
conduct reviews in relation to the national electricity
market. These are key points that I trust will give some
solace to the member for Mildura — maybe not a lot
but some, I hope. The bill will ensure that Victoria
plays a pivotal role in the national electricity market
reform program which was announced by the MCE in
December 2003.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — The explanatory
memorandum of the National Electricity (Victoria) Bill
for clause 6 reads:
The National Electricity Law forms part of a cooperative
scheme for regulation of the national electricity market, which
came into operation in December 1998.
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The notes for clause 2 state:
This will enable the act, and consequently, the new National
Electricity (Victoria) Law and National Electricity (Victoria)
Regulations, which form part of a cooperative scheme for
regulation of the national electricity market, to commence
operation on the same day as related amendments to be made
to the National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996 …

I can understand that after all of that nobody would be
interested in this act, but in fact the point that is
important here is that this is a national scheme and as a
consequence we support the government in promoting
this national scheme.
I was very interested to receive a copy of the reasoned
amendment from the member for Gippsland East, for
whom I have great respect, and sharing a border with
him I do a lot of work with him. But on this occasion I
have to disagree. The temptation is to say that the
amendment will give a better opportunity to country
members. Therefore being a country member I can
understand why the amendment has been put. Equally,
I can say that I am tempted to vote for it because in
appearance it makes it look as though this is something
that would do more for country Victorians.
I suggest that on that basis the temptation is there. But
the problem with it is that the member for Gippsland
East has not thought it out entirely. The problem with
not thinking it out entirely is that the amendment would
mean that there would be a rebate given to all country
Victorians for the price of electricity that they pay
which is above 5 per cent of the lowest available
electricity equivalent charge elsewhere in Victoria. It
sounds good.
But what would happen is that the electricity
distribution companies would say, ‘What is there to
stop us jacking up the price anywhere, because the
government, if this act went through, would provide a
rebate for the balance?’. This means that the whole
system could be rorted by the electricity companies. If
you are running a company that is there to make a profit
to shareholders, it is understandable that the company
would charge whatever it possibly can. Under this
regime it would mean that the balance of the charge
above the 5 per cent would be met by a rebate by
government. Effectively the government would be not
actually supporting individual country communities
that could benefit from this, but would be supporting
those electricity companies that have jacked their price
up because they know there is going to be a rebate to
country consumers. Although it was attractive to me as
a country member — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
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Mr PLOWMAN — I can well understand that the
member for Melton does not understand the subtlety of
the amendment and why it was put up in good faith. I
take the amendment in good faith, but in fact it would
not lead to the best outcomes in Victoria. On two
counts I cannot support the amendment. Firstly, we
need to support a national electricity scheme. It is
essential that we have a national scheme across all
states. For that reason we support the government and
what it is doing. Secondly, I would hate to have
supported an amendment which actually leads to a
rorting of the system, which could happen under the
honourable member’s amendment. Therefore although
I sympathise with it and I am attracted to it, it is
unworkable. On that basis I cannot support the reasoned
amendment.
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak this evening on the National
Electricity (Victoria) Bill. As is often the case, I am
following the member for Benambra, and I have to say
on this occasion I support much of what he said this
evening in his support of this bill. This is a rare
occasion — the member for Benambra and I disagree
on a number of key environmental issues, but in this
instance we agree. I must say we disagree on the fact
that the electricity industry was privatised under the
Kennett government, but he and I certainly would agree
on what this bill does and, probably as importantly,
does not do.
Mr Plowman — At least you were on my side for a
short time.
Ms DUNCAN — I am on your side for a short
period of time. This bill is in response to the Parer
review, which was an energy market review held in
2002. Essentially the National Electricity (Victoria) Bill
will facilitate the implementation in Victoria of
improved governance arrangements for the national
electricity market as a result of this reform program. At
the outset, though, I say that this bill makes no change
to the current regime for the regulation, distribution and
retailing of electricity.
The member for Gippsland East commented about his
concern about the lack of protection for consumers,
particularly consumers in regional Victoria. I believe
the protections are not changed as part of this bill. If
what he said were true, it would be of grave concern,
but this bill makes no changes to the sorts of things that
he was referring to. For example, the Essential Services
Commission remains the regulator for the distribution
of electricity, and this bill makes no changes to that
process.
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I must say from the outset that it is good to be part of
the Bracks government because this government has
done more than any other government and has
introduced the most comprehensive regime of
consumer protection, most of which was introduced in
December of last year. This bill makes no changes to
that regulatory system or that system of consumer
protections, because one thing we would wish to avoid
is what occurred as a result of the privatisation of the
electricity industry. We saw the loss of the
cross-subsidisation we had previously known whereby,
regardless of where you lived in Victoria, the price of
electricity was the same.
We know that the prices in delivering that electricity
were not the same, but because of cross-subsidisation
the consumer paid the same price. Once that system
was privatised, that was not automatically the case, and
while there had been some consideration given to
uniform tariffs, that regime finished in 2001. Again the
Bracks government stepped into the breach and
continued the network tariff rebate — that is, a rebate
that ensures that country Victorians pay the same price
for their electricity as their city counterparts. That is a
$110 million rebate — —
Mr Nardella — How much?
Ms DUNCAN — It is a $110 million rebate that
ensures there is a fair system of electricity generation.
Of course we know that people in country Victoria rely
on electricity more than do their city counterparts.
Many people in country Victoria do not have access to
reticulated gas. I am very pleased that another program
introduced by this government involves rolling out
reticulated gas across country Victoria. That is a
fantastic program from which the electorate of
Macedon has had great benefit. We recently announced
seven towns — —
Mr Nardella — How many?
Ms DUNCAN — Seven towns in the electorate of
Macedon which will benefit from this gas rollout. Until
now people have been reliant on wood heaters and
electricity. Electricity pricing is extremely sensitive for
country Victorians, because we use a lot of it and we
rely very heavily on it. Not only have many of us not
had access to reticulated gas in the past but lots of parts
of rural Victoria are very cold, so we have quite high
heating bills. I know the member for Ballarat West
would appreciate that very much.
This bill makes no change to the current regime for
regulating distribution and retail. Any concerns that that
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might be the case as a result of the member for
Gippsland East’s reasoned amendment should be laid to
rest. As I said, Victoria has taken a lead role, and this
bill reflects that, in getting energy market reform agreed
to at the national level. This bill reflects the major
movements that have occurred.
It is important to understand what this bill does and
does not do. As I have said, it makes no change to the
current regime for distribution and retail. The
protections this government has introduced will remain.
The Essential Services Commission will remain the
regulator for distribution. This bill makes no changes to
any of that. Concerns that this bill would change those
arrangements are unfounded — it makes no comment
one way or the other.
This bill reforms the government’s arrangements for the
national electricity market. It confers functions and
powers onto two new industry bodies — that is, the
Australian Energy Market Commission and the
Australian Energy Regulator. It is interesting to note
that the Australian Energy Regulator will be based in
Melbourne, and this will create up to 150 jobs. As I
said, it does not change the current retail and
distribution regulatory regime. That is an incredibly
important point for people who represent country
Victorians.
We should all be very proud of the reforms this
government has introduced because they ensure that we
maintain prices in country Victoria the same as for our
city counterparts. This government has introduced a
number of safeguards. We were very pleased to see that
the network tariff rebate has been extended. As I said, it
is worth $110 million. That is an incredibly important
safeguard to protect us from what might be the case
under a privatised market where market forces rule.
That is why we on this side of the house do not support
the privatisation of essential services. We see that
market forces should not be the primary force in
regulating prices — there is a social agenda as part of
that as well. We would say the same applies to the full
privatisation of Telstra and any proposed changes to
Australia Post and the system whereby regardless of
where you live, the cost of sending mail is the same.
We believe the price of electricity should also be the
same. We know country Victorians often have to pay
higher prices for telephone bills and for travelling, and
we do not want to see them paying additional prices for
electricity.
As I said, this bill does not make any changes to the
current retail and distribution regulatory regime. It does
not divest retail or distribution powers to the
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commonwealth. The concerns expressed by the
Independent members of this chamber are not well
founded at this point in time because this bill makes
none of the changes they suggested. Importantly,
critically, the safety net for energy consumers will not
be affected. I am pleased to speak in support of this bill.
I look forward to hearing the contributions of other
members of the chamber as we pass this National
Electricity (Victoria) Bill. I commend the bill to the
house.
Ms GILLETT (Tarneit) — It is my privilege to
make a brief contribution to debate on the National
Electricity (Victoria) Bill. It is also my privilege to
follow the member for Macedon’s excellent remarks on
this bill. I look forward to following her inspirational
example and her success in lobbying the government
about natural gas connections for her community as I
would like to be able to secure a similar sort of result
for my community at Werribee South.
Victoria has taken a lead role in getting energy market
reform agreed to at the national level. This bill reflects
the major improvements and movements that have
occurred in those negotiations. As the member for
Macedon indicated, it is important to understand what
this bill does and does not do. It reforms the governance
arrangements for the national electricity market. It is
not dissimilar to a bill we were discussing earlier today
in that it provides for a consistent and national system.
That has to be good not only for Victoria but the entire
community.
However, I have to say that I appreciate and understand
some of the concerns raised by the member for
Gippsland East. I have been a member of the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee, along with the
member for Yuroke and the member for Melton —
who was my elder and my better in my first term on
that committee — and having had that experience, I
understand the issues raised by template legislation and
about which the member for Gippsland East is
concerned. That is why he has moved his reasoned
amendment in the house. However, I would like to say
to the member for Gippsland East about his concerns:
in legislation, and I think in life, there is no such thing
as black and white, there are only ever shades of grey.
Ms Beattie — Unless you are a Collingwood
supporter.
Ms GILLETT — Unless you are a Collingwood
supporter, and the member for Yuroke might be
interested to know that I have managed to breed three
of those.
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An honourable member — Or not.
Ms GILLETT — Or not, as the case may be.
On a very serious level it must be said that there are
weights and measures to be balanced. In this country
which is made up of states and territories and three
levels of government, if we believe in and want to
provide for national consistency in any of our major
infrastructure issues, be they capital infrastructure or
social infrastructure like education and training or
national electricity, we need to be aware of the
restrictions that we face but there is a greater good at
the end of the day.
While I understand and absolutely respect and
appreciate the concerns of the member for Gippsland
East, and I listened to his contribution while working in
my office, I would suggest that the benefits this bill will
be able to provide for all Victorians and for there to be
an Australian system outweigh the potential problems
the member foresaw in his contribution.
I say again that I understand, respect and appreciate the
concerns the member has. However, I think that come
the end of the day this is an incredibly important piece
of legislation. It does not change the retail and
distribution regulatory regime, nor does it divest or
redistribute powers to the commonwealth.
The safety net for consumers is not affected. I guess I
am displaying my bias here in being a child of the
Whitlam era.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms GILLETT — I was born in 1958: I will be 47
this year. I do not know why it is that 47 sounds so
much worse than — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member for Tarneit, without
assistance!
Ms Allan interjected.
Ms GILLETT — It is related to the bill. Isn’t this a
1958 bill? Oh no, it isn’t!
An honourable member — As old as electricity
itself!
Ms GILLETT — As old as the energy of a
47-year-old. In conclusion, as far as the gas heater
rebate program goes my community in Werribee South
is very much looking forward to the benefits resulting,
as was said by the member for Macedon, from being
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able to access alternative forms of energy regulation.
The gas heater rebate program provides assistance to
those people who want gas heaters. None of this will
change.
Mr Ingram interjected.
Ms GILLETT — The member for Gippsland East
knows full well that the Bracks Labor government,
unlike its predecessor, is utterly committed to regional
Victoria and to working in partnership with regional
Victorians. We do not have an arrogant view; we are
not that way inclined. The national electricity bill
changes neither our relationship with regional Victoria
nor our respect for and understanding of the needs of
regional Victorians. I commend the bill to the house,
and I ask the member for Gippsland East to reconsider
his house amendments and look to the greater good of
all Victoria.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I rise to support the
National Electricity (Victoria) Bill. May I start by
saying what an absolutely lazy opposition we have here
tonight. Here is a major piece of legislation, yet where
are the opposition members? Where are their speakers
on this major piece of legislation, which has been
foisted on us after their disastrous privatisation? They
went out and sold the State Electricity Commission of
Victoria (SECV) for a song. Now we have to put
together this particular bill, which builds on the raft of
very complex legislation which the previous
government had to put in place and which we have had
to follow through to protect consumers. That is what
this bill is about, yet we have a lazy opposition — the
Liberal Party — and the lazy Nationals. Even at this
point in time, 8.25 at night, they cannot get up and
speak on this important bill because they are so
ashamed of having sold off the SECV.
This legislation is about reform and about protecting
consumers. It builds on the excellent reform legislation
that we have consistently put through this house after
due debate. I will tell you what happens, Acting
Speaker. Our arguments are so overwhelming that we
win the debate all the time, and it is very gratifying that
we do so. They are so overwhelming that when a bill
goes into the upper house, in which I spent seven long,
dark years under the Kennett government, we win there
as well. We do so well because our arguments are so
forceful, and as a result bills pass through both houses
of Parliament.
But I can tell you what also happens in the other place.
Unlike the lazy opposition here in the lower house,
opposition members in the upper house are prepared to
debate a bill. They actually get off their fat behinds.
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An honourable member interjected.
Mr NARDELLA — Some of them do! I have to
too, sometimes, but unfortunately that is part of my
physique! Opposition members in the upper house are
prepared to get off their behinds and debate legislation,
but that does not happen in this house. Where is the
Leader of the Opposition? Why is he not putting the
point of view of the Liberal Party? It is a bit complex
for him. He is busy on the phone, trying to make sure
his numbers are there for the next leadership challenge.
Mr Ingram — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
whilst this is an amusing contribution it really is
straying a long way from the bill. I have studied this bill
in detail, and I do not think the member is being
relevant. I ask you to pull him back to the content of the
bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! I
uphold the point of order and ask the member for
Melton to come back to the bill.
Mr NARDELLA — Certainly this bill is part of the
reform legislation introduced by the Bracks Labor
government. In essence the functions of the bill are to
set up a couple of new bodies, the Australian Energy
Market Commission and the Australian Energy
Regulator. One of the great things about this bill — and
about the Bracks Labor government — is that it is
about creating jobs here in Victoria.
Mr McIntosh — Notwithstanding the amusing
comments from the member for Melton, Acting
Speaker, I draw your attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Mr NARDELLA — We just had a quorum count,
and opposition members are still being lazy. They still
have not come into the house. They are out there, on the
phones, trying to get their leadership numbers. What a
disgrace they are! They cannot even get their own
people into the house to debate this very important
National Electricity (Victoria) Bill. But let us keep on
going!
The Bracks Labor government is about creating more
jobs and more opportunities here in Victoria. It is also
about looking after families. This bill sets up two
organisations in Melbourne. How many jobs is it going
to create?
An honourable member — One hundred?
Mr NARDELLA — No, more than 100.
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An honourable member — More than 100?
Mr NARDELLA — Yes. It is going to create
150 jobs here in Victoria — that is, extra jobs and extra
income for people here in Melbourne. This legislation
is part of our commitment to look after our people and
our families here in Victoria. The bill does not affect
the retail and distribution powers of the commonwealth,
but it continues to support the Essential Services
Commission, which was set up by this government to
protect Victorian consumers. We have done a terrific
job of protecting consumers, and country consumers
especially. We have a $110 million rebate system for
country Victorians, which we have had to put in place
because of the other mob — that is, the Liberal Party
and The Nationals.
The Nationals come in here and profess to be the
champions for the bush, but they supported the
dismantling and selling off of the SECV, which has
meant that this legislation has had to be put in place. It
has also meant that the rebate system has had to be put
in place. The government is putting in $110 million a
year to protect country Victorians and to make sure
they get a fair shake from the private retailers and
distributors and a fair shake with regard to the
payments they make. The legislation before the house
supports that and will mean that the network tariff
rebate system operates effectively and efficiently.
It means that we are looking after country Victorians.
The reasoned amendment is one that people on this side
of the house have great sympathy with because, like the
honourable members for Gippsland East and Mildura,
we understand the problems that country Victorians
face. That is why the $110 million is there; that is why I
understand that they would put this reasoned
amendment before the house tonight. We believe there
are other mechanisms to assist country Victorians in the
payment of these bills that are forced upon them
through the privatisation of the electricity industry.
So the safety net continues. We listened to country
Victoria. We have community cabinets throughout
Victoria where these matters are raised all the time and
taken into account and where we do listen. The Bracks
Labor government listens to country Victoria on a
continual basis, unlike opposition members who had a
shadow community cabinet in Geelong and all they
talked about was their own disunity! They did not want
to talk about electricity, they did not want to talk about
the merger — —
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I ask you to bring the member back to the bill.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! I
uphold the point of order and ask the member to come
back to the bill.
Mr NARDELLA — We are about having great
legislation. We are about looking after country
Victorians. We are not about being on the phone and
doing the numbers on a continual basis.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — It gives me great pleasure
to speak on behalf of The Nationals on the National
Electricity (Victoria) Bill, and in particular to follow the
animated presentation by the member for Melton. The
Nationals are not opposed to the bill because they see
that it is moving towards a national approach to
electricity supply. That makes sense because if there is
one thing this nation suffers from, it is each state and
territory doing its own thing. Even though the current
states and territories are managed by the Labor Party, it
is not always the fact that they are working together.
Factional fighting and power plays are forever going on
within the Labor Party! The bill is a national model and
it is to be supported.
I should indicate, from my own background of growing
up in country Victoria, that the opportunity for country
Victoria to have a reliable electricity supply is much
appreciated by country Victorians. Back in the 1950s,
in the life of the member for Melton, who has now
disappeared, we in Gippsland were still living with a
battery supply of power. When electricity was turned
on, and the turn-on celebrations were held, we were
able to listen to Tarzan properly instead of having the
battery supply fade out on the radio at the critical times.
When power came it was a tremendous advance for the
development of country Victoria. It should be said that
there are still issues with reliability of supply, and
anything we can do through a national approach that
will ensure a reliable and cost-effective supply of
electricity is to be acknowledged.
This bill implements the outcomes of a national review
that was undertaken in 2003. It is a relatively short lead
time between a national review of electricity policy and
an attempt to implement the outcomes of that review,
and I commend the government for taking this step. In
my previous life as a veterinarian when we attempted to
adopt a national approach to various matters of
significance, it was a hell of a challenge to get standard
rules in. So if this is in only two years after a national
policy determination, that is a wonderful achievement.
The other thing that I should credit the government with
in this step forward is the announcement yesterday of
the extension and upgrading of a Kiewa Valley power
station where we will harness hydro-electricity with the
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installation of another power plant which will provide
130 megawatts of energy, a couple of hundred jobs
during the construction phase, and the utilisation of a
fully renewable energy resource. That is a far better
option than the proposal to put wind farms in our
pristine environment down on the coast, particularly in
Gippsland. Again, the government is on the right track.
There was mention earlier in the debate that this
proposal would deliver more jobs. What I would like to
be assured of is that these jobs will be productive,
because in my short time in Parliament the one thing I
have identified with the current government is yes, it
can deliver jobs; but does it deliver outcomes? That is
the $64 000 question! Will the jobs associated with the
implementation of this bill relate to improved
productivity, or will they be more about layers of red
tape — more layers of bureaucracy and more reams of
red tape? I challenge the government when it
implements this bill to make sure that the jobs that
come out of this are about productivity so Victoria can
continue to achieve and move to the forefront.
The Nationals do not oppose this bill, but they want to
make sure that the outcomes that are espoused by
government members in speaking on behalf of this bill
truly provide an efficient and reliable delivery of
electricity on a national basis and that the jobs that are
associated with this are productive jobs and not merely
filling in forms and resulting in more reams of red tape
and more layers of bureaucracy.
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak on the National Electricity (Victoria)
Bill. This is yet another example of Victoria taking a
lead role in the national electricity market reform
program as it was announced by the Ministerial Council
on Energy in December 2003. The details of this reform
program were very public. They were released as the
ministerial council’s report to the Council of Australian
Governments on reform of the energy markets, and all
first ministers endorsed that report.
Electricity has been a great concern for this
government, and certainly we saw the sell-off of the
State Electricity Commission, as the member for
Melton mentioned, the sell-off of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation, the sell-off of public transport and indeed
on my side of town the sell-off of a road that belonged
to the people of Victoria. I just want to talk about the
sell-off of those enterprises before I conclude, because I
understand there was a bit of a rally on the other side of
town today and the person who was the champion of
the CityLink project was leading the rally. How
hypocritical is that? It was the former member for
Tullamarine, whom I successfully whipped in 1999,
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and whom the member for Macedon whipped again in
2002. I can tell him if his party gives him another
chance, we will knock him down for a third time! But
what hypocrisy from the other side of the house to have
those people now leading rallies against this
government!
I remember reading in the papers when he said that for
80 cents he was going to be able to spend a lot of time
with his family!
Mr Plowman — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, much as the member for Yuroke entertains the
house, might I ask you to have her come back to the
bill?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! I
uphold the point of order, and I ask the member for
Yuroke to come back to the bill.
Ms BEATTIE — Indeed I will because the former
member for Tullamarine now has a lot of time to spend
with his family.
The national electricity market is regulated by a
cooperative scheme. The lead legislator for this scheme
is South Australia, and I understand that legislation was
introduced into the South Australian Parliament in
February to amend the National Electricity (South
Australia) Act. This bill does a couple of things and
there are things that it does not do. I will touch briefly
on those because I know the member for Morwell, who
is vitally interested in electricity, is very keen to talk
about this bill. Indeed members on this side of the
house could go on all night on this bill, but time does
not allow it.
The bill reforms the governance arrangements for the
national electricity market. It confers functions and
powers on two new industry bodies called the
Australian Energy Market Commission and the
Australian Energy Regulator. The Australian Energy
Regulator will be based in Melbourne and will provide
up to 150 jobs. That is another feature of this
government; it is about creating employment. The bill
does not change the current retail and distribution
regime and does not divest retail or distribution powers
to the commonwealth.
Mr Ingram — Yet!
Ms BEATTIE — It is good legislation, and I know
the member for Gippsland East is always thoughtful in
his contributions, and his reasoned amendment is a
sincere one. However, we support this legislation. It
extends the safety net for small energy consumers
until 2007. It bans late payment fees, and that is a good
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thing for those who are not on high incomes. So all in
all, I commend this bill to the house. We have had to
clean up the mess made by the previous Kennett
privatisations of many things including gas, roads and
public transport. But we are doing it. We are getting on
with the job, and we are making Victoria a great place
that will secure the futures of our families.
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to speak in support of the National
Electricity (Victoria) Bill. I think it was the Premier
who earlier today indicated that by some magical
occurrence this government came in and found a whole
lot of Victoria had changed. Nowhere had it changed
more than in our electricity system, which was changed
irrevocably by those people who now thankfully only
cover a very small portion of the opposition benches,
which is exactly where they deserve to be. If anything,
they deserve to be a lot fewer in number after what they
did and what they delivered to the people of Victoria —
namely, an electricity system that was taken out of the
hands of Victorians and placed into the hands of
multinational corporations who are driven by a profit
motive.
It was wonderful to hear the member for Yuroke
talking about this government yet again cleaning up the
mess created by those people on the opposition benches
who either did nothing — and those who said and did
nothing in defence of country Victoria are the worst of
them — or those who actively set about divesting the
people of Victoria of a great deal of their capacity to
influence what went on in the electricity system. How
did they do that? Very simply and clearly and
absolutely: they sold off the assets of the people of
Victoria.
They sold them off without any regard to electricity
consumers and without any regard to our capacity in the
future, given competition arrangements and the nature
of the electricity market. They sold off the vast majority
of our capacity as a government to directly influence
the electricity market.
It is an absolute credit to the people working in the
energy department and working for the energy minister,
that from time to time he is able to do something about
the worst effects of the dastardly, disgusting efforts of
those people on the opposition benches and claw some
of that responsibility of government back — —
Mr Ingram — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I know the member for Morwell has a great deal of
knowledge about electricity, but he is straying a long
way from the bill, and what he is pointing out in
relation to the previous government is exactly what this
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bill is doing — that is, handing over powers to the
South Australian government, and I will like you to pull
him back to the bill.
Mr JENKINS — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, in order to speak about a bill of this import it
is important to set the scene of where we currently are,
and I was leading into a substantive discussion of the
actual changes. You cannot talk about the changes
unless you talk about what is occurring at the moment.
So while I understand the concerns of the member for
Gippsland East, we really have to understand where we
are and how we got there before we can talk about how
we go further.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! I
uphold the point of order. The member for Morwell has
had sufficient time for passing reference to history, and
I ask him to come to the present and talk on the bill.
Mr JENKINS — Thank you, Acting Speaker. I
applaud the actions of the minister for bringing the bill
before this house so that we can do what the Bracks
government has been doing since its first term — that
is, ensuring that as far as possible, given the current set
of circumstances created by those people on the
opposition benches who sold off our electricity
industry, we put in place regulations which will ensure
into the future that electricity users in Victoria —
ordinary customers, the mums and dads and the
families in regional Victoria — get a chance to get
electricity at a reasonable price, when they were left to
the market by the opposition benches when in
government.
The National Electricity (Victoria) Bill recognises that
we have a national electricity market. As the Premier
said earlier during question time, ‘Surprise, surprise, we
got here and found that they had sold the electricity
market and got us into a national electricity grid and a
national market’.
I applaud the member for Benalla for singing along
with me, because he is finally getting into tune with
what this government is doing, which is about
protecting country Victorians. While he was not here at
the time, his mates were and they cast country
Victorians aside. The National Electricity (Victoria)
Bill reforms and standardises the governance
arrangements for the national electricity market. That is
what we are left able to do as a government: work with
the federal government and governments right across
Australia to make sure as far as possible that the
national electricity market works for Victorians.
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This government supports Victorians first — not just
Victorians in Melbourne but Victorians right across
regional Victoria — and it has extended the safety net
to small energy consumers through to 2007. That is
why this government has banned late payment fees; that
is why it has been given the power to regulate early exit
fees for prepayment measures and why it has provided
consumers with a $250 a day payment for wrongful
disconnection. This government and this bill is about
supporting consumers; about ensuring that in the
national electricity market we are on the ground floor of
changes, and that we can influence changes.
That is why we and our minister — and it will be a long
time before it would be a minister from the other
side — will be able to work with other ministers across
Australia to ensure that the Australian Energy Market
Commission and the Australian Energy Regulator who
are put in place and enabled by this legislation work for
not just the electricity companies, not just for the
private companies that this mob opposite sold them to
but for Victorian electricity consumers including
regional electricity consumers. That is what this
government is about and why it needs to be
congratulated. Instead of all the hand waving what we
should hear from the member for Benalla is ‘Hear,
hear’. The house should hear him say, ‘Hear, hear,
Minister, for what you have done for country Victorians
and what my colleagues failed to do when they were in
government’.
This bill is about recognising the reality of the current
system. This bill does that as far as possible within the
constructs created by previous governments right across
Australia. We have a national market, we are now
forming part of that market, we are putting in place
regulatory systems which will not preclude this
government from time to time interfering in support of
regional Victorians — we will do that. God knows
what the mob on the other side would do. We will do
that from time to time, and I will support that when it
comes up.
I have a great deal of sympathy for the member from
East Gippsland, not because of his declining football
ability, but because of his views on the electricity
industry. This bill does not take away any of our
powers to compensate the people in regional Victoria
for actions taken by members on the other side of the
house when they sat on the government benches and
ruined the electricity industry. I commend the bill to the
house.
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) —
While this has been a wide-ranging debate it is certainly
fair to say that a lot of members have been very charged
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and the honourable member for Morwell has been as
energised as other members have been throughout the
debate.
Ms Beattie — There are a few bright sparks now!
Mr CAMERON — ‘There are a few bright sparks’,
says the honourable member but of course that will
come as no shock to honourable members.
Mr Mulder — The lights are on but no-one is
home!
Mr CAMERON — I think it proves one thing:
while we are excited about electricity in this house, that
might not necessarily be the case publicly but it is a
very important issue of course, Acting Speaker. May I
on behalf of the government thank the honourable
members for Carrum, Narracan, Pascoe Vale,
Macedon, Tarneit, Melton, Yuroke, Benalla, Morwell,
Benambra, Box Hill, Murray Valley, Gippsland East
and Mildura for their contributions to the debate.
This legislation is about the transition arrangements and
where Victoria fits within the transition arrangements. I
think we have to be very clear that this does not change
the current retail and distribution regulatory regime and
it does not divest the retail or distribution powers to the
commonwealth. We need to be very clear about the
retail and distribution regime because one of the effects
of the Kennett government privatisation was that there
was always going to be a discrepancy between city and
country people. Because the government is a
government for the whole of Victoria it put in place the
rebadged network tariff scheme, and that has been
recently extended, as the Premier announced.
We also need to look at this bill in the context of
landmark energy consumer legislation which was
passed last December. That legislation extended the
safety net for small energy consumers until the end of
2007, banned late payment fees and gave the power to
the government to regulate early exit fees and
prepayment meters and also provided consumers with a
$250 per day payment for wrongful disconnection. May
I thank The Nationals and the Liberal Party for their
support of the legislation.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):
Ayes, 76
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Asher, Ms
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms

Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr

Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Kotsiras, Mr
Langdon, Mr
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Loney, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maughan, Mr
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pike, Ms
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Robinson, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Smith, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 2
Ingram, Mr

Savage, Mr

Amendment defeated.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 76
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Asher, Ms
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Green, Ms
Hardman, Mr

Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maughan, Mr
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pike, Ms
Plowman, Mr
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Harkness, Mr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Kotsiras, Mr
Langdon, Mr

Powell, Mrs
Robinson, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Smith, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 2
Ingram, Mr

Savage, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

MITCHAM-FRANKSTON PROJECT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 February; motion of
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport).
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I rise to comment on
the Mitcham-Frankston Project (Amendment) Bill. I
think it would be understandable if some members
were struggling to understand which project we are
referring to. When I arrived in this Parliament we were
talking about the Scoresby freeway. That goes back to
the days when the Premier sent out a letter to the people
who live along that corridor, putting his hand on his
heart and telling them they would get a freeway, not a
tollway.
We are not liars like the lot on the other side! We know
that the Scoresby tollway started to stick and burn with
the government, so the spin doctors upstairs, the guys
who write the jokes for the Minister for Agriculture and
the rest, determined they would have to come up with a
new name to deflect attention from the government.
They came up with the Mitcham–Frankston freeway.
Once again legislation was introduced where the
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government had the gall and audacity to refer to that
section of road as a freeway when in fact at that time it
had announced to the public that the Mitcham–Frankston
freeway would be a tollway. I will comment on that
further in my contribution. We all realise now that the
decision to toll the Scoresby freeway was made as early
as February 2002.
Today I went out on that grand occasion when the
Premier was on a backhoe grinning like a Cheshire cat.
Another name has been dreamed up, which is the
EastLink motorway. We could have a box with a hole
in the top, and anybody who would like to nominate the
next name can use it when, as we work our way
towards the next election, the spin doctors within the
Labor Party — their pollsters — come back and tell
them that the new name for the project still has that
stench of a lie about it. I have no doubt what we will go
to next. As much as I hate to put a black mark against a
speedway at Warrnambool, why not call it the
Premier’s Speedway, or perhaps the Missing Link
Motorway? Perhaps a range of names will be
circulated.
As I said in an earlier contribution, I am not sure how
the government came up with this strategy of flogging
the Liberal Party on it, but every time this is raised in
the media or in rural and regional Victoria the word and
comment you get back is, ‘That’s right, that’s the road
out on the other side of Melbourne that the government
lied to the community about’. Keep bringing it up, keep
talking about Scoresby and Mitcham–Frankston and
about the EastLink motorway, because the people in
rural and regional Victoria will come back to the same
issue — ‘That’s the tollway, the freeway, the piece of
road about which we were lied to!’.
The problem the government has is that it does not
understand about someone who cannot be trusted,
particularly in rural and regional Victoria — the issue
of someone who is a liar or conman in the community.
In rural and regional Victoria many deals are done
based on a handshake, or that ‘We have dealt with your
father’, or ‘We have bought cattle from that fellow
down the road’, or ‘That person can be trusted’. They
know very well they cannot trust the Bracks Labor
government. It has been proven beyond a doubt that it
is a government that is prepared to lie. That will stick
with them right up to November 2006.
I understand the commentary that must be taking place
in the party room with the 12 or 13 members who know
that their political careers have been cut short because
the Premier, the Treasurer and the Minister for
Transport sat down and conspired to deceive the people
in the Scoresby corridor.
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I sit back and think about a day like today, 23 March, as
one that will go down in history as the date when the
Premier deceived Victorians and jumped on a piece of
equipment to dig a hole. We would say it is a political
grave for most of the members of the Labor Party who
hold seats in electorates along that corridor. I went back
to the history of this day, 23 March. Under the
entertainment section I noted that on 23 March in 1940
the first episode of Truth or Consequences started. That
long-running game show debuted on this day in 1940. It
was based on a party game. Think of the similarities of
that with what we have today, the lying Labor Party.
For wrong answers in Truth or Consequences guests
were required to perform outrageous stunts, such as
getting on a backhoe and digging a hole for all your
colleagues, or pushing walnuts across the stage with
their noses! The Premier did not have his nose out
today because he was on a backhoe. They could howl
like a dog or dig for buried treasures, and that happened
on 23 March 1940 in the first episode of Truth or
Consequences. I think that will come back to haunt
them. A New Jersey woman was taken to a New York
theatre and told to play the violin for 1500 unsuspecting
people who had turned out to hear a European musician
promoted for weeks as a gifted artist, but it took only a
moment for the audience to realise they had been had.
When they look at what has occurred today and go
back in history and look at an event that took place in
1940 I am sure the people living along the Scoresby
corridor will say that history has repeated itself. Today
is about truth or consequences. I have no doubt that in
November 2006 the consequences of today’s actions
will be well and truly felt by the Labor Party,
particularly the members who represent electorates
along the Scoresby corridor. Those Labor Party
members thought they were seeing the turning of a sod
today, but in fact they saw the Premier digging a mass
political grave for all the members involved in this
process.
We all understand that most of them are backbench
members of the government who were conned. They
were dragged into a meeting at Parliament House. I
remember watching the television footage as they rolled
out. They all came out with the same line. They all had
a tape deck punched into the back of their head playing
what they had to say: ‘It was because of the cost
blowout in the running of the rail network’. We know
that the government was in negotiations with the rail
franchise operators 12 months before that decision was
made and that excuse was used, and it was making
payments to them in an open-book arrangement. To use
that as an excuse, one would have to say, is an absolute
disgrace and outrage.
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As I said, history repeats itself — 23 March 1940 was
the first episode of Truth or Consequences. I have no
doubt as to the consequences of what has happened
today in Victoria. People will look at that particular
episode back in 1940 and say, ‘Well, history repeats
itself!’.
I will raise some issues in relation to the bill. Firstly, I
would have thought there perhaps would have been an
amendment providing the project its new name. It has
not turned up. We have spent $100 000 or more to find
a new logo for Victoria. I do not know which consultant
got the job of the new name for this particular project,
but no doubt there would have been money changing
hands somewhere along the way. We will dig away.
Mr Smith — Was it tendered for?
Mr MULDER — That is the other issue. Possibly
not. There would be a Labor mate who would have
perhaps picked up a job there.
There are a couple of issues the Liberal Party has
concerns about in relation to this bill. One of those is the
issue of the toll administration fees. The Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) has raised issues
in relation to these toll administration fees, asking what
the administration fee is, what will be charged by
VicRoads and whether these costs should be spelt out.
This is the major reason we are absolutely opposed to the
bill because this bill does contain issues in relation to
tolling. In relation to tolling on the Mitcham–Frankston
project, I indicate that the Liberal Party is opposed to
tolls. That was our position prior to the last election, after
the last election, prior to the signing of the contract and
after the signing of the contract. It remains our position
today, because we are a party that sticks to our word.
In relation to these administration fees, I can understand
the issues the RACV is concerned about. The way it
has been put to us is that it is similar to CityLink
whereby the provisions in this bill affect mainly
occasional users, people who do not have an
arrangement with ConnectEast and who wish to use the
government’s tollway, as it is today. According to the
bill they will have 72 hours grace to go and purchase a
day pass. If they do not purchase a day pass they will
receive an invoice and whatever the cost of the toll
is — plus there will be a fee of $4.
Now, if you believe the propaganda the government is
running out in relation to the proposed costs of tolling,
about how shorter trips will cost less and so forth, it
would appear that the administration fee could in many
cases be more than the actual toll fee. So these
occasional users — and I am talking about people from
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country Victoria or tradesmen who wish to travel on the
road who may not want to be regular customers but
who use it on an occasional basis — will attract an
up-front administration fee of $4 on top of the toll fee.
They will have 14 days to pay that particular fee, and if
after that time they have not paid the invoice that has
been forwarded to them they will get a reminder notice,
and then they will get another $4 fee on top of the
original fee.
So they cop their toll fee, they cop an administration fee
of $4, and next time around they cop another $4.
Already we have this doubling up. It is a bit like when
you go to the bank. You wander in and say, ‘What
interest rate am I paying?’. The reply is, ‘Look, we
have got the best rate’. And before you know it you
have fees coming out your ear and from all directions,
and you have been stung. This is what we are
concerned about and what the RACV is concerned
about in relation to its customers.
Another issue that has been raised in relation to these
particular provisions is another fee. I suppose the main
provision of the bill is to change the words ‘fees’ and
‘fee’ around to reflect the fact that we are entering a
regime of fees on top of fees. There is a new fee here
and I think it is called a look-up fee. Perhaps it should
be called a watch-out fee, because it is another fee that
the toll operator wants to charge in relation to gaining
access to VicRoads database if an occasional user
drives across the road and does not have an
arrangement. The government wants to charge a fee to
dive into VicRoads and have a look at the database and
work out what that person’s name and address and any
other particulars they wish to know are.
We have administration fees, and now we have the
look-up fee — or the watch-out fee, if you want to call
it that. I can understand why the Royal Automobile
Club of Victoria, on behalf of motorists, is concerned as
to where all these fees are going to finish. All of a
sudden there is a $4 fee that becomes an $8 fee that
becomes a whatever fee on top of that. We have been
given a range of assurances, of course, as you would
expect. At the briefing we were told that it is a matter of
cents, not dollars. It is all right to give these assurances,
but from our experience in dealing with the Labor Party
on this type of enabling legislation, you can be sure that
that will be well and truly cranked up by the hungry
Treasurer, who has just left the house. If he thinks he
can drag a buck out of the motorists, we have no doubt
he will do so.
Another issue that has been raised with us relates to the
personal information that ConnectEast has access to on
the VicRoads database. I must admit that I did not seek
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this information at the briefing, but does this mean it
has access to licence details — names, addresses, dates
of birth and so forth? That is what the VicRoads
database gives you access to. I am not sure whether
members are aware of the fact that if you have that
information, it also gives you access to the demerit
points database. I do not think a lot of people are aware
of that. It is not a secure system.
If people within these organisations have access to, say,
my drivers licence information, if they wish to they
then have the ability to ring the number at VicRoads,
punch in my drivers licence details and date of birth and
get my demerit point information. It is probably not
quite as significant as the demerit point information of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
However, there are probably still a few points that
would come up under my name. It is an issue of
concern as to what information these organisations can
have access to. The minister looks a bit surprised.
Mr Holding interjected.
Mr MULDER — I know you are already
concerned. It is an issue if an organisation has an ability
to go and look.
There are a couple of issues to be raised with VicRoads
in relation to the lack of transparency and the fees I
have spoken about. As I say, this is enabling legislation,
and no doubt we will be made aware of all this further
down the track as the contract proceeds. If the state of
Victoria is unfortunate enough to have a Labor
government after November 2006, then people will
really understand what is in the contract, what has been
handed to ConnectEast and what imposition is going to
be placed on Victorian motorists and, in particular, on
Victorian taxpayers.
Our concerns about the bill go beyond the issue of tolls.
We support the building of this project. The turning of
the sod today should have been an historical event in
Victoria, and it should have been an event that had
bipartisan support. The opposition leader should have
been out there, with members of the Liberal Party
supporting it. Let us face it, prior to the last state
election we both had a similar position on this project.
We both agreed and we both promised the people of
Victoria that this would be a freeway. No-one should
hold anything against the Liberal Party for the stance it
has taken in opposing this legislation. We are
completely and totally opposed to the tolling of the
Scoresby. The government can change the name as
often as it likes, but the issue still gets back to the fact
that the Victorian public was lied to.
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I want to go to another issue in the bill before the house.
Clause 30 relates to land tax, which is a very sensitive
issue in the Victorian community at the moment. You
only have to look at the number of small businesses that
have been rolled out the door because of land tax. We
know and understand that CityLink has a land tax
exemption in its legislation. We know that in relation to
the tendering of this project all the parties which put
their hands up and showed interest were informed that
they would be afforded a land tax exemption on the
land they leased and the land that was licensed to them.
We understand and accept that; that was out in the
broader community.
But how insensitive is this? There are a number of
small business operators in the community that are
tearing their hair out, worrying their families mad and
concerned about the number of people they have to
sack and about having to shut down businesses that
have been running year after year. They are going to be
shut down because of crippling land tax levels in the
state of Victoria. This government is showing absolute
insensitivity in introducing legislation that has a clause
in it that enables ConnectEast, a large and wealthy
company, to shuffle land between different entities
within its structure to afford it the opportunity to keep
in place its land tax exemption. We are not saying there
was anything wrong with the original tendering
process. But what we are saying to the government is
this: the issue of land tax in the state of Victoria is
driving people out of business and crippling companies.
I would implore the government to listen to small
business, because people are being affected by it.
If the government is prepared to bring legislation into
this house that looks after the interests of its so-called
partner in the tollway by ensuring that its partner’s land
tax exemptions stay in place, will it please look at and
understand what it is doing to Victorian business and
how they are suffering in terms of land tax?
In relation to the tollway project, the Liberal Party has
done all in its power to drag out from the government
under freedom of information (FOI) every document
that we possibly could, to try and put the facts on the
table for the Victorian community. We were told under
freedom of information that no documents existed on
tolling prior to April 2003. We were leaked documents
from, no doubt, someone within the bureaucracy who
could no longer live with a lie — I have copies of the
expenditure review committee’s report to the Premier
detailing the tolling options for the Scoresby project in
February 2002.
That document was withheld from the Liberal Party,
and I stood up in this place and said that people within
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the Department of Premier and Cabinet — FOI
officers — had either lied or had been threatened. After
that leaked document was handed to the Liberal Party
we wrote to the Ombudsman about other documents
that may have existed. Can I tell you, Acting Speaker,
that after an investigation that took place that said there
were no documents that existed in relation to the tolling
of the Scoresby, what I have in my hands is what has
been released to me after the investigation, but with
other documents still withheld — over 180 documents
that talk about the tolling of that road.
So much for the FOI process under the Bracks Labor
government. FOI officers have been intimidated. If they
are not the government’s hacks and put there to lie, they
have been intimidated. To hide that number of
documents and have people breaking the law within
government departments is simply not good enough.
All it does is build on the lie that was spread throughout
this community leading up to the last election. Is it any
wonder that they did not want these documents
circulated to the opposition?
I give the house a brief run-down on who these
documents were from and what they say. Tim Pallas,
chief of staff for the Premier, referred to standard
letters. The Cheltenham branch of the ALP wrote a
letter to the Premier saying the branch was outraged,
talking about threats of resignations, about decisions
being ill-considered and a breach of party policy. Who
responded? Mr Pallas, because he had to write letters
back to the people who were complaining, and the
Premier directed that he would write the ones back to
those who patted him on the back. Tim Pallas
responded on behalf of the Premier.
The Upper Yarra branch of the ALP passed a resolution
that was sent to the Premier, which referred to dismay
and disappointment at the lie and to breaking a
longstanding ALP promise not to charge tolls. Who
responded? Mr Pallas, not the Premier, who hid, as he
always does on these issues. The minute the issue of the
Scoresby lie comes up you will find him out looking in
kids’ lunch boxes at schools. They have got him off
doing anything they possibly can to keep him away
from the lie, because he had signed the letter to the
people within that corridor, promising from the heart
not to toll them. It was a lie.
The government talks about what people in country
Victoria think about the Liberal Party and our
commitment to take the tolls off.
The Myrtleford branch — it is in country Victoria,
Minister — of the ALP moved a resolution
condemning the government for its decision to put tolls
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on the Mitcham–Frankston freeway. It sent a letter to
the Premier stating the motion, and that letter was
answered by Mr Pallas — Mr Pallas again, not the
Premier: it is dirty news, keep him away from it.
Mr Holding interjected.
Mr MULDER — Don’t you worry about it, shining
star — you are about to fall, too.
I have another letter here, which was withheld from the
opposition and which we should have got under
freedom of information instead of by electronic data; it
was sitting there. This one is from the Manningham
branch of the ALP which passed a resolution urging the
government to reconsider its decision. The Minister for
Environment actually answered this letter as the Acting
Premier — Mr Pallas must have been on holidays.
The member for Ferntree Gully wrote a letter to her
constituents saying that tolling of the Mitcham–Frankston
freeway is unfortunate. The Honourable Geoff Hilton, the
member for Western Port Province in another place,
wrote to the Premier seeking advice on how to respond
and what to say: ‘We have sent letters out saying it was
not going to happen and now it is going to happen; can
you tell me what to say?’. The response was, ‘That’s all
right; Tim Pallas will write a letter for you’. Do not ask
the Premier, who had already written a letter to them
saying it was not going to happen! This stuff is
unbelievable. The Premier did not even answer his own
backbencher’s letter. Once again he got Mr Pallas to write
him a letter and tell him what to say. I know what I said.
The Mount Martha branch of the ALP moved a motion
stating its unequivocal opposition and called on the
government to reverse its decision. It wrote to the
Premier on 28 October asking for ‘a speedy response’:
‘We want a speedy response. We know you were not
going to toll the Mitcham–Frankston freeway or
Scoresby or EastLink or whatever you want to call it,
but we want a speedy response from you, Premier, to
turn this whole decision around’. The Premier did not
answer that letter; he passed it on to Mr Pallas who
passed it on to the Minister for Transport on
1 December.
These are the documents, I have them all here for the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to have a
look at. If you want to have a look at them, shining star,
you can look at them any time you like; they are all
here. There are 180-odd documents.
The worst thing about all this is that there is a whole
host more documents we have not seen, which the
government has concealed. That is confirmed in the
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letter addressed to me from Terry Moran from the
Department of Premier and Cabinet about the internal
review it has held into why the original document —
the expenditure review document — was not released
to the opposition. It is extraordinary.
The most extraordinary thing about this is that all along
we have had the Premier and ministers getting to their
feet in this house and saying. ‘No-one interferes with a
freedom of information (FOI) officer or request; it is a
contract between you and the officer’. I pay my $20.50
and I expect to be treated as an individual and I have a
contract with that FOI officer to hand over the
documents. Can the government tell me why Terry
Moran, the Secretary of the Department of Premier and
Cabinet, is determining what I am going to get and
what I am not going to get when I have a contract with
FOI officers who are not interfered with, who do their
duty and who carry out their work completely and
totally independently? How on earth did that happen?
The FOI officer I submitted my request to and who
wrote to me on several occasions got shoved to one side
to protect the Premier and his department.
What I am dealing with now is not an FOI officer but
the Secretary of the Department of Premier and
Cabinet. There is no way known he should have
anything to do with FOI documents or determining
what should and should not be released to the
opposition.
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — I rise to speak on
behalf of The Nationals on the Mitcham-Frankston
Project (Amendment) Bill. As we approach this bill, we
see that the majority of the changes in it are
amendments to the Mitcham-Frankston Project Act
2004 principally brought about by the fact that the
concession deed for the project has now been signed.
Before I go into any of the details of the amendments to
the principal act, we need to spend a bit of time on the
history of this project.
The first thing The Nationals put on the record are our
concerns about enabling legislation. Enabling
legislation may be very fine in that it sets up the
framework and then we have regulations or, as in this
case, a concession deed and all the contracts behind it.
However, I would have thought that as a matter of
principle in this house we should have the details in the
bill so they are open to public scrutiny and open to this
house to debate the issues. In that case, if things have to
change it then comes back to the house again. I was not
in this place at the time but as I understand it the
CityLink legislation had the details in the bill. It was
before this house and it was debated. If my memory of
the press comments at the time is correct, this house sat
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very late and continuously for a couple of days when
the current Minister for Transport was the shadow
Minister for Transport. This house had the opportunity
to go through all the details of the legislation paragraph
by paragraph and tear it apart and have it open to public
scrutiny.
As I said, enabling legislation is fine. The concession
deed was tabled in December, if my memory serves me
correctly. If we go to the parliamentary library we can
get three or four or whatever number of boxes it is of
documents and trawl through them. However, as a
matter of principle in this house and as a matter of
being open and transparent, it would be far better if they
were actually part of the bill and were debated and
pulled apart in this house so people knew that it was
open to the scrutiny of everyone and was not tucked
away in three file boxes or whatever it is in the
parliamentary library or wherever you may have to go
to get a copy of them. It would be better if they were
here and people had the opportunity to debate them, as
the current government did when it was in opposition
and the CityLink legislation went through.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Campbell) —
Order! The member for Swan Hill, without assistance!
Mr WALSH — If we look at the history of the
project, we had the Scoresby freeway, as it was then
and had been called for quite a bit of time, and the
promise to put in a freeway to bring people up from the
Mornington Peninsula. As we all know, and as has been
said by other members and no doubt will be said many
times in this debate, the current government promised
to build the project without tolls. The then government
went to the election in 2002 with a categorical
commitment to the people of that area and all of
Victoria that it would build that project without tolls.
As I understand it, a signed letter was sent out to the
people in that corridor saying the government would
build the project and there would be no tolls. That is the
key to a lot of the discussion that will take place tonight
and tomorrow: there was an absolute commitment
before the 2002 election to not have tolls.
Subsequent to the 2002 election that promise or
commitment to the people of Victoria was broken by
the Premier. No matter what the excuses, it was an
absolute promise that was broken by the Premier. The
Southern and Eastern Integrated Transport Authority
Bill was then brought into this place to set up the
enabling legislation for the authority which could run
the project into the future. We then had the
Mitcham-Frankston Project Bill, which we are
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amending here tonight, which was to facilitate building
the project.
The Nationals opposed that legislation at the time not
because we were against the principle of tolls but
because we are absolutely and categorically against the
principle of the Premier standing up before the 2002
election, giving an absolute promise to the people of
Victoria that there would be no tolls on that project and
breaking that promise. The Nationals opposed that
legislation because a promise had been broken and the
faith with the people of Victoria had been destroyed by
the Bracks government.
Subsequent to that bill being passed, last December we
had the tabling of the concession deed. Because it is
hundreds and hundreds of pages long, most people have
never taken the time to source that concession deed and
read it. If it were part of the bill before this house, I
think we would all have had the discipline to have a fair
dinkum look at it.
As I said, the house now has before it the
Mitcham-Frankston Project (Amendment) Bill. It
amends the principle of the original act, principally
because the concession deed has now been signed.
What was interesting in question time today was the
fact that we have now had another name change. We
have only to look at the history again to see that the
Scoresby freeway had been talked about for a long
time. The government changed the name to the
Mitcham–Frankston freeway to try and deflect some of
the criticism of that broken promise during the 2002
election.
I know there is a lot of cynicism about politicians here
in Victoria, and I think that is very sad, but what was
very sad at that time were the jokes going around about
kids no longer talking in schoolyards about telling lies;
they talked about telling ‘Scoresbys’. It is a very sad
reflection not only on this place but particularly on the
Premier of Victoria that schoolchildren were joking,
‘We are not telling lies anymore; we are just telling
Scoresbys’. This is a strange phenomenon for the
future.
In question time today we heard about a change of
name to the EastLink motorway. If the government of
the day thinks that people are so gullible that the change
of name will deflect criticism from its broken promise
at the 2002 election, then it has another think coming. I
believe the people of Victoria are a lot more intelligent
than that and will be a lot more discerning when we
come to the next state election. People expect their
politicians to tell them the truth, and, more importantly,
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they expect their politicians to honour their election
promises, particularly if they have a majority in both
houses where they have no excuse to hide from the
things that they have committed to do. If the Bracks
government thinks that a change of name will hide the
treacherous act it did in breaking that promise, then I
think it has another think coming.
There has been a lot of discussion in recent times in this
place about tearing up contracts. It is very important to
remember who was the first person in government —
or who was the person, I should say, because at the
moment discussion about tearing up contracts is only
for the future — who tore up a contract and broke a
commitment with the federal government prior to this
legislation.
As I understand it, there was a signed agreement
between the state government and the federal
government to build what was then called the Scoresby
freeway as a freeway. It was to be built as a freeway on
which people did not pay tolls. It was not to be built as
a tollway or a motorway with charges on it, but as an
actual freeway. We have heard a lot of criticism
deflected from the other side of the house to this side of
the house about the potential tearing up of contracts, but
let us look at the facts and at what people have done.
The fact is that the government of the day — the Bracks
government — broke a formal contract with the federal
government to build the Scoresby freeway, as it was
known then, as a freeway and not a tollway. Something
like $455 million of federal money has not become
available because the Victorian government — —
Mr Carli — Why not? Why don’t they give us the
money?
Mr WALSH — Because you broke an actual signed
agreement. As I understand it, the Minister for
Transport here in Victoria had a written agreement with
the federal government to build the Scoresby freeway
as a freeway. It was not to be built as a tollway or as the
EastLink motorway but as a freeway. If you look at the
dictionary, a ‘freeway’ means a road on which you do
not pay tolls.
There was a signed agreement between the Victorian
government and the federal government which would
have enabled Victoria to get $455 million of federal
money to build a freeway. Why should anyone believe
the Victorian government when it has broken a written
agreement to build that road? It is very important that,
despite all the rhetoric that goes on at the moment, we
reflect on what has really happened, who has honoured
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their word and who has broken their word. The Bracks
government has broken its word.
As I have said before, The Nationals do not have an
objection to the principle of tolls. It is the way we are
going to have to build some of the infrastructure we
need in the future. We have an absolute objection to
people breaking commitments that they make,
particularly leading up to elections in the future.
If you look at the difference between what is now
called the EastLink motorway and what was the
CityLink legislation, with the CityLink legislation the
facts and the detail came before this house for
discussion. They are not before this house for
discussion tonight. We have had enabling legislation.
We have some amendments that are — —
Mr Carli — You can get them in the library.
Mr WALSH — You can get them in the library.
You can change them in the future by just doing them,
and as long as the house does not disallow it, it just
happens; whereas if it is part of the legislation, it has to
come back here to be amended.
I turn to some of the detail in the bill. We sent the bill to
quite a few different organisations and asked what they
thought of it. It is sad to say that not many actually
responded, but we did have a response from the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV). I will quote
from some of that document:
RACV does have some concerns about this bill. Firstly we
are concerned about the privacy issues concerning the ability
to access personal information on road users in order to seek
payment for their tolls. What is the reason for the change
from the system that applies with CityLink? What privacy
safeguards will be put in place?

I do not believe we have the answers to a couple of
questions asked by the RACV. Its letter continues:
Secondly, what is the administration fee that will be charged
by VicRoads? Should these costs be spelled out?

I know that some of those are spelled out in the
concession deed that the honourable member for
Brunswick has said is in the library, but if it were
actually in the legislation, I think we would all be a lot
more focused; and if it were to be changed in the future,
it would have to come back to this house as an
amendment instead of being changed in the concession
deed and either allowed or disallowed by the
Parliament’s not objecting to it.
The RACV also says:
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All up what is the total monetary penalty to be charged for
non-payment of tolls, if it is roughly the same as CityLink
then why change the system?

It goes on further to say:
We are also uncomfortable with the cap on poor performance,
once the cap is actually reached there is no incentive to
improve performance.

Some performance criteria are set out in the concession
deed, but the RACV is concerned that if you get to the
threshold of that, what incentive is there in future for
ConnectEast to perform into the future? Once they have
paid the penalty at the first threshold, why bother? They
will just go on doing whatever they like.
The RACV goes on to say:
We support incorporating the Dandenong southern bypass as
part of the project.

The Nationals accept that that is the RACV’s opinion.
The letter goes on to say:
In relation to the freeway corporation to include any fee that
is charged by VicRoads, but not being required to specify the
exact amount of the fees in the notice is an unacceptable
practice.

The Nationals would agree with that. We are finding
quite often now that we are having fees and charges put
into place in Victoria that are not specified in bills.
Then the people who pay the bills do not know how
they are made up. A classic example is the recent
environmental levy being brought into this place. We
find that with the water authorities we have a 5 per cent
levy on all water bills, but it is actually stipulated by
legislation that that cannot be documented on the bill
that goes to water users. So how do people know they
are paying a 5 per cent environment levy in that case?
The water bill would go up by 5 per cent, but they do
not know that 5 per cent of that is supposedly going to
environmental works. They do not have any ownership
of what goes on in that situation.
Again we have the same case here. VicRoads is
charging a fee to ConnectEast, which in this case is the
concession holder, but that is not put on the bill that
goes from ConnectEast to the customer, so they do not
know what the charges are that make up their fees.
As we all know, in the last budget the Treasurer
introduced indexation of a lot of fees and fines here in
Victoria. So if it is not stipulated on the bill, how are the
people who are being charged these fees going to know
whether those fees have actually gone up? It is going to
be buried in the whole system.
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We have a government that went to the people of
Victoria with a promise to be open and accountable to
everyone, not to have executive government and not to
have secret charges that are hidden away from the
people of Victoria. We have a Premier and a
government that went to the people of Victoria with a
commitment to be open, transparent and accountable,
yet here again we find we have a situation where fees
that are being charged by VicRoads will not be put in
the bill but will be buried in the system, as we find with
a whole lot of things to do with this government. Its tax
revenue is increasing, and its fees and fines are
increasing. This fee was indexed by the Treasurer in the
last budget, but it is all hidden from the people. How
can you have a Premier who stands up and says to the
people of Victoria, ‘I am going to be open, I am going
to be transparent, I am going to be accountable to the
people of Victoria’, and then have the classic situation
yet again where a fee from VicRoads will not be put in
the bill?
In the little time remaining, I would like to recap on a
couple of things that I have said, and that goes to a very
grave concern of The Nationals to do with the
government’s propensity to deal with enabling
legislation in this house. We have a responsibility
towards the people of Victoria to have legislation that
actually says what we are going to do, a measure that
spells out the real meaning of the things we debate in
this house. When we have enabling legislation, when
we have things done by regulations or, in this case,
things done by a concession deed, it is not open, it is
not transparent, it is not accountable because it never
has to come back to this place to be changed.
We have a concession deed in this case that will be
changed, and as long as this house does not disallow it,
it will happen. That means that we do not get to debate
it. It does not get to be on the notice paper, it does not
get to be second read in this place, it does not get to the
point where we have to debate it. It is just tabled, it goes
on the notice paper and unless someone picks it up and
unless you have the numbers to try to disallow it, it
automatically goes through. So we are getting to the
situation where we have the state of Victoria being run
by executive government instead of being accountable
to the house in Victoria. We have a real concern about
what is effectively government by executive, with
enabling legislation doing things that are not being
tabled here in the house. We opposed the initial
legislation, the Mitcham-Frankston Project
(Amendment) Bill, as a matter of principle, because we
believe we — —
Mr Carli — Tell us about CityLink!
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Swan Hill will continue without
interjection.
Mr WALSH — I thank you for that, Acting
Speaker, but I take up the interjection, ‘Tell us about
CityLink’. The details were in the legislation and, as I
said earlier in my contribution, this house sat for hour
after hour after hour while the government of the day,
the then opposition, trawled through that point by point
by point. We have here legislation that is effectively
enabling legislation where all the detail is in the
concession deed. That is open to change — change
without having to come back to this house. That is the
significant difference between CityLink and this
legislation.
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — I am pleased to rise in
support of this bill. The reason the CityLink bill had the
contract deed in it was that the previous government
was scared that we would change it. So it put it in the
bill because it thought it could control the upper house!
We have had the members for Benalla and Swan Hill
basically giving their blessings because the federal
government has $540 million of Victorian money paid
for by the fuel taxes of Victorians. Victorians paid fuel
taxes, and the members for Swan Hill and Benalla have
condoned it, have justified it, have said it was a good
thing. They have accepted it.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The question is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Alpine National Park: cattle grazing
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — The matter I
wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister for
Environment. I request that he take action to reveal his
intention as to whether cattle grazing licences will be
renewed in the Alpine National Park. I raise this matter
tonight on behalf of all interested parties involved in the
cattle grazing debate, be it conservation groups as
represented by the Victorian National Parks
Association or the grazing interest groups as
represented by the Mountain Cattlemen’s Association
or the Alpine Conservation and Access Group.
Any number of these groups have put enormous time
and effort into putting up submissions, into entertaining
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government members and opposition members, trying
to ensure that all have a full understanding of the issues
associated with cattle grazing in the Alpine National
Park. Yet what we have had from the government to
date is prevarication and procrastination, and it is
putting many people under great stress.
There is a court ruling of which the minister is well
aware that requires him, prior to making a decision that
will impact upon any one party, to give at least
12 months notice of his intentions when it comes to
whether he will renew the seven-year cattle grazing
licences. That 12 months notice should have been given
in August of last year. Here we are at the end of March
and the minister is still sitting on making a decision.
We know that with the Bracks government, putting
things off is an art form; but it means that the taxpayers
of Victoria could be liable for enormous compensation,
because this minister cannot make up his mind about
the future of cattle grazing.
We have a situation in which the process has been
completely flawed. Instead of relying on a scientific
approach the minister agreed for the member for
Narracan, whom we all know to be a great intellectual
giant in this chamber, to chair yet another working
party, a Labor caucus committee that would provide
expert advice as to what should happen with cattle
grazing. We found they went up with one particular
group to the alpine grazing area but did not go up with
another. The Mountain Cattlemen’s Association gave a
temporary dispensation in order for the winter snows to
be gone and to allow for a delegation of the Labor Party
to go up there and be shown by the association the
implications of cattle grazing licences for its members.
Many months have gone by since then; nothing has
happened.
This minister has to settle the matter once and for all,
otherwise he will be in breach of a court ruling and
there will be enormous compensation consequences as
a result of his individual inability to make a decision. It
is a completely and utterly fallacious process to have to
rely on a Labor caucus committee to do this work.

Disability services: legislative review
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — I raise a matter
with the Minister for Community Services. The Bracks
government has over the past couple of years been
undertaking a review of the disability services
legislation. It has been an important process because it
is part of the government’s ongoing drive to bring the
Victorian disability service system into the
21st century. I have been approached by many people
involved in the disability sector who share in the
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government’s commitment to revitalise our disability
support system, and I wish to take this opportunity to
ask the minister to consider releasing an exposure draft
of the new disability legislation for public consultation
prior to the introduction of the bill to the Parliament.
In my role as Parliamentary Secretary for Community
Services I have come to have enormous respect for the
disability sector throughout Victoria. It is made up of
women and men who have a strong and passionate
commitment to ensuring a better deal for some of our
society’s most disadvantaged and vulnerable citizens.
In making this request to the minister I also note that
some people in the disability sector, for whom I have
enormous respect, have raised with me matters
pertaining to recent press reports. In particular I refer to
the articles that appeared in papers that contained
allegations about me, based on a discredited document
that was released to the press.
I note that the press reports contain unfair and
unsubstantiated allegations in relation to me, a former
mayor and one of my staff members. I take the
opportunity to completely reject any suggestion of
impropriety or wrongdoing on my part, and in fact I am
seeking legal advice on those press reports.
Despite these false claims I intend to continue to work
as a parliamentary secretary to support people with
disabilities. I believe that a request to see more of the
detail of what the government is planning is fair and
reasonable. This legislation will shape so much of the
way services are provided in the future and the way all
of us across government and throughout the community
work to be more accessible to and inclusive of people
with disabilities. The disability legislation review,
which I have proudly chaired, is an important step in
ensuring that Victoria is a place where all people and all
families can grow with dignity and access opportunities
in a fair and just society.

Water: Campaspe irrigators
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with a 1 in 10 chance that there will be no inflows into
Lake Eppalock at all during the next winter, it has
decided to keep that water in store in order to provide at
least stock and domestic water next season. Irrigators
are angry that Goulburn-Murray Water did not consult
with the water services committee but instead relied on
what could at its very best be described as a very rough
and flawed poll of irrigators.
At a well-advertised and well-attended meeting of
irrigators held at Rochester last Friday, which I
attended, those present voted unanimously to ask
Goulburn-Murray Water to reverse its decision and to
ask the minister to intervene to release the additional
5 per cent of water now in store. Things are desperate.
They need it right away, and then they need to look at
other means of supplying stock and domestic needs
next season, if that becomes necessary. The meeting
also wanted an unequivocal assurance from the minister
that if the 5 per cent is kept in store, there is no way it
will be used for the environment or for urban purposes.
I therefore seek an assurance from the minister that he
will immediately intervene to release the 5 per cent of
the entitlement currently in store. I also ask that he give
an unequivocal assurance that if he is not prepared to
take that action none of that water, which belongs to the
irrigators, will be siphoned off for urban or
environmental purposes. Farmers in the Campaspe
system are in very difficult financial circumstances, and
that 5 per cent of water, if it is released now, could
produce on the average dairy farm about $25 000 or
$30 000 worth of pasture, which would go some way
towards reducing the extreme financial pressure that
many irrigators are under. I therefore ask the minister to
seriously consider acting immediately to relieve the
pressure on irrigators in the Campaspe irrigating
system.

Mental health: Forest Hill electorate

Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I wish to raise a
matter for the Minister for Water concerning irrigation
allocations in the Campaspe irrigation system. Irrigators
have experienced a series of dry years of
well-below-average rainfall, with the result that the
water in store at Lake Eppalock is at an historic low.
Irrigators and entitlement holders currently have only
39 per cent of their water rights and are desperate to
utilise as much as they possibly can of the water
currently in store.

Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — I rise tonight to
bring a matter to the attention of the Minister for Health
that concerns two related issues regarding mental health
services. The action I seek from the minister is an
undertaking that she will ensure the state government
provides adequate mental health treatment for the
residents of the inner east. Given the figures I will
outline, I also seek a commitment from the minister that
she will ensure the provision of suitable preventative
programs to encourage positive mental health and
combat the predicted increase in mental health
problems.

Goulburn-Murray Water has indicated that the water in
store could provide another 5 per cent this season, but

It is estimated that 1 in 5 Australians is affected by
mental health problems in any given year, and this
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figure is expected to grow. On 31 March VicHealth will
launch its Plan for Action 2005–07 promoting mental
health and wellbeing. The report predicts that by 2020
depression will be the second-highest cause of disease
worldwide. It warns that unless preventative measures
are taken, Australian governments will be challenged to
meet the increasing cost of treatment for mental health
patients.
My office is in contact with many community
organisations that provide mental health services to the
residents of the Forest Hill electorate. These
organisations do a fantastic job, and it is estimated that
most patients are able to receive treatment for
non-urgent problems within three to five days, and
often it is less than this. Urgent cases receive a
same-day response. However, it is often reported that
there are shortages in accommodation for acutely ill
patients. Due to these shortages in the inner east, people
requiring residential care are often forced to move to
the city. This relocation leads to increased
disconnection from the community and places
additional strain on patients and their families.
I have also heard from many local professionals who
feel that mental health services in the Whitehorse area
are often overlooked. It is assumed at times that
because Whitehorse is a middle-class area there are
very few mental health problems. Although there is
clearly a connection between poverty and the
prevalence of mental illness, there is still a very high
demand in the Whitehorse region. Given the growing
complexity of mental illness, as well as the growing
demand for mental health services, it is imperative that
we implement preventative programs that are aimed at
encouraging positive mental health. Considering that
demand for services increased on average by 8 per cent
between 1996 and 2002, the need is urgent.
I have learnt of some exciting initiatives run by Youth
Connexions in Box Hill that seek to assist young people
at risk of developing serious mental illness. Girls with
Attitude is a six-week program for young women that
aims to develop their social skills and self-esteem. The
centre also runs a cooking program in conjunction with
Whitehorse Community Health Centre and the Family
Access Network that seeks to teach both cooking and
life skills.
I commend the Bracks government on the $198 million
increase that it has contributed to mental health services
since coming to office. VicHealth estimates that
between 44 per cent and 77 per cent of people with
mental disorders do not receive any treatment.
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Hospitals: Bass Coast emergency departments
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I wish to raise an issue for the
Minister for Health. I ask that she ensure that the
accident and emergency department of the Wonthaggi
Hospital is fully funded so that doctors are always
available on site 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The minister should be aware that there are two
hospitals in the Bass Coast shire, one public hospital at
Wonthaggi and one semi-private community hospital at
Cowes on Phillip Island. Both hospitals have an
accident and emergency ward, but neither has doctors
on duty.
The Kennett government built the Wonthaggi accident
and emergency department, which has competent
nursing staff but no doctors to treat patients who come
directly to the hospital. Ambulances now have to go to
the local doctor’s surgery, approximately 1 kilometre
from the hospital, and wait for a doctor to become
available to look at the patient and then advise the
ambulance officers to either take the patient to the
hospital or unload them at the surgery for treatment.
Sometimes if the ambos get another call and the doctor
has not seen the patient, they have to unload them onto
a spare gurney that they keep at the doctor’s surgery
and head off to their next patient, leaving the first
patient at the doctor’s to be picked up later if they
remember. That is not very good so far as I am
concerned. The doctors themselves are finding that the
pressure of this and of having to go to the hospital to
treat the patients is becoming a burden. We are finding
that more and more patients are being raced to
Melbourne hospitals by road or by air.
The same problem is happening at Warley Hospital at
Cowes. Even the minister will understand that a large
number of people go to Phillip Island over the weekend
and at holiday times. We also have one of Victoria’s
major tourism attractions on Phillip Island, being the
penguins, as well as the motorcycle track that is used all
year round for events such as the motorcycle grand prix
and the super bike races, as well as the VP car events.
Tens of thousands of visitors to the island do not have
access to a fully functional accident and emergency
department anywhere in the area.
Imagine a serious tourist bus accident, with no accident
and emergency department to treat them! It is over
40 minutes by road from Cowes to Wonthaggi
Hospital, and when the traffic is bumper to bumper
from Cowes to The Gurdies, what chance does an
ambulance have of getting to either hospital to possibly
save a life? The ambulance officers have no chance at
all. I ask the minister to do something about financing
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the proper manning of the accident and emergency
departments at each of the hospitals.

Goods and services tax: Country Women’s
Association of Victoria
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I wish to bring a matter
to the attention of the Minister for Women’s Affairs
and the action I seek is that the minister do all in her
power to lobby the federal government on behalf of the
women of Victoria to review the goods and services tax
status of the Country Women’s Association of Victoria.
Many members in this house will know a great deal
about the CWA and the wonderful work its members
do in the community. Their mission is to provide
opportunities for friendship, personal development,
support and advocacy of relevant social issues. Their
values are care, participation, respect, openness,
leadership, service to members, equity and competence.
They are a progressive and vibrant association meeting
needs in a caring and responsive manner. They have
done a lot of work in support of governments over the
years.
I have had a great deal of experience of the CWA, both
through members of my family and friends being
members of the CWA as I was growing up and during
the time when I worked in the then Office of Rural
Affairs and edited Network, the magazine of the rural
women’s network. Jean Tom, a former president of the
CWA, served on that reference group. I worked with
them in many ways and saw the work they do in
supporting and developing women in country areas and
also in Melbourne when women come to Melbourne
with medical appointments and things like that.
It is really unfair that the members subscriptions are
being soaked up by the GST, this unfair tax. I have had
representations from in particular Nola Raymond, a
member of the Jumbunna-Whittlesea branch of the
CWA, who has raised her concerns about that.
There is no doubt about, and I do not think anyone in
this place could question, the standing of the CWA. It is
a longstanding organisation, based on friendship and
self-development opportunities for women of all races,
religions and political beliefs. It is unique, not being
totally a service club or a philanthropic organisation,
and it supports numerous charitable causes, particularly
as they concern women, children and families. I stand
beside the CWA branches in my electorate —
Jumbunna-Whittlesea, Hurstbridge, Eltham,
Greensborough and Kinglake West — in their concerns
about this.
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I know a number of women who participated in the
recent Murray Marathon. They do all sorts of things
and they have renamed themselves Chicks with
Attitude. The Chicks with Attitude deserve our support.
I ask the minister to do all in her power to lobby the
federal government to give the CWA and the Chicks
with Attitude a fair go.

Police: numbers
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I raise a matter of grave
concern with the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. It relates to the number of police at Werribee.
The action I ask the minister to take is to ask for an
immediate explanation from the chief commissioner on
why more police have not been allocated to Werribee.
As members of this house would know, Werribee is
one of the fastest growing areas in Victoria and has a
large transport and operations hub. In June last year this
matter was raised before the Victorian public, and the
police minister at the time said that he would fix it.
Unfortunately only six police were moved into the
Werribee area and they all came from Geelong. So now
we have two problems: we still have a shortage of
police at Werribee, but now we have a shortage of
police at Geelong as well. The reality is that the
Werribee community needs a net increase of around
26 police, and having only 6 police move there in the
last nine months means that it is still 20 police short.
There is also the operational problem at Werribee.
Their police station is not workable in its current format
and is in desperate need of a major upgrade. The
problem relates back to the Bracks government’s
promise made back in November 2002 of an extra
600 police. There have been some recent graduations
but the reality is that they have delivered a net increase
of only 120 police. In the next 18 months they are
going to deliver another 480 police to get to the real
number. So in two and a half years they have delivered
120 police and in the next 18 months they are going to
get up to the 600 police.
I met with the Wyndham Planners Action Group — a
group of very dedicated community members down
there — —
Mr Nardella — How was the Liberal Party down
there?
Mr WELLS — I would not have a clue about what
political affiliation any of them had, but their no. 1
concern was to make sure that the people of Werribee
had a fair deal. The Bracks government takes it at their
own peril if they take Werribee for granted. There is a
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real anger in Werribee. If the problem of the police
shortage is not fixed, they will be punished at the next
state election. I visited the Werribee police station in
November 2002 and it was very disappointing to see
that nothing has happened in over two years.
Mr Nardella — That is not true! Go back there
again.
Mr WELLS — There are plans in place — I was
there only two weeks ago.
The plan is in place to try to fix something, but the
reality is that it needs a major upgrade and it needs
20 extra police. We expect the minister to take action to
fix the problem now.

Youth: body image
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs and the action I seek is for the minister to
continue to support programs that promote positive
body image messages to young people to ensure their
future health and wellbeing. I obviously have a strong
interest in this issue as a member of the parliamentary
Family and Community Development Committee
which is currently finalising a report on issues relating
to the development of body image among young people
and associated effects on their health and wellbeing.
There is considerable interest in and focus on the issue
of body image amongst our young people. Certainly in
my community, partly as a result of being a member of
this inquiry, I have had numerous contacts and
discussions with schools, parents and young people.
The issues range from young people who focus on how
they look and the impact on the self esteem of young
people through to the more extreme end of eating
disorders. Unfortunately now we see that younger and
younger people, both boys and girls, have very poor
body images. They have a desire to look different,
whether it is in weight or height; they talk about and
focus on diets, losing weight, building muscle tone
et cetera. For some this results in eating disorders.
I know that the minister has a real and genuine concern
about this growing problem. I am aware that on
Saturday as part of the L’Oréal Melbourne Fashion
Festival, a Red Market Day was held in Greville Street,
Prahran, featuring runway shows promoting young
people of all shapes and sizes. This event was
supported through the minister’s department providing
a new approach to the portrayal of young people in the
fashion industry.
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The feedback I received showed that young people
across the state want to feel comfortable about their
bodies, yet there are some very confusing messages in
the media, magazines and television. You can pick up a
magazine and see perfect, beautiful bodies, followed by
a list of potential diets — ‘Eat none of this’ or ‘Eat lots
of that’ — followed by lots of recipes for delicious
food. They are confusing messages. We need to look at
simple messages, to shift the focus and provide
alternative body images for young people. I have some
great primary schools in my area that are doing
fantastic programs, particularly the Clifton Springs
Primary School.
Given the success of the Red Market Day initiative in
Prahran I call on the minister to support future events
and strategies that challenge the common picture we
see in the media.

Harness racing: Wangaratta
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I wish to raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Racing. I am
pleased that he is in the chamber to hear my comments
about the concerns of the people of Wangaratta and
surrounding areas that the local harness racing club is
one of seven clubs that the Harness Racing Board has
announced for closure in country Victoria.
To say the least, the people in Wangaratta and
particularly those connected with the harness racing, the
Rural City of Wangaratta and Wangaratta Ltd, the
development arm, are enraged with the decision taken
and the announcement by Harness Racing Victoria that
seven harness racing clubs would close. The harness
racing club at Wangaratta is based in north-eastern
Victoria and is the only harness racing meeting in the
area. The closest harness racing meeting to Wangaratta
is based at Cobram, then to Shepparton and south to
Cranbourne and across the river the closest one is at
Albury.
The people met with the chief executive officer of
Harness Racing Victoria, John Anderson, at the race
meeting I attended. A great crowd was at that great
event that started in the late afternoon and ended in the
evening. The people enjoyed the very successful race
meeting. I had extensive discussions with John
Anderson and the concerns expressed to me related to
the way the announcement had been made. There was
no consultation locally. I am very much aware of the
Vision Value Victoria document which was put out for
discussion and review. It indicated changes the board
was seeking to make to the harness racing industry in
Victoria.
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The harness racing industry is important to us in that
part of the state. What we will see is a shifting of five of
the TAB meetings being run at Wangaratta to
Shepparton, increasing the number of meetings that are
being held at Shepparton and reducing the track at
Wangaratta to a training track. What is even worse as
far as the people of Wangaratta are concerned is that in
the Vision Value Victoria booklet there is a suggestion
they re-establish a harness racing club and track at
Wodonga. There is no doubt if they are looking at
spending money in this area, it would be a great
advantage. Further concern relates to the act passed in
2004, especially with sections 44B and 44C that deal
with the requirement for the Harness Racing Board to
undertake proper consultation and procedures with the
harness racing participants.
I ask the minister to encourage the Harness Racing
Board to further investigate all the issues relating to the
possible track closure and have the harness racing club
continue to operate at Wangaratta. The number of
meetings should be increased, making harness racing
successful there.

Coburg secondary college: establishment
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I raise a matter
with the Minister for Education and Training as a
matter of priority to ensure the Department of
Education and Training at its highest level in the
northern region works to recruit an outstanding
educationalist and administrator to lead the
establishment of the new secondary school to be
established in Coburg.
In 2004 the school council of Moreland City College
decided to request the government to close its
secondary school as the number of students was
declining. There was a failure on its part to attract new
students, and there was an exodus of students which
rendered the school unviable. It is important for any
school to have an enrolment number that allows for a
range of curriculum options to be presented to the
students at each year level.
The state government listened to the school council and
acted. The school was closed this year. The government
undertook or promised to open a new school in 2006.
My concern is that we really need as a priority to
advertise for a visionary, an outstanding educationalist
and administrator to lead the establishment of this new
school.
Recently I met with the new northern regional director
of the Department of Education and Training, Wayne
Craig, and expressed an urgency in relation to
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recruiting the visionary principal for this new school.
My electorate covers this central section of Moreland,
and we are in desperate need of a secondary school
which would focus on meeting secondary school
students’ needs with a range of curriculum options.
Far too many of the Moreland students travel south for
their secondary schooling, with the result that other
schools which pick up a number of Moreland
students — University High, Princes Hill, Brunswick
and Pascoe Vale secondary colleges — are all full. For
those travelling down the Broadmeadows line we are
looking at Niddrie and Keilor secondary colleges
having far too many Moreland students. It is important
for parents to find a school that meets their child’s
educational requirements, but it is also important that
children do not have to leave their local community to
achieve that.
I pay tribute to the great work of Box Forest Secondary
College and Pascoe Vale Girls College, which both
have great curriculums, pastoral care and a focus on the
educational outcomes which best meet their students’
potential and educational interest, but that is not
enough.

Responses
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — The member for Derrimut raised with me
the issue of a disability services legislative review and
requested that I release an exposure draft of the bill for
public comment prior to its introduction. Let me first
thank and congratulate the member for his hard work
on that review, which he led. He headed up the
legislative review reference group, which is no small
task, because the review was about modernising two
acts of Parliament — the Intellectually Disabled
Persons Services Act and the Disability Services Act —
and bringing them together. It was to create new
legislation to underpin the wide-ranging reforms of the
state disability plan. That was always an ambitious task.
The reference group was particularly large and had a
diverse range of people on it with a number of different
perspectives. The member has worked very hard to
bring these diverse groups and perspectives together.
He has handled it with great sensitivity and skill, and
talked and debated the issues constructively. I know
that he has been under pressure recently, but he has
done a great job with this issue. He has made himself
available whenever people wanted to meet him. He has
presented the issues to me with a great deal of accuracy
and with vigour and passion. I think the stakeholders
can be very pleased to know and understand that he has
presented their views very well to me.
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I agree with his view that the disability sector is one
that is full of commitment and drive, and he is
absolutely correct when he says that the sector wants to
see a good result. I can assure him that is my aim as
well.
I believe we received about 90 responses to the
proposals that were put out for public comment late last
year, and the responses showed that we are heading in
the right direction. That should not be too surprising
because, our report on the recommendations to which
the member referred was the product of very extensive
consultations. Around 1200 individuals and
organisations have provided feedback and comment
either through written submissions or in the focus
groups and public forums that were held right across
Victoria.
I understand that despite all of that consultation people
are interested to see the detail of the proposals. They
want to see the legislation as it comes out of draft and
before it comes into Parliament. I think that is a fair and
reasonable request, and I am delighted to advise the
member and the house that I have decided to release an
exposure draft of the new legislation and make that
available for public comment prior to anything being
introduced into the house. That exposure draft should
be available for public release towards the middle of the
year. I am very pleased that the member has raised that
issue.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs) — I thank the member for Bellarine for raising
this matter and also for her continued strong input into
the policy on this area through her work in her
electorate and as a member of the parliamentary Family
and Community Development Committee, which is, of
course, investigating the impact of negative body image
on young people. There has been a terrific amount of
response, particularly from young people, on this issue.
We have had a very strong response by young people to
our parliamentary inquiry: over 300 young people
returned the postcard-sized submissions that we
promoted to young people around the state. An
overwhelming message came from those cards and
submissions more broadly from young people. It was
very pleasing to see that young people recognise that
this is an issue that they are concerned about, that they
want to know more about, and that they want to support
their friends with.
The messages that came through those cards included
concern that magazines were not reflecting real women,
and that the media and advertising industry in particular
had an important role to play in influencing attitudes
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about shape and size. There was also concern about
cultural influence and the pressure on young people to
conform to shapes and sizes. They were also concerned
that there were insufficient positive images promoting
all shapes and sizes and the idea that the best stuff, as
we say, is on the inside. It is not about how you look
and conforming to a certain type that might be popular
right now in the advertising or media or fashion
industry. It is about knowing that the best stuff is on the
inside.
Young people also said there were very confusing
messages — and this is something that the member for
Bellarine picked up on — about body image, about
feelings and about food. All these images coming
together at once is causing some concern for young
people, and in the most extreme cases it is causing them
serious harm.
For the information of the house, anorexia nervosa is
the third most common chronic illness amongst young
women in this country. At any one time 68 per cent of
15-year-old women are on a diet — that is, over
two-thirds of 15-year-old young women. These young
women are concerned, are spending time dieting, and in
too many cases that is leading to extreme dieting. It is
affecting their employment and education
opportunities — —
Mr Jasper — And their health.
Ms ALLAN — It is affecting their family
relationships and friendships and, as the member for
Murray Valley says, it is having a serious effect on their
health. This is something I am concerned about, which
is why we asked for the parliamentary inquiry, and
which is why we want to look at how we can support
young people, their families, friends and carers, and get
more information out there.
A unique opportunity presented itself through the
L’Oréal Melbourne Fashion Festival, where we were
able to work with important partners such as L’Oréal,
Dolly and Cosmopolitan magazines and Mushroom
Marketing, and host what was known as the Red
Market Day. This was a unique opportunity for the
government to partner with these external
organisations, which are important influences in the
fashion industry, and to promote positive messages to
young people about body image, such as the idea that
anyone can get up on a catwalk with a little bit of
training. Young women were recruited for this. They
went to ‘booty camp’ for a day, and they were given
training on how to strut their stuff on the catwalk. They
were given the confidence to do that and to carry it off
well, and it all came together so well on the Red Market
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Day. It was a fantastic event. Through taking a very
contemporary approach, through being in an area where
government does not usually operate, we had a unique
opportunity to directly work with young people, the
fashion industry, Mushroom Marketing and others to
promote the messages we are concerned about in
relation to body image. The response on the day from
young people and the organisers was really terrific.
The findings, the feedback and other information will
be drawn together in the report that is being put
together by the member for Bellarine and her other
colleagues on the parliamentary committee. I would
like to thank those members for the hard work they
have already put in. They share my concern in this area.
For young people in this state to know that the
Parliament is devoting its attention to these issues gives
them the assurance that we are looking at ways to better
support them in an area that is causing them great
concern.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for Racing) —
I thank the member for Murray Valley for raising the
issue that Harness Racing Victoria is going through in
readjusting TAB meetings by reallocating race club
meetings at other clubs. I remind the member of the
comments I made to the house yesterday. It was his
party, as a part of the former government, that in 1998
amended the Racing Act to allow for these sorts of
things to occur. Race club committees can continue as
race club committees, but their TAB meetings can be
transferred to other race clubs.
The point that the member made about five TAB
meetings is the crux of the issue that Harness Racing
Victoria is addressing. How do you rightfully retain
clubs in local communities that have five meetings but
have to provide facilities all year round and meet the
costs attached to that? You have to weigh up the
advantages of community and the pride they have in
having racing facilities in their area. The opportunities
that are available to the locals and how the facilities are
used are also a part of that issue.
This is a part of the problem that Harness Racing
Victoria has been talking about, saying basically that
the seven clubs that have been mentioned have 6 per
cent of the race meetings and asking how you run a
whole industry on that basis. I know the local member
has approached this very respectfully and has worked
hard in his own local community. When we see
thoroughbreds in Wangaratta, there are many more race
meetings which are very strong and very successful. As
the member highlighted, this proposal is about the
possibility of a new race facility in Wodonga. There has
been some market assessment done by Harness Racing
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Victoria that we have to reflect on. There is a
considerable cost attached to building new facilities,
compared with supporting existing facilities in places
like Wangaratta.
I have told Harness Racing Victoria that we expect it to
take into account the feedback from local communities
before it makes a final decision. As I said in the house
yesterday, it has been the intention of this place since
1958 that ministers do not direct race bodies, even
though they are statutory bodies. It is quite a frustrating
thing for me as a minister and for those who have been
ministers. Sometimes I wonder why we have a Minister
for Racing! Basically we have a racing minister to
change legislation that helps make the industry better or
to get government funding for the industry. We do not
have a racing minister to direct the industry.
It is quite interesting compared to other statutory
bodies. We have given the power to these statutory
bodies because the revenues that are earned come
directly from the industry. Those bodies are all charged
with making good and hard decisions at the same time
on behalf of the industry. That is a tough choice for
Harness Racing Victoria. I understand the views that
the member for Murray Valley and other members have
expressed in this house. I encourage them to put their
views, and to encourage their communities to put their
views, to Harness Racing Victoria. We expect it to take
all that into account before final decisions are made. I
thank the member for his genuine concern on this issue.
The member for Warrandyte raised a matter for the
Minister for Environment about mountain cattle issues.
A lot of work has been done by the backbench
committees referred to, and I will pass that on to the
minister.
The member for Rodney raised a matter for the
Minister for Water about the irrigation region in the
Campaspe area. I will pass that on to the minister.
The member for Forest Hill raised a matter for the
Minister for Health about mental health services in the
eastern region. This is a very important and serious
issue. I will pass that on to the minister.
The member for Bass also raised a matter for the
Minister for Health about access to Wonthaggi’s
emergency departments. I am very much aware of the
issues that he has raised. It is a popular tourism region
and the fastest growing regional local government area.
I will pass that on to the minister.
The member for Yan Yean raised a matter for the
Minister for Women’s Affairs about lobbying the
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federal government on the GST status of the Country
Women’s Association of Victoria.
The member for Scoresby raised a matter for the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services about the
Werribee police station. I note his issues, and I am sure
the minister is aware of them. We are putting in more
police, and it is a matter of how they are allocated over
time. When you are ambitious about putting in more
police, everyone wants them and there is never enough
around. There is a genuine issue in Werribee, as it is a
fast-growing community. I will pass that on to the
minister.
The member for Pascoe Vale also raised a matter for
the Minister for Education and Training about a new
secondary college in Coburg and the importance of
appointing a principal with leadership skills in that
community to set up the new school. I will pass that on
to the minister as well.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The house is now adjourned.
House adjourned 10.43 p.m.
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